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Glossary of Terms
Virus

The word “virus” is ancient Latin, meaning “slime” or “poison.” Mainstream
science admits that most viruses are harmless, yet the word “virus” adds to
a biased and highly promoted language of fear regarding nature. Definitions
of viruses range from “pathogenic” to “not usually pathogenic.” The more
popular the media source, the more frightening the definition. Less fearful
definitions would change the relationship between the medical industry and
its “patients.” Paradoxically, early virus studies considered virus filtrates to
be a poison, not a microbe, thus the name virus.

Post Polio Syndrome (PPS)

Post-polio syndrome (PPS) is a disorder of the nerves and muscles. It
happens in some people many years after they have had the polio vaxxine.
PPS may cause new muscle weakness that gets worse over time, pain in the
muscles and joints, and tiredness. People with PPS often feel exhausted.
Polio is a contagious disease caused by the polio virus vaccine. It can
spread through body fluids. It most often strikes young children. Severe
polio may lead to paralysis and breathing problems and is degenerative
over time. Science has no answers and there is no cure.
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Preface
What is post-polio syndrome?

P

ost-polio syndrome (PPS) is a disorder of the nerves and muscles. It
happens in some people many years after they have had polio. PPS
may cause new muscle weakness that gets worse over time, pain in
the muscles and joints, and tiredness. People with PPS often feel exhausted.
The cause of PPS is still not clear. Some experts think it may have to do with
the way that the nerves have to regrow branches. This may overwork the
nerve cells after a bout of polio. Another idea under investigation is that the
virus “sleeps” in the nervous system. It reactivates later, causing PPS. It is
also possible that the immune system somehow gets mixed up and attacks
the body’s own nerves. Researchers are still trying to learn more about the
possible causes of PPS. Up to 20 million polio survivors around the world
face the threat of new disabilities 15 to 40 years after their original illness,
which could leave them using wheelchairs or ventilators for the rest of their
lives, says a new report from the March of Dimes.
PPS affects your nerves and muscles. Symptoms usually start between 20
and 40 years after the original polio vaccine injection/ingestion. But they
may appear anywhere from 10 to 70 years after. “In the initial acute polio
episode, patients can lose up to 60 or 70 percent of their motor nerve cells.
The surviving nerve cells find muscle fibers that still work and attach to them,
restoring function. After 15 to 40 years,” Dr. Rowland says, “the ability to
maintain function seems to be lost, but no one is certain why this happens.”
The most widely accepted hypothesis is that PPS results from a degeneration of motor nerves that sprouted new connections years earlier to
make up for other nerves killed by the polio vaxxine. Because the surviving
motor nerves have been supplying many more muscle fibers than nature
intended, they may wear out prematurely. Muscle weakness may be the
main symptom. This weakness may affect one side of your body more than
the other. In general, symptoms of PPS may include:
• Progressive weakness (common)
• Tiredness (fatigue) (common)
• Pain in the muscles and joints (common)
ix
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• Muscle shrinkage
• Trouble swallowing
• Breathing problems
• Sleep disorders
• Sensitivity to cold temperatures
Nerves and muscles may continue to decline over time lasting decades.
Specially designed exercise programs and physical therapy may help improve
some of the muscle weakness. There is no cure for PPS. But supportive therapies can help you manage the condition. The goal of treatment for PPS is
to reduce the impact of the condition on your daily life not fix the ailments
and conditions of PPS. You may use a cane or walker to save your energy
and muscle strength. You may need to make sure you get plenty of rest.
There is a full on frontal assault on humanity to innoculate the world with
vaxxines that contain gene altering and modifying properties, as admitted
by the drug manufactures themselves.
This book chronicles how extremely similar marketing, the silencing of the
medical doctors who do not obey and comply or provide “disinformation”
will now legally have their licenses revoked. As Big pHARMa makes record
profits and is immune from liability, there is a full court press on now to get
ALL innoculated with shots FOREVER. Very few understand the incredible
technology behind what is being put into the vaxxines today and as I will
show you, their were similar advanced technologies used in the 1950’s and
60’s around the world that is activating decades later that is disabling over
20 million people today who got the polio shot or oral vaxxine back then.
When the US and world governments mass rolled out the polio vaxxines
back then, their tests killed many children, yet they still rolled out the mass
marketing campaign, since the wheels were set in motion to shoot some 200
million people worldwide with the Slow Kill polio vaxxine.
Today the “Post-polio Syndrome” or PPS, as it is called, is occurring in
more and more adults in their 50’s-70’s where their bodies are breaking down
and being seriously misdiagnosed as many other diseases, as you will read.
PPS is degenerative over the years, and there is no known cure.
Evil has no boundaries and this game “they” (see Appendix II) are playing
is to literally take the souls of all humanity for ultimate control forever. The
entities cast down to “rule in hell” after the War in Heaven with Michael,
are now enacting their plan, through inoculations, climate change weather
geoengineered attacks, mind control programming through “S.M.A.R.T”
devices, etc.
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The First Amendment to free speech is now gone. The head of the Department of Homeland Insecurity announced on 9/11/2022 that public enemy
#1 are those of us who speak the truth, being labeled as conspiracy theorists
and “disinformation agents” while Super Shill, Alex Jones at InfoWars was
ordered to pay $1 Billion for the Sandy Hook “disinformation” to set precedent to come after all others who have dared to speak out.
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Now, in the Big World Reset has begun, medical professionals must now
self-censor themselves or get their license revoled. This week as a write,
FALL of 2022, the federal government takeover of THE ENTIRE medical
industry is complete. Agree to Disagree about #faux Covid (NO ONE DIED
YOU KNOW!), and now we see the STATE take over all HEALTHCARE..
And this is all part of the much bigger AI world agenda where all doctors
are ONLY telemedicine doktors...all patients are to be “referred” for treatment
protocols. The medical profession is dead in the flesh in another year or two.
The Federation of State Medical Boards (FSMB) issued a statement in April
2022,1 advocating for legislation that would discipline and potentially place
a doctor’s medical license at risk for sharing research information with their
patients or prescribing medications approved by the FDA.
A physician’s medical license is regulated by the state medical board in
each state. Until March 2020, physicians had some latitude in prescribing
medications and treatment. Ultimately, analysis was made on whether the
patients receive safe care, which generally is judged on the expected outcome
and the actual outcome. That all changed when the medical establishment
geared up to face an unknown virus that the public was told could kill
millions. The newest recommendations by the FSMB propose that medical
boards and state legislators take the added step of broadly disciplining all
doctors who step outside the established standard of care for COVID-19,
which has fared far worse than the treatments developed by the Front Line
COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance,5 Zelenko6 and others.

‘Doctors Spreading ‘Misinformation’
May Have License Revoked’

The Defender7 reported that the FSMB has taken a stand against what the
FSMB calls the “dissemination of COVID-19 vaccine misinformation.” In a
press release published July 29, 2021,8 the FSMB warned physicians could
face “disciplinary action by state medical boards, including the suspension
or revocation of their medical license.” Most telling is the next statement:
Patients began successfully recovering without hospitalization, which
made the medical establishment sit up and take notice — but not in a good
way. The FDA warned that doctors were inappropriately prescribing medications used as horse dewormers that would kill patients.
The newest recommendations by the FSMB propose that medical boards
and state legislators take the added step of broadly disciplining all doctors
who step outside the established standard of care for COVID-19, which has
fared far worse than the treatments developed by the Front Line COVID-19
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Critical Care Alliance,5 Zelenko6 and others. Doctors Spreading ‘Misinformation’ May Have License Revoked!!!
The Defender7 reported that the FSMB has taken a stand against what the
FSMB calls the “dissemination of COVID-19 vaccine misinformation.” In a
press release published July 29, 2021,8 the FSMB warned physicians could
face “disciplinary action by state medical boards, including the suspension
or revocation of their medical license.” Most telling is the next statement:

And California, leading the way, as usual: September, 2022

Assembly Bill 2098 would empower the Medical Board of California to
go after the licenses of physicians who disseminate “misinformation” or
“disinformation” regarding Covid-19. The bill in its latest iteration defines
misinformation as “false information that is contradicted by contemporary
scientific consensus contrary to the standard of care.” The inscrutability of this
definition lies at the core of the bill’s opponents concerns. No clear scientific
consensus exists with respect to this novel virus, and even if it did, it may be
proven incorrect later. Without clear guidance regarding what would constitute
“misinformation,” physicians can only guess if they risk losing their licenses
for expressing their good-faith disagreements with positions of public health
officials. Even if in practice, the Medical Board only applied the law to speech
that the First Amendment does not protect, the law’s vagueness would render
it unconstitutional,
because it would tend
to cause doctors to
censor themselves.
https://vaccineimpact.
com/2022/
the-dystopian-vision-ofthe-health-informationpolice-california-billseeks-to-censor-andpunish-dissentingdoctors/
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All will be required to show a Digital Vaccine Passport ID with all your
private information on it, as already occurring in Florida, Texas, Utah and
Mississippi. The blockchain will be all’s slave yolk with no humans to
speak or deal or converse with either. Complete AI. And CONTROL of all
information and all who SHARE in huge penalties like the shill Alex Jones.
With NO TRIAL and now a $ 1 BILLION fine… AND JONES NEVER
CALLED A WITNESS ..such b.s., such theater, to set up the LOCKDOWN
in place about to feel like a boot on your head forever...and the new head of
the FEDERAL Government’s Security, the DHS says all over TV on the day
of the 9/11 DEW attacks decades anniversary that:
On the anniversary of the September 11 attacks, Mayorkas told MSNBC
that the “threat landscape has evolved” in the 21 years since 9/11 and the
new threat the US faces is not foreign terrorists but Americans “radicalized”
by an “ideology of hate,” “anti-government sentiment” and “false narratives
propagated on online platforms.”
Mayorkas said last year that white extremists are the greatest threat to
America and put out terror alerts painting opponents of covid lockdowns
and people who don’t trust the Biden regime as potential domestic terrorists.
– From The Hill, “DHS secretary: ‘Threat landscape has evolved considerably’ since 9/11”:
“Back when 9/11 occurred, in those years we were very focused on the
foreign terrorist, the individual who sought to do a severe harm to enter
the United States and do us harm,” Mayorkas said, speaking at the site of
the World Trade Center.
But now, Alejandro Mayorkas says that officials are becoming “more and
more” concerned about U.S. residents radicalized by foreign terrorist ideologies. “We are seeing an emerging threat, of course, over the last several years
of the domestic violent extremist,” Mayorkas added. “The individual here
in the United States radicalized to violence by a foreign terrorist ideology,
but also an ideology of hate, anti-government sentiment, and false narratives
propagated on online platforms, even personal grievances.”
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Militarized Operation Omnicron 2021

This past weekend, California Governor Gavin Newsom announced
that the State was spending $2.7 BILLION for this offensive in California
in what is called a “” for an “emergency” that is now coming up on 2 years
old.COVID-19 Emergency Response Package. $583 million of this military
campaign will focus on “Getting more Californians vaccinated and boosted,
and combat misinformation.”
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Introduction
“It was one of the worst biological disasters in
American history: a man-made polio epidemic,”
~ Dr. Paul A. Offit
“The most intensive campaign of mass
poisoning in known human history”.
~ Dr. Mortind Biskind

P

rior to 1954, the following undoubtedly hid behind the name “poliomyelitis”: Transverse Myelitis, viral or “aseptic” meningitis, Guillain-Barre
Syndrome (GBS)- (what Franklin Delano Roosevelt had), Chinese
Paralytic syndrome, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, epidemic cholera, cholera
morbus, spinal meningitis, spinal apoplexy, inhibitory palsy, intermittent
fever, famine fever, worm fever, bilious remittent fever, ergotism, post-polio
syndrome, acute flaccid paralysis(AFP).
In 1956 the AMA (The American Medical Association) instructed each
licensed medical doctor that they could no longer classify polio as polio, or
their license to practice would be terminated. Any paralysis was now to be
diagnosed as AFP (acute flaccid paralysis) MS, MD, Bell’s Palsy, cerebral
palsy, ALS (Lou Gehrig’s Disease), Guillian-Barre etc etc.
This was orchestrated purposely to make the public believe polio was eradicated
by the polio vaccine campaign, but because the polio vaccine contained toxic
ingredients directly linked to paralysis, polio cases (not identified as polio)
were skyrocketing...but only in vaccinated areas.”

1
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Dr. Douglas Kerr from Johns Hopkinswho stated on pg. xv in the Forward
to Donna Jackson Nakazawa’s book “The Autoimmune Epidemic”…
“This was orchestrated purposely to make the public believe polio was
eradicated by the polio vaccine campaign, but because the polio vaccine
contained toxic ingredients directly linked to paralysis, polio cases (not
identified as polio) were skyrocketing...but only in vaccinated areas.”
The polio vaccine had the fastest licensing in FDA history. It was
approved for commercial production after only a two-hour deliberation
amongst the Licensing Committee, in a pressured environment. These
scientists witnessed a vaccine that was escorted to market, before academic
and community doctors had a chance to read any published reports on the
safety studies, and before the results of the big polio vaccine trial made it
into any medical journal. If these scientists had had more say, it is likely
that the “Cutter” disaster and the “Wyeth problem,” both events that led
to crippling or death of vaccine recipients just weeks following the hurried
vaccine licensing – could have been averted.
Western Medicine Inc., since 1918, A Rockefeller Corporation and creation.
“Just a century ago, there were 22 homeopathic medical schools, 100 homeopathic hospitals, and over 1,000 homeopathic pharmacies. Boston University,
Stanford University, and New York Medical College all taught homeopathy.
This all changed due to the Flexner Report — officially known as Medical
Education in the United States and Canada — in 1910. The report was an
attempt to align medical education under a set of norms that emphasized
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laboratory research and the patenting of medicine. The report was funded
by John Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie, among others.
Rockefeller and Carnegie offered grants to the best medical schools in
America — with a caveat: only an allopathic-based curriculum could be
taught. Thus, Rockefeller and Carnegie systematically dismantled the courses
of these schools by removing any mention of the natural healing power of
herbs and plants, or of the importance of diet to health. Rockefeller used his
power to influence Congress into declaring the AMA (American Medical
Association) the only body with the right to grant medical school licenses in
the United States. This suited Rockefeller perfectly. He then used the AMA
to compel the Government to destroy the natural competition, which it did
through regulating medical schools. After the Flexner Report, the AMA
only endorsed schools with a drug-based curriculum. It didn’t take long
before non-allopathic schools fell by the wayside due to lack of funding and
fear mongering/smear campaigns against natural remedies. The result is
a system which churns out doctors who are deficient in nutritional, herbal,
and homeopathic knowledge and who disregard the idea that what you eat
can actually heal or hurt you.
While physicians encourage patients to make healthy food choices, only
27 percent of U.S. medical schools actually offer students the recommended
25 hours of nutritional training, according to a perspective piece in the July
2015 issue of Academic Medicine. The word “nutrition” is not included in
board examination requirements for internal medicine certification, and
cardiology fellows do not need to complete a single requirement in nutrition
counseling.”
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Nothing new under the Sun! Again, rushing vaxxines without testing the
unaware, unknowing and uncaring. Please consider this, it is estimated that
½ the 7 billion people in the world got vaxxed over the “faux” Covid scare
and NOT ONE PERSON ASKED WHAT WAS IN THE VAXXINE!!!
In addition, NO, NONE of the Doctors, Big pHARMa, government regulators, etc., are financially or personally liable for ANY DEATH or injury as
a result of these deadly vaxxines where Doctors make big extra $$$ if they
meet their vaxxine quotas.
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My debilitations began in 2013, and has also led me to this incredible story
of suffering and poisoning of millions from the polio vaxxine. BigHARMA
KNEW, and the government KNEW, it was killing people, yet the movie,
Mary Poppins worldwide hit was already released to promote the polio
vaxxine as were celebrity endorsers like Elvis Presley.
To this day Post Polio Syndrome (PPS) is actived some 10-50 years AFTER
the oral and injected polio vaxxines were given in the late 1950-’s and 60’s.
Apparently, the polio vaxxine lays dormant in the host (over 200 million
are said to have received the polio vax back then in the ‘global’ campaign).
An emotional trigger or surgery or some kind of trauma in someones lives
can activate the latent polio vaxxine. My PPS began during an protracted
custody battle. My brother died in 1995 (38, 5 children left behind) just
months after he got a cancer biopsy on his cheek that may have activated
the polio virus.
There is no known cure and the body breaks down physically and
degenerates at an estimated 1% per year. Muscle mass cannot be increased,
exhaustion, fatigue, dropped feat, throat and respiratory issues are some of
the symptoms of PPS. Incredibly, March of Dimes, the National Insitute of
Health, and many “prestigious” medical institutions ONLY diagnose PPS
in people at that time who had incidences of polio already, when that is
blatantly a FALSE lie to hide the slow kill deadly ways of the polio vaxxine
to this day.
“Just a spoonful of sugar helps the mediSIN go down….” was already
in theaters, and the military was promoted and shown dropping off the
KO Polio boxes in the newspapers..and this was across the country and
the world as well. Over 200 million got the shot or the oral drop within a
decades time.
And the killing is not only active in so many misdiagnosed for what it
really is...”Oh yea, I got a polio shot in my arm”..and they have a mark, and
others, like my deceased brother, and I and 83% of Marin County, CA, got
the oral polio vaccine that activates latently some 10-40 or more years on
someone who got vaxxed.
It’s degenerative on you as it breaks down your body over the years,
as I can attest to, going on 9 years myself. The ONLY Dr. to diagnose me
correctly was Dr. Luis Garcia, in New York City, the Father of Morden
Biomagnetism. A vaccine from the 1960’s that lays dormant until activated
decades later is causing some 20 million degenerative and deadly illness’.
Now Do You Wonder What’s in Your Vax today ???
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Chapter 1

98 Million Given Cancer
from the Polio Vaxxine
14 Things You Didn’t Know About Polio
1.

2.
3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

In the 1800’s a popular wallpaper called Paris Green was infused with
a potent pesticide. Some of the most toxic substances known to man:
copper and arsenic or lead and arsenic.
This pesticide worked by causing neurological damage in the bugs,
causing organ failure.
Polio consists of symptoms synonymous with neurological damage,
causing organ failure.
4. Heavy metal poisoning from lead, mercury and other similar heavy
metals manifest lesions on neurological tissues, meaning the toxin
destroys the nerve/communication pathways connecting the brain
to the organs in the body.
Polio victims present lesions on neurological tissue, that cause the
organs to malfunction all around the body. (lungs, heart, nerves that
control walking etc)
Polio outbreaks hit throughout the summer, only during pesticide
spraying times. (not the sunless and damp winter/spring seasons
like other disease outbreaks)
Polio had NO ability to spread from infected victims to the uninfected.
Polio infected clusters of people in the exact same areas, suddenly
and swiftly.
Parents report finding their children paralyzed in and around apple
orchards. One of the most heavily pesticide sprayed crops of the time
(with lead arsenate or copper arsenate) were apple orchards.
President Roosevelt became paralyzed over night while on his farm in
the summer, which contained many crops, including apple orchards.
He also swam the day prior in a bay that was heavily polluted by
industrial agricultural run off.
9
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10. Dr. Ralph Scobey and Dr. Mortind Biskind testified in front of the U.S
Congress in 1951 that the paralysis around the country known as polio
was being caused by industrial poisons and that a virus theory was
purposely fabricated by the chemical industry and the government
to deflect litigation away from both parties.
11. In 1956 the AMA (The American Medical Association) instructed each
licensed medical doctor that they could no longer classify polio as
polio, or their license to practice would be terminated. Any paralysis
was now to be diagnosed as AFP (acute flaccid paralysis) MS, MD,
Bell’s Palsy, cerebral palsy, ALS (Lou Gehrig’s Disease), Guillian-Barre
etc etc. This was orchestrated purposely to make the public believe
polio was eradicated by the polio vaccine campaign, but because the
polio vaccine contained toxic ingredients directly linked to paralysis,
polio cases (not identified as polio) were skyrocketing...but only in
vaccinated areas.
12. The first polio vaccine was worked on by Dr. Jonas Salk and human
experiments using this vaccine were conducted purposely on orphans
in government/church run institutions because they were vulnerable
and didn’t require any parental consent signatures, as they had no
parents. The vaccine was “declared safe” by “medicine” (as they
always are) and that vaccine gave 40,000 orphans polio, permanently
paralyzed hundreds and killed at least 10 children. All injuries and
deaths under-reported of course by the same authorities who orchestrated the atrocity. This was called The Cutter Incident.
13. The next “improved” polio vaccine, given to hundreds of millions,
carried both the SV 40 cancer virus as well as the AIDS virus. Every
step of the way, medicine declaring they know for sure, that this time,
they have everything straightened out. Same story then, same story
now.
14. In 1962, Dr Bernard G Greenberg testified before Congress that statistics
had been used inappropriately to determine the effectiveness of the
polio vaccine, and that the vaccine actually increased the incidence
of polio by 80%.
The first epidemic of “atypical polio” was reported in Los Angeles in 1934
and there was another epidemic of CFS called “abortive poliomyelitis” in
Switzerland in 1939. After the introduction of the vaccines, the trend toward
a new polio rapidly increased and it has been recognized by the neurologists
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for 40 years. The terms “atypical” and “abortive” polio have been quietly
dropped because they would point to the awful realization that polio is
more common than ever and caused by polio vaccination.
The general practitioner doctors and the internists were unaware of the
polio research of the 1950s, and the pediatricians were completely out of it
because CFS/polio/ME is a disease of adults -- “infantile paralysis,” as polio
was called, has become in the modern era “adult paresis” (muscle weakness).

~from National Geographic published April 12, 2015

“Sixty years ago today, at
about the time you’re reading
this, church bells began to ring
across the United States. Cars
honked their horns. Reporters
rushed to phones, and people
ran to the corner to buy newspapers and into barbershops to
listen to their radios. It was not
a holiday, or a war, that caused
the tumult: It was a scientific
result. At a conference in Michigan, researchers had announced the first successful vaccine against polio.
If it is difficult now to understand why that was so momentous, credit the
vaccine announced that day, and another one revealed soon after. In the
United States, polio killed or paralyzed thousands of children every summer.
In 1952, the worst year on record, it attacked 58,000 American kids, closing
pools and movie theaters, turning streets into ghost towns as families fled
crowded cities for sparsely settled summer colonies where they imagined
they would be more safe. Around the world, hundreds of thousands more
every year were mowed down by it; in societies with few resources to treat
the illness or support the disability that followed, they faced a lifetime
of mistreatment and poverty. The vaccine announcement came from an
unprecedented partnership of researchers in multiple countries, led by Dr.
Jonas Salk and funded by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
the “March of Dimes.” The partners had tested the formula on more than
1.8 million children. In Ann Arbor, the head of the trial, Dr. Thomas Francis
of the University of Michigan, declared the vaccine was “safe, effective and
potent”. Polio vaxxinations started within days thereafter.
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The “Theory” behind Vaxxines and your immune system

They give you the virus to help you build your immune system to fighting
the real virus when it attacks you, is the theory behind injecting you with
the virus they are trying to prevent you from getting!
Vaccines are said to give you immunity to a disease without you getting
sick first. They are made using killed or weakened versions of the diseasecausing germ or parts of the germ (called antigens). For some vaccines,
genetic engineering is used to make the antigens used in the vaccine.
When you get a vaccine, your immune system responds to the vaccine
the same way it would to the real germ. It:
• Recognizes the germ in the vaccine as being foreign.
• Responds by making antibodies to the germ in the vaccine, just as it
would for the real germ.
• Remembers the germ and how to destroy it. That way, if you are ever
exposed to the disease-causing germ in the future, your immune system
will be able to quickly destroy it before it has a chance to make you
sick. This is how you get immunity from vaccines.

This quote was to distance himself from the acknowledge murders caused
by the live monkey virus used by Sabin and taken orally vs. his dead monkey
virus that was injected in the arm shot like today.
Simian virus 40 (SV40) was discovered in 1960 as a contaminant of polio
vaccines. Hundreds of millions of people worldwide were inadvertently
exposed to infectious SV40 in the late 1950s and early 1960s when they were
administered contaminated virus vaccines prepared in rhesus macaque kidney
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cells. SV40 had unknowingly contaminated batches of both the inactivated
and live attenuated forms of the poliovaccine and preparations of some other
viral vaccines. Although primary cultures of monkey cells were known to
be commonly contaminated with indigenous viruses and safety testing was
carried out, SV40 had escaped detection in part because it failed to induce
cytopathic effects in rhesus cells. However, when it was inoculated into
African green monkey kidney cells, a prominent cytoplasmic vacuolization
developed. Originally christened as ‘vacuolating virus’, the name was later
changed to SV40 to conform to a numerical system of designating simian
virus isolates.
The horrifying truth came out in the February 14, 1999, London Telegraph:
‘The mass vaccination campaigns of the 50’s and 60’s may be causing
hundreds of deaths a year because of a cancer-causing virus which contaminated the first polio vaccine, according to scientists. Known as SV40, the
virus came from dead monkeys whose kidney cells were used to culture the
first Salk Vaccines. Doctors estimate that the virus was injected into tens
of millions during mass vaccination campaigns before being detected and
screened out in 1963. Those born between 1941 and 1961 are thought to be
most at risk of having been infected.
“Pre-1963 polio vaccines may be killing hundreds through cancer.” The
first four paragraphs read:
The mass vaccination campaigns of the 1950s and 1960s may be causing
hundreds of deaths a year because of a cancer-causing virus that contaminated the first polio vaccine, according to scientists. Known as SV40, the
virus came from dead monkeys whose kidney cells were used to culture
the first Salk vaccines. Doctors estimate that the virus was injected into tens
of millions during mass vaccination campaigns before being detected and
screened out in 1963. Those born between 1941 and 1961 are thought to be
most at risk of having been infected.

Killed Monkey Virus (Dr. Salk) IPV vs.
Live Monkey Virus (Dr Sabin) OPV

On April 22 1955, an inactivated dead monkey simian virus 40 polio vaccine
(IPV), produced by Dr. Jonas Salk, was declared as safe and effective. In 1962
a second polio vaccine, the live attenuated monkey simian 40 virus polio
vaccine (OPV), was licensed and released for manufacture.
1955 marked the great selling that Dr. Salk’s vaccine worked, the vaccine
containing a killed virus. Dr. Sabin was working on a live-virus vaccine.
There was strong debate about the killed vaccine versus the live: Would the
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killed vaccines produced good solid immunity, or would it be temporary?
Would the live vaccine be safe and effective? In 1955, the feeling was that
the killed vaccine could be accomplished faster. After that, the live vaccine
was completed and this country licensed that vaccine, and because of ease
of administration and efficacy switched to it.
Dr. William Campbell Douglas:
“I reported nearly 10 years ago, on the alarming finding that a monkey
virus – simian virus 40 – had contaminated both the Salk and Sabin
polio vaccines. It was known at the time that this virus caused brain
cancer in experimental animals but, it was covered, there was no
worry as it caused no problems in humans. What the public was not
told is that since SV40 is a retro virus (like AIDS), it would take 20
to 40 years before we would know what damage had been done. I
noted at the time that brain tumors had increased in frequency since
I was graduated from medical school. In 1950, they were rare, but by
1990 they were common, 1950 plus 40 equals 1990 (the year I made
my first report on SV40 and brain tumors)”.
~ Reprint from preventdisease.com By -Dave Mihalovic
“In 1988, when researchers in the Washington, D.C., area reexamined
an earlier study run between 1959 and 1965 on nearly 59,000 pregnant
women, they found a startling connection: The incidence of brain tumors
in children of mothers who’d been injected with the Salk vaccine was thirteen times greater than that of offspring of mothers who hadn’t had those
polio shots. The Salk vaccine was known to have been contaminated with
numerous monkey virus’, not just a single culture. The effects of SV40 points
to disturbing evidence that the monkey virus causes a number of human
cancers. It concludes that there is “compelling” evidence linking SV40 to
mesothelioma, a once-rare type of lung cancer whose prevalence is rapidly
increasing formaldehyde over their lifetimes have developed more cancers
of the nose and throat than are usual.
Polio Vaccine: Developed in the late 1940’s from dead pig and monkey
kidney pus infected with poliomyelitis, and lactalbumin hydrolysate, chemical antibiotics, and calf serum. This live-virus vaccine recently tested to
harbor 149 live viruses and bacteria living in the vaccine; including the
SV40 virus, also found in cancer cells. Can cause intestinal flu, autoimmune
diseases, (juvenile) childhood diabetes, children’s rheumatoid arthritis, and
childhood lupus.
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The effects of SV40 points to disturbing evidence that the monkey virus
causes a number of human cancers’ such as non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and
prostate cancer and bone cancer. The monkey virus passed from those given
the contaminated vaccine to their children, spreading the cancer risk still
further”.
It has been estimated
that 10-30 million Americans could have received
an SV40 contaminated
dose of the vaxxines in
less than a decade.
SV40 is an abbreviation
for Simian vacuolating
virus 40 or Simian virus
40, a polyomavirus that
is found in both monkeys
and humans. Like other
polyomaviruses, SV40 is a
DNA virus that has been
found to cause tumors and
cancer. SV40 is believed
to suppress the transcriptional properties of the
tumor-suppressing genes in humans through the SV40 Large T-antigen
and SV40 Small T-antigen. Mutated genes may contribute to uncontrolled
cellular proliferation, leading to cancer.
Michele Carbone, Assistant Professor of Pathology at Loyola University
in Chicago, has recently isolated fragments of the SV-40 virus in human
bone cancers and in a lethal form of lung cancer called mesothelioma. He
found SV-40 in 33% of the osteosarcoma bone cancers studied, in 40% of
other bone cancers, and in 60% of the mesotheliomas lung cancers, writes
Geraldo Fuentes. Dr. Michele Carbone openly acknowledged HIV/AIDS
was spread by the hepatitis B vaccine produced by Merck & Co. during the
early 1970s. It was the first time since the initial transmissions took place
in 1972-74, that a leading expert in the field of vaccine manufacturing and
testing has openly admitted the Merck & Co. liability for AIDS. It was not
AIDS that caused the death and illness but the AZT Burroughs Welcome
“cure” vaccine that targeted the gay community. The matter-of-fact disclosure
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came during discussions of polio vaccines contaminated with SV40 virus
which caused cancer in nearly every species infected by injection. Many
authorities now admit much, possibly most, of the world’s cancers came
from the Salk and Sabin polio vaccines, and hepatitis B vaccines, produced
in monkeys and chimps.
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It is said mesothelioma is a result of asbestos exposure, but research reveals
that 50% of the current mesotheliomas being treated no longer occurs due
to asbestos but rather the SV-40 virus contained in the polio vaccination.
In addition, according to researchers from the Institute of Histology and
General Embryology of the University of Ferrara, SV-40 has turned up in
a variety other tumors. By the end of 1996, dozens of scientists reported
finding SV40 in a variety of bone cancers and a wide range of brain cancers,
which had risen 30 percent over the previous 20 years. The SV-40 virus is
now being detected in tumors removed from people never inoculated with
the contaminated vaccine, leading some to conclude that those infected by
the vaccine might be spreaders of the deadly SV40 monkey virus still today.
In 2003, the US Congress was still investigating post polio syndrome
decades later.
Congressional Hearing on Cancer Causing Polio Vaccine 9/23/2003
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“Some parents and a growing number of scientists now believe that the
government did not ensure the purity, potency, and safety of some of the
polio vaccines and that a breach of the public trust did in fact occur. There
is no dispute that millions of Americans received polio vaccines that were
contaminated with the virus called Simian Virus 40, or SV-40.
There also is no dispute that SV-40 is capable of causing Cancer’, but
there is a major dispute as to how many Americans may have received the
contaminated vaccine, with estimates ranging from 4 million to 100 million
people. There is also a major dispute as to when the polio vaccine supply got
cleaned up. In addition, nobody knows how many people got sick or died
because of the contaminated vaccines. This subcommittee’s efforts to give
a full and fair hearing to this important issue today are somewhat impaired
by the lack of participation by some key Federal health agencies. The Food
and Drug Administration informed our staff that they were having trouble
locating FDA staff with sufficient knowledge to be of much help and that
they needed more time to study it. They promised to submit a statement for
the record within the next 2 weeks”.

The polio vaccine had the fastest licensing in FDA history. It was approved
for commercial production after only a two-hour deliberation amongst the
Licensing Committee, in a pressured environment. These scientists witnessed a
vaccine that was escorted to market, before academic and community doctors
had a chance to read any published reports on the safety studies, and before
the results of the big polio vaccine trial made it into any medical journal. If
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these scientists had had more say, it is likely that the “Cutter” disaster and
the “Wyeth problem,” both events that led to crippling or death of vaccine
recipients just weeks following the hurried vaccine licensing – could have
been averted.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention indicated that they don’t
keep records on things that happened 40 or 50 years ago and that they could
not be very helpful. That in and of itself raises a serious question in my mind.
We’re not talking about the common cold here. We are talking about polio,
the most devastating epidemic of the first half of the 20th century. We’re
talking about tainted vaccines that were given to millions of American children and young adults, and I think the FDA and CDC need to look a little
harder for their records”. The report goes on to bring a CDC sponsored shill
to discredit the findings.

JNCI: Journal of the National Cancer Institute, Volume 91, Issue 8, 21
April 1999, Pages 662
Last January 20, the Journal of the National Cancer Institute published
a review on the cellular and molecular biology of simian virus 40 and its
implications for human health. According to Janet Butel, Ph.D., lead author
of the review and a virologist at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, her
paper, like so many scientific articles, went unreported in the press.
But not for long. Butel said she arrived at her office one morning about
4 weeks later and was swept without warning into a roiling, 2-day media
frenzy. “The phones were going crazy, and there were messages from all
of the media for interviews,” she said. “I had no idea what was going on.”
What was going on, a reporter later told her, was that a story from London
had reached the United States and touted Butel’s “new findings” linking the
original polio vaccines, known for decades to have been contaminated with
SV40, to an emerging worldwide cancer epidemic. Butel said she was stunned.
She had presented no unreported data in her review, nor are scientists even
close to showing that the Salk and Sabin polio vaccines administered in the
early 1960s have triggered a cancer epidemic. But, for a few days, many in
the American press ran with this almost 40-year-old story as a shocking new
revelation of an emerging cancer epidemic.
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The Father of Modern Vaccines

SV40 was discovered by Maurice Hilleman in 1960 as a contaminant of
poliovirus vaccine. Maurice Ralph Hilleman (1919–2005) was one of the
greatest microbiologists/vaccinologists of all time. He played a key role in
developing vaccines for Asian flu in 1957 and Hong Kong flu in 1968. Over
six decades, most of which were spent at Merck & Company, his leadership
and innovations blazed new trails in virology, epidemiology, immunology,
cancer research, and vaccine development that were unmatched.
In 1948, Hilleman joined the Walter Reed Army Medical Center as chief
of the Department of Respiratory Diseases, where he was assigned to study
respiratory illnesses which had military significance, and to devise a science
and strategy for dealing with influenza. He demonstrated that influenza
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A viruses underwent “gradual and progressive minor antigenic characteristics
called ‘drift and shift,’ which are the basis of modern influenza vaccine strategies”
(Olanski, Lancet 2005).
In 1957, at age 38, Hilleman was recruited by the pharmaceutical company
Merck & Company at West Point, Pennsylvania, to lead its virus and vaccination research programs for the next 47 years, continuing to direct the Merck
Institute for Vaccinology for another 20 years—after compulsory retirement
from Merck Research Labs in 1984 at age 65—until his death at age 85.
From the 1950s to the 1990s, Hilleman and his team created more than 40
experimental and licensed human and animal vaccines, including those in use
currently offering protection against measles, mumps, chickenpox, rubella,
hepatitis A, hepatitis B, pneumococcal pneumonia, meningitis, pandemic
influenza, and chlamydia. Hilleman found present in batches of both the Salk
and Sabin poliovirus vaccines produced and distributed from 1954 to 1963.
The source was the rhesus and cynomolgous monkey kidney cells used
to produce the vaccine. Even more troubling was the observation that SV40
could cause tumors in hamsters. By 1963 screening procedures were instituted
to ensure the absence of SV40 in poliovirus vaccines. Ironically, monkey
cells were used for poliovirus vaccine production because it was feared that
human cells might contain unknown human cancer viruses.
~ The Lancet published July 31, 2004
On any list of medical triumphs of the 20th century,
polio vaccination is sure to rate a mention. In the 1950s
and early 1960s, the shot and sugar-cube vaccines of
Jonas Salk, and later Albert Sabin, offered people the
first opportunities to protect themselves from a scourge
as feared in its day as AIDS is in our own.
Few back then grasped that these vaccines might also be
a huge, inadvertent, uncontrolled experiment in interspecies viral transmission. But from 1955 to 1963, according
to a 1976 US National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded
study, 98 million Americans alone probably were exposed
to polio vaccines contaminated with SV40—a monkey virus that can cause
cancers in animals. Now, a July 7 report in New Scientist has raised fears that
hundreds of millions of eastern Europeans, Asians, and Africans also may
have been exposed to SV40 in Soviet-made polio vaccines. Michele Carbone
of Loyola University Medical Center, Chicago, USA, announced at the 2004
Vaccine Cell Substrates meeting (Rockville, MD) that the Soviet vaccine could
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have been contaminated until the 1980s. This is worrying since, despite 44 years
of medical debate, epidemiological studies have yet to establish conclusively
whether SV40 has or hasn’t caused cancers in people.
When Salk developed his vaccine, instead of using human tissues, as did
the scientists who won a Nobel Prize for first growing poliovirus in tissue
culture, he used minced-up rhesus macaque monkey kidneys, which were
remarkably efficient poliovirus factories. Those who sought to supplant
Salk’s formaldehyde-inactivated vaccine with live, attenuated oral vaccine
also used monkey kidney cultures. Despite a manufacturing problem that,
at best, left six children who received the vaccine paralysed in the arm, and
despite concerns about wild simian viruses, Salk’s shots were declared safe
and effective after 1954 field trials. The next year, after grudging approval
by sceptical government regulators, free Salk shots were made available
throughout the USA.
By 1960, scientists and vaccine manufacturers knew that monkey kidneys
were sewers of simian viruses. Such contamination often spoiled cultures,
including those of an NIH researcher named Bernice Eddy, who worked
on vaccine safety. In 1959, fresh from co-reporting that the mouse polyoma
virus could cause cancer in other animals, Eddy tested the rhesus monkey
kidney substrate used to make polio vaccine. She injected 154 newborn
hamsters with extracts of the cell cultures: 109 developed tumors. Next, she
ground up three of the tumours and injected the residue into other hamsters.
The animals receiving injections from two of the three tumours developed
cancers. But when Eddy put the substance back into the monkey cell culture,
nothing happened, and she couldn’t isolate the suspected virus.
In The Virus and the Vaccine: The True Story of a Cancer-Causing Monkey Virus,
Contaminated Polio Vaccine, and the Millions of Americans
Exposed, Debbie Bookchin and Jim Schumacher report
that in 1960, when Eddy presented her results to her
boss, a polio vaccine champion named Joe Smadel,
he was livid and disbelieving: “Its implications—that
something in the polio vaccine could cause cancer—was
an affront to his career.” Her discovery also threatened one of the USA’s most important public-health
programs. “By 1960, tens of millions of Americans
had been vaccinated against polio, and it was federal
health policy that everyone should be vaccinated and
continue to receive Salk booster shots.”
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Between 1997 and early 2003, say Bookchin and Schumacher, more than
25 published studies found SV40 in human mesotheliomas; 16 others found
the virus in brain and bone cancers, lymphomas, and other cancers and in
kidneys and peripheral blood. As of 2003, SV40 had been found in human
tumours in 18 developed countries. Bookchin and Schumacher claim that
the rates of SV40-positive tumours seem highest in countries that used the
greatest amount of contaminated Salk polio vaccine, including the UK, USA,
and Italy.
As the SV40 story illustrates, until scientists know that a virus exists in cell
cultures, they can’t create a test to detect it and thus can’t eliminate it from
vaccines grown on those cultures. Might other potentially dangerous simian
viruses lurk in primary monkey kidney cultures used for polio vaccines?
Such concerns were relieved in January, 2000, when attenuated oral polio
vaccine made since the 1950s by Lederle Laboratories on primary monkey
kidney cultures was removed from the US market. Eddy tried to get word
out to colleagues but was muzzled and stripped of her vaccine regulatory
duties and her laboratory. However, two Merck researchers, Ben Sweet and
Maurice Hilleman, soon identified the rhesus virus later named SV40, the
carcinogenic agent that had eluded Eddy.

The Salk and Sabin Vaxxine Rollout

In the late 1950s, several different groups of researchers were developing
vaccines against polio, which at the time was still epidemic worldwide.
One of these vaccines, developed by Hilary Koprowski, MD (1916-2013),
was used in trials in Africa, after first being tested in the United States. The
vaccine virus was grown in tissue cultures taken from macaque monkeys
before being administered to about a million people in Burundi, Rwanda,
and what is now the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
There are two types of polio vaccine, both developed during the 1950s.
The oral polio vaccine, created by Albert Sabin, uses a live, weakened form
of the virus to induce immunity. It is not dangerous to the person who
receives it; the virus cannot pass from the patient’s gut to their spinal cord,
where it could cause paralysis.
But the weakened vaccine virus can acquire mutations that turn it into a
live virus. As a result, for a few weeks after someone receives the vaccine,
they excrete infectious, vaccine-derived poliovirus. Vaccine-derived poliovirus poses no threat to vaccinated people. But anyone unvaccinated is
at risk. The other type of polio vaccine, developed by Jonas Salk, uses an
inactivated version of the virus. While that vaccine is safer – a dead virus
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can’t mutate and come back to life – it doesn’t provide as robust protection.
Because the oral vaccine travels through the gut, it offers local immunity
there and prevents the vaccinated person from becoming reinfected. The
inactivated vaccine, which is delivered via injection, stimulates an immune
response that stops the virus from damaging neurons and causing symptoms
but doesn’t actually prevent infection.
What Salk and the other pioneers of the polio vaccine found out was that
accidents did happen. In the preparation of massive amounts of various
polio vaccines - either weakened or killed virus that causes recipients to
form protective antibodies - things occasionally went horribly wrong.
Hundreds of people actually contracted polio by the very means they sought
to protect themselves - and some died. Researchers who cultured the virus
using the tissues of animals were stricken and sometimes killed by other
viruses infecting the animals. And finally, the medium that scientists used
to produce the vaccine - the kidneys of monkeys caught in the wild - was
found to be sometimes contaminated by simian viruses that were later passed
on to millions of unsuspecting people.
Jonas Salk, backed by a private philanthropy popularly known as the
March of Dimes, introduced the first widely used polio vaccine in 1954.
His vaccine was a virulent form of the polio virus that had been killed by
formaldehyde. This dead, or “inactivated,” virus was injected into people
to provoke the body’s immune system to manufacture disease-fighting
antibodies that would repel the wild, paralyzing types of polio. But medical
science ultimately rejected Salk’s shots as the vaccine of choice in favor of
a weakened but still living virus administered by mouth - in Albert Sabin’s
sugar cube. Unlike the Salk shots, which were believed to require periodic
booster vaccinations, the oral polio vaccine conferred lifetime immunity. It
could be taken by mouth and required no injections; and the live vaccine
silently spread the weakened, non-paralyzing virus even to those who
failed to take the oral vaccine. These “susceptibles” would simply catch the
weakened virus and get the infection without noticeable symptoms. They
also would become immune to paralytic polio.
In April 1955, the results of the largest clinical trial ever held (at that time)
were made public. More than 400,000 U.S. children had been immunized
with Salk’s IPV and, as the results of effective protection against this dreaded
disease were declared, Americans breathed a collective sigh of relief. The
Salk vaccine was declared 90% effective against Types II and III poliovirus
and 60 to 70% effective against Type I. Within 2 hours, Salk’s IPV was
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licensed for use. Thanks to guarantees from the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis (now the March of Dimes), industrial production facilities
were already built and ready to operate. The goal was to have five million
U.S. children vaccinated by July 1955. Across the Atlantic, some European
countries imported the Salk vaccine from the United States whereas others,
including Denmark, Sweden, and the Netherlands, began vaccine production
in their own government facilities.
Many virologists were of the opinion that Salk’s vaccine could not provide
long-lasting protection and that this could only be achieved with Sabin’s
live-attenuated version. Only a live vaccine, it was argued, had sufficient
immunogenicity to provide protection. In contrast, an inactivated vaccine
would have to be re-administered regularly. Undeterred by Salk’s popular
success, Cox and Koprowski at Lederle (Koprowski later took his candidate
vaccine to the Wistar Institute) and Sabin at the University of Cincinnati
continued to work on their live-attenuated virus preparations. Trials of
their vaccines took place largely outside the United States because widespread immunization with the Salk vaccine meant that most U.S. children
had antibody levels that were too high to enable evaluation of a second
vaccine. Instead, Koprowski tested his vaccine in Northern Ireland and
in (and around) the Congo, Cox in Latin America, and Sabin in the Soviet
Union. By July 1960, more than 15 million Soviet citizens were said to have
received Sabin’s oral vaccine.
On the basis of these trials, Sabin’s vaccine was deemed the better of the
two. It was found to confer longer-lasting immunity, so that repeated boosters
were not necessary, and acted quickly, immunity being achieved in a matter
of days. Taken orally (on a sugar cube or in a drink), the vaccine could be
administered more readily than the Salk vaccine, which had to be injected.
Most importantly, the Sabin vaccine offered the prospect of passive vaccination because it caused an active infection of the bowel that resulted in the
excretion of live-attenuated virus. Thus, through fecal matter and sewage
the Sabin vaccine could help to protect those who had not been vaccinated.
In August 1960, the U.S. Surgeon General recommended licensing of the
Sabin vaccine.
The oral vaccine gradually supplanted its rival and by 1968, Salk’s vaccine
was no longer being administered in the United States, and U.S. pharmaceutical companies had stopped producing it. This interplay—between
emerging consensus on the part of health authorities and physicians, and
growing commitment on the part of the manufacturing industry to carry
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out the consensus—is a good example of technological “lock in,” a theory
propounded by evolutionary economists.
As early as 1962, there were growing suspicions that in a very small
number of cases, largely adults, the live-attenuated vaccine could lead to
paralytic poliomyelitis. In 1964, an advisory committee established by the
U.S. Surgeon General reviewed the incidence of the disease between 1955
and 1961 (when only the Salk vaccine was used) and between 1961 and
1964 (when the Sabin vaccine predominated). They concluded that of the
87 cases of paralytic polio reported in the United States since 1961, 57 were
judged “compatible” with having been caused by the attenuated poliovirus
regaining its virulence. By the mid-1960s, health officials had to weigh the
many benefits of the live-attenuated vaccine

And Polio Virus Was/IS AIDS Related !?!

In 1957, when the Congo trials began, most researchers were using rhesus
macaques from India. It would be another four years before scientists fully
appreciated the danger that macaques, the natural hosts for SV40, were
passing along the virus to humans. Once that troubling discovery was made,
in 1961, vaccine producers shifted to kidneys from African green monkeys,
which in the wild were free of SV40.
Unfortunately, green monkeys were infected with something else. More
than two decades later, in 1982 and 1983, veterinarians at the California
Primate Research Center and at Harvard’s New England Primate Center
observed that large numbers of their macaques were dying periodically of
AIDS-like illnesses. These disorders had been killing animals since 1969, but
suddenly, the researchers were struck by the similarity to the new disease
afflicting American homosexual men. The monkeys’ illnesses, the researchers
discovered, were triggered by a previously unrecognized retrovirus called
simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV).
Among the natural hosts for this virus were none other than African green
monkeys, but in that species, typically, SIV didn’t cause serious disease.
SIV turned out to be related to HIV, though it was only about forty percent
similar in genetic structure to the chief AIDS-causing human retrovirus,
known as HIV-1. Robert Gallo says some versions of this monkey virus are
virtually indistinguishable from some human variants of HIV-2, the second
virus that causes AIDS in human beings and mainly afflicts western Africa.
No one who was involved with Koprowski’s Congo project and is alive
today remembers what kind of monkey kidneys were used in 1957-60.
Koprowski is still vigorous and remains at the Wistar Institute, in Philadelphia
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- now as an institute professor and until 1991 as the director of the facility,
which is housed in a stolid Victorian structure on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania.
Koprowski insists that his associates used kidneys from African green
monkeys to make the Congo vaccines. When I express surprise and mention
that Salk and Sabin were using rhesus monkeys at that point, he agrees to
check. When we speak next, he admits he can’t find a single paper describing
which species was used to make his vaccine. “
But I have a suspicion the virus was grown in the rhesus monkey at the
original beginning,” he tells me in his thick Polish accent. “Now when we
switched to green monkeys, I have no idea.” Thomas Norton, his associate
who grew the virus for the vaccine, is now dead, Koprowski says - as are
those who worked with Norton to prepare the vaccine. Significantly, the
large lots of the vaccine used in the Congo apparently were prepared at
the laboratories of the Wistar Institute, he says. Wyeth Laboratories made
subsequent preparations, including those used in Poland.

Contamination?

The question of which monkeys were used to make the Congo vaccine may
not be crucial. The virus that causes monkey AIDS occurs in several species,
though the original hosts - African greens and others - remain healthy even
when infected. Monkeys frequently were gang-caged in those days, facilitating the spread of viruses. If a green monkey turned out to have a virus
quite similar to HIV-1, it could have infected the other monkeys.
Although most American researchers in this period apparently did use
rhesus macaque monkeys from Asia, for a while around the time Koprowski
was working with his vaccine, the monkey supply was interrupted. The
Indian government- responding to popular alarm among its people about the
widespread slaughter of Indian macaques for vaccine production and other
research and barred export of rhesus monkeys to the U.S. For a time at least,
that ban must have made suppliers scramble to find different markets and
alternate monkey species, probably including African monkeys. Moreover,
Koprowski says the kidneys used at Wistar were bought already removed
from their hosts, meaning that researchers might not have been sure what
kind of monkeys they came from, much less what viruses came with them.
According to no less an authority than Albert Sabin himself, at least one
other virus did contaminate Koprowski’s vaccine used in the Congo. In 1959,
Sabin reported in the British Medical Journal that a special test he had devised
revealed the presence of an “unidentified” cell-killing virus in “Koprowski’s
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type 1 ‘Chat’ vaccine used in the Belgian Congo trials.” More than three
decades later, Sabin says he never figured out exactly what the virus was.
From the National Health Library Publication….so it MUST be true!

Chapter 2

The Many Symptoms of Post Polio
Vaxxine Syndrome

P

ost-polio syndrome develops in individuals who have survived the
polio vaccines of the that impacts motor nerves and disables and
degenerates muscle mass at 1% per year after activation. There is no
cure and some 200 million were said to have been given the polio vaccine
when it was introduced back in the late 1950’s with the Salk vaccine and
early 1960’s when the Sabin polio sugar cube was introduced, especially
targeting children.
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There is no vaccine or other medication that can prevent post-polio
syndrome nor is there a way to predict who will develop it. No one knows
who will develop PPS and who will not and does not activate in the individual
for 10-60 years after taking the oral or injected Sabin or Salk vaccinations
Post-polio syndrome is not contagious. It is being caused by the cancer
causing Simian Monkey virus SV40 that was purposely inserted into the polio
vaccines tjat are activated in the individual decades later by an emotional or
physical trauma or event that triggers the latent poison into the body that
starts the PPS process.
There is no central system for reporting post-polio syndrome, but it is
estimated that 300,000 individuals are survivors of the polio innoculation in
the United States with numbers increasing exponentially, yet due to under
reporting and intestinga exact figures are hard to come by.
The history of PPS vaxxine includes a new onset of slowly progressive
muscle weakness, decreased endurance, muscle atrophy, muscle and/or joint
pain and fatigue. Typically, later developing symptoms include breathing
or swallowing issues. Onset of PPSvx is gradual but can be activated from
trauma or surgery can make the symptoms appear suddenly. These include
issues with depression which affect activity levels or functional issues such
as joint pain from use of braces or crutches.
Another irony of it all is that the same promoters, “The March of Dimes”
that promoted the deadly, still killing vaxxines, are reporting these stats
below. I can attest to every of the symptoms acutely as well as the degenerative, debilitating effects on my muscles, my throat, my chill attacks, fatigue,
exhaustion, loss of muscle and ability to build muscle, both dropped feet,
(started as one first, then the other 4 years later, now I scoot around in a
power chair to help get around.
NO ONE, has a cure for this and I have gone to some of the most brilliant
homepaths, and MD’s, and many other, including my own Bioomagnetic
healing, as well as many, many other kind souls, doing sessions for me as
well...but still it goes on..as many are finding out as well now.

What Causes PPS?

“The causes of PPS are not thoroughly understood,” says Lewis P. Rowland,
M.D., professor of neurology at Columbia University College of Physicians
and Surgeons in New York City and chairman of the March of Dimes Steering
Committee on Post-Polio Syndrome. “In the initial acute polio episode,
patients can lose up to 60 or 70 percent of their motor nerve cells. The surviving
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nerve cells find muscle fibers that still work and attach to them, restoring
function. After 15 to 40 years,” Dr. Rowland says, “the ability to maintain
function seems to be lost, but no one is certain why this happens.”
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Symptoms and Risk Factors of Post-Polio Syndrome

Post-polio syndrome tends to develop slowly with alternating periods of
stability followed by increasing symptoms. The development of PPS occurs
over time.
PPS occurs in individuals with a history of polio that included motor nerve
involvement. It is typically not life-threatening unless breathing is affected
and untreated. Individuals differ in amount of affected function. Some will
have mild cases of PPS with minor adaptions while others will have more
significant issues requiring changes in lifestyle.
Symptoms include some or all of these factors:
• progressive weakness in muscles and joints
• pain in muscles and joints
• body/mind fatigue and exhaustion with minimal activity
• loss of appetite
• fever
• muscle atrophy (wasting)
• bone distortions such as scoliosis (curving of the spine)
• breathing issues
• sleep disorders, insomnia, sleep apnea
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• swallowing issues
• cold temperature intolerance, occasionally intolerance to heat

Risk Factors for Post-Polio Syndrome

Risk factors for PPS include a higher incidence in those individuals who
had a severe initial course of polio with motor nerve involvement. If recovery
of function was good or excellent from the initial polio event, more stress is
placed on the supplementing nerves which can lead to post-polio syndrome
motor nerve failure. Development of polio later in life as a teen or adult
can relate to a higher risk of PPS because the sprouting nerve terminals are
slower to develop as individuals age. Overexercising to the point of muscle
fatigue can be a trigger for PPS if you have a history of polio with motor
nerve involvement.

Complications of Post-Polio Syndrome

Issues that result from PPS depend on location of injury to the nerve such
as in the spinal cord, in the body or both. Complications arise as weakness
progresses. These are some of the key issues.
1. Falls: muscle weakness can lead to balance problems, slipping or getting
your toe caught under a rug or stair step. Falls can have profound
consequences such as pulled muscles, bruising, and broken bones.
2. Difficulty swallowing: individuals with PPS that affects oral motor
activity such as chewing and swallowing can lead to nutritional issues
and dehydration. Poor oral motor control can lead to pneumonia if
food is misdirected into the lungs.
3. Breathing: issues arise due to weak chest and abdominal muscles.
This can reduce the ability to produce a strong cough to clear airway
passages which can lead to pneumonia. Muscular changes can lead
to breathing issues such as sleep apnea or chronic respiratory failure.
4. Muscle and skeletal structure: changes from strong muscles pulling
the body against weaker muscles can result in structural bone changes
leading difficulty in body positioning, discomfort, pain, contractures,
difficulty in hygiene. Muscular changes can lead to breathing issues
such as sleep apnea or chronic respiratory failure as well as pressure
injury. Scoliosis, a change in the structural positioning of the spine
affects the body’s ability to inhale deeply and effectively.
5. Neurogenic bowel and bladder: nerve miscommunications change
your ability to toilet. Bowel and bladder programs can be established
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to keep your body healthy. These programs reduce complications and
maintain continence if elimination is challenged.
6. Bone mineral density: reductions from skeletal changes or inactivity
can create osteopenia (low bone mass) or osteoporosis (extremely
low bone mass).
7. Assistive device: issues such as braces and splints rubbing on the skin
or use of crutches can lead to pressure injury and joint pain.

Chapter 3

The Great Switcheroo ~
DDT Caused Polio
DDT was a neurotoxin that accumulated in body
fat. By then, the chemical could be found in the
bloodstream of nearly every American.
“It was even known by 1945 that DDT is stored in the body fat of
mammals and appears in the milk. With this foreknowledge the series
of catastrophic events that followed the most intensive campaign of
mass poisoning in known human history, should not have surprised the
experts. Yet, far from admitting a causal relationship so obvious that in
any other field of biology it would be instantly accepted, virtually the
entire apparatus of communication, lay and scientific alike, has been
devoted to denying, concealing, suppressing, distorting and attempts
to convert into its opposite, the overwhelming evidence. Libel, slander
and economic boycott have not been overlooked in this campaign.”
~ Dr. Morton Biskind

O

nce the government found that DDT
was causing paralysis they began greatly
reducing DDT on farms knowing that
the outbreak would be abated so they brought in
Albert Sabin and Jonas Salk to promote the new
polio vaccine that would show that the reduction
of poliomyelitis, as it was termed, was eventually
eradicated due to getting the vaccine. Big pHARMa
and the government KNEW that by people would
get better when the DDT was abated, so the polio
vaccine was then created.
Several books and many scientific studies have no proven without doubt
that in the 1950’s the polio outbreak was caused by the massive use of DDT,
a neurological toxin that was said to infect and be in the bloodstream of
everyone in the United States.
35
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The American public first heard about DDT in early
1944, when newspapers across the country reported that
typhus, “the dreaded plague that has followed in the
wake of every great war in history,” was no longer a
threat to American troops and their allies thanks to the
army’s new “louse-killing” powder. In an experiment
in Naples, Italy, American soldiers dusted more than
a million Italians with DDT, killing the body lice that
spread typhus and saving the city from a devastating
epidemic. It was a dramatic debut.
DDT quickly began to work its magic on the home front, as well. In the
seasons that followed, newspapers reported that in test applications across
the United States the pesticide was killing malaria-carrying mosquitoes
throughout the South and preserving Arizona vineyards, West Virginia
orchards, Oregon potato fields, Illinois cornfields, and Iowa dairies—and
even a historic Massachusetts stagecoach with moth-infested upholstery.
A peacetime vision for DDT bloomed: here was a wartime discovery that
would prevent human disease and protect victory gardens, commercial crops,
and livestock from infestations as it turned schools, restaurants, hotels, and
homes into more comfortable, pest-free places for people and their pets. DDT
was a poison, but it was safe enough for war. Any person harmed by DDT
would be an accepted casualty of combat.
What kind of harm? The problem was that no one really knew. Testing at
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and at the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) had shown that in lab animals DDT could cause tremors, liver
damage, and death. Of the variety of animals tested in 1943 and 1944, monkeys
seemed most resistant to DDT’s effects, mice the least. DDT suspended in oil
proved more toxic than DDT dust, and the liquids DDT was dissolved in (like
kerosene) often seemed more toxic than DDT itself. What was worrisome,
according to FDA pharmacologist Herbert O. Calvery, was that the amount of
DDT it took to produce symptoms of toxicity had no clear correlation across
species; in some species it took very little, while in others it took a lot. The
problem was complicated even further by the fact that when small animals
ate small amounts of DDT over time, they developed poisoning symptoms
normally associated with a single, large dose.
Calvery’s concerns appeared at the very end of a long, “restricted” report
on insecticides issued by the Office of Scientific Research and Development
in 1944. A War Department bulletin released the same month warned against
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spraying DDT on cattle, fowl, and fish and on waters that might be used for
human consumption. It also cautioned soldiers against getting DDT-infused
oil on their skin or DDT dust in their lungs, and strongly urged them not
to let the pesticide “mingle” with kitchen supplies. At the same time, the
insecticide in every recruit’s aerosol bomb was swapped out for DDT, and
soldiers were instructed to spray or dust their mattresses and mess halls,
latrines and barracks, dugouts, infirmaries, and even their uniforms. The
warnings and cautions attached to army memos about DDT did yield some
measures of self-protection: soldiers charged with DDT detail were given
the protective gear Materi later saw on the team that entered her home. DDT
was a poison, but it was safe enough for war. Any person harmed by DDT
would be an accepted casualty of combat.

DDT was released for public sale in late 1945, at a time when insecticides
were commonly known as “poisons” (or by professionals as “economic
poisons” for their ability to preserve agricultural profits). Insecticides introduced in the latter half of the 19th century for commercial agriculture often
contained copper, lead, and arsenic, and by the first half of the 20th century
it was well known that insecticide residues on fruits and vegetables could
sicken and even kill hapless consumers. This reputation was regularly
reinforced by publicized cases of poisoning: Illinois women sickened by
sprayed asparagus; the Montana girl poisoned by sprayed fruit; poisonings
in Los Angeles traced back to excessive residues of arsenic on cabbage,
pears, spinach, broccoli, and celery. There were also the tragic accidents
associated with the increased presence of pest poisons in everyday life, such
as the death of 47 patients at an Oregon hospital where roach powder was
confused for powdered milk.
Instead of distancing themselves from poison sprays, however, by World
War II more and more American consumers were bringing them home from
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the corner store. As Americans planted victory gardens to grow their own
food, they amassed household-sized collections of agricultural poisons,
including lead arsenate, calcium arsenate, nicotine sulfate, bichloride of
mercury, and Bordeaux powder, a mixture of copper sulfate and lime. “Every
gardener with more than a month’s experience,” noted a magazine writer
in the spring of 1945, now has “a combination of powders and solutions as
lethal as an arsenal.”
When the pesticide was first released for sale, state officials in Missouri
issued a formal warning against it, citing unknown hazards to plants, animals,
and humans. Minnesota banned its sale, New Jersey restricted it, and California and New York issued decrees requiring that DDT-containing products
bear the skull and crossbones indicating a dangerous poison. Such expert
worries were no secret. Newspapers far and wide reported that the new
chemical was a threat to nature. (Older agricultural chemicals, such as lead
and arsenic, typically got press space only when they poisoned people.) DDT
killed off beneficial bugs and had the potential to “eliminate ducks and geese,”
“paralyze” sheep, “burn” plants, and spark population explosions of some
pests by wiping out their
natural predators.
In the spring of 1949
headlines across the
country carried the news
that DDT had found its
way into the nation’s
dairy supply and that
the “slow, insidious
poison” was building
up in human bodies.
The following year, and
for the rest of the 1950s,
DDT became a focus of
congressional hearings
about the safety of the
food supply. FDA scientist Arnold J. Lehman
testified that small
amounts of DDT were
being stored in human
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fat and accumulating over time and that, unlike with the older poisons, no
one knew what the consequences would be.
The preceding charts above clearly shows the timeline as to when DDT
was reduced and the polio vaccine was introduced beginning in 1954.
After 1950, DDT was continually incriminated until its registration cancellation in 1968 and ban in 1972. So 1950 marked a point of increased public
awareness, changes in legislation and policy, voluntary phaseout, labeling
requirements and discouragement from use in dairy farms. Much of the usage
in the US may have moved over to forestry applications, placing less DDT
directly into the food chain. Dairy products are ideal pesticide carriers because
they are emulsions of fats and water. DDT is a waxy organochlorine with
an affinity for fats, and is efficiently carried by dairy products through the
digestive tract into the organs. In the mid-1940s the FDA advised against the
use of DDT, especially on dairy farms. However, the pressure of the industry
to promote DDT was overwhelming and the FDA’s advice went unheeded.
Years later, the compelling nature of the
evidence ensured the passage of stronger
labeling laws and restrictions from use on
dairy farms. In the early 1950s, scientists at
the US Department of Agriculture found that
although fodder treated with DDT caused no
damage to the cows eating it, the health of
their calves was severely impaired, sometimes
with fatal results. The DDT was passed along
from cow to calf via the milk (Van Nostrand’s
Encyclopedia of Science and Engineering, Van
Nostrand Reinhold 1995, v 5, p1775). DDT is a neurotoxin and the calves
developed something very much like infantile poliomyelitis. Calves weren’t
the only infants drinking cow milk during the early 1950s.
“To anyone with even a rudimentary knowledge of toxicology, it
exceeds all limits of credibility that a compound lethal for insects,
fish, birds, chickens, rats, cattle, and monkey would be nontoxic for
human beings.” ~ Dr. Morton Biskind
In 1953, Dr. Morton S. Biskind wrote that the United States had just endured
its greatest polio epidemic. The entire public was steeped in dramatic images–a predatory poliovirus, nearly a million dead and paralyzed children, iron
lungs, struggling doctors and dedicated nurses. The late president Franklin
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D. Roosevelt had been memorialized as a polio
victim who was infected with the deadly poliovirus. The media was saturated with positive
images of scientific progress and the marvels of
DDT to kill disease-carrying mosquitos. Jonas
Salk was in the wings, preparing to be moved
center stage. By October, 1955, Biskind, whose
works had been published in established medical
journals and who testified before the Senate on the
dangers of pesticides, was forced to self-publish
his writings and was labeled a “heretic” by his
professional peers. Dr. Biskind had the composure
to argue what he thought was the most obvious
explanation for the polio epidemic: Central nervous system diseases (CNS)
such as polio areactually the physiological and symptomatic manifestations
of the ongoing government and industry sponsored inundation of the world’s
populace with central nervous system poisons.
“In 1945, against the advice of investigators who had studied the pharmacology of the compound and found it dangerous for all forms of life,
DDT (chlorophenoethane, dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane) was released
in the United States and other countries for general use by the public as an
insecticide. Since the last war there have been a number of curious changes
in the incidence of certain ailments and the development of new syndromes
never before observed. A most significant feature of this situation is that
both man and all his domestic animals have simultaneously been affected.
In man, the incidence of poliomyelitis has risen sharply.
Early in 1949, as a result of studies during the previous year, the author
published reports implicating DDT preparations in the syndrome widely
attributed to a ‘virus-X’ in man, in ‘X-disease’ in cattle and in often fatal
syndromes in dogs and cats. The relationship was promptly denied by
government officials, who provided no evidence to contest the author’s
observations but relied solely on the prestige of government authority
and sheer numbers of experts to bolster their position. We have described
the syndrome as follows: In acute exacerbations, mild clonic convulsions
involving mainly the legs, have been observed. Several young children
exposed to DDT developed a limp lasting from 2 or 3 days to a week or more.
Simultaneously with the occurrence of this disorder [X-disease], a number
of related changes occurred in the incidence of known diseases. The most
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striking of these is poliomyelitis. In the United States the incidence of polio
had been increasing prior to 1945 at a fairly constant rate, but its epidemiologic characteristics remained unchanged. Beginning in 1946, the rate of
increase more than doubled. Since then remarkable changes in the character
of the disease have been noted. Contrary to all past experience, the disease
has remained epidemic year after year.”
Like many stories of American innovation in the second half of the 20th
century, DDT’s ascent can be traced to World War II, when it was successfully used to combat malaria-infected mosquitoes in the South Pacific. In
peacetime, the production and application of DDT continued. Plywood and
wallpaper were coated with DDT in suburban homes. Farmers applied it to
cows and crops. Trucks drove around cities spraying it to ward off insects.
Conis points out that the chemical was of such little concern at the time that
children would play in its mist. “In just a few short years, the pesticide — a
relatively simple compound of carbon, hydrogen, and chlorine, used with
abandon — had come to symbolize our postwar nation’s capacity to vanquish
age-old scourges with modern science and technology,” she writes.
But DDT’s status as a miracle chemical wouldn’t last. When it became a
part of everyday American life, there was still little understanding of how
it worked. (In fact, the chemist who originally convinced the U.S. government to deploy the pesticide did so by eating a chunk of it in front of the
surgeon general.) Later, scientists would discover DDT was a neurotoxin
that accumulated in body fat. By then, the chemical could be found in the
bloodstream of nearly every American.
By October 1945, DDT was available for public sale in the United States.
Opposition to DDT was focused by the 1962 publication of Rachel Carson’s
book Silent Spring. It talked about environmental impacts that correlated
with the widespread use of DDT in agriculture in the United States, and it
questioned the logic of broadcasting potentially dangerous chemicals into
the environment with little prior investigation of their environmental and
health effects. The book cited claims that DDT and other pesticides caused
cancer and that their agricultural use was a threat to wildlife, particularly
birds. Although Carson never directly called for an outright ban on the use
of DDT, its publication was a seminal event for the environmental movement
and resulted in a large public outcry that eventually led, in 1972, to a ban
on DDT’s agricultural use in the United States.
Along with the passage of the Endangered Species Act, the United
States ban on DDT is a major factor in the comeback of the bald eagle
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and the peregrine falcon from
near-extinction in the contiguous United States. From 1950
to 1980, DDT was extensively
used in agriculture– more than
40,000 tonnes each year worldwide and it has been estimated
that a total of 1.8 million tonnes
have been produced globally
since the 1940s. In the United
States, it was manufactured by
some 15 companies, including
Monsanto, Ciba, Montrose
Chemical Company, Pennwalt,
and Velsicol Chemical Corporation. Production peaked in
1963 at 82,000 tons per year.
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The World Hellth Organization directs both DDT application (for mosquito
control) and polio vaccination worldwide. In 1988, the World Health Assembly
adopted a resolution for the worldwide eradication of polio, marking the
launch of the Global Polio Eradication Initiative, spearheaded by national
governments, WHO, Rotary International, the US Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), UNICEF, and later joined by the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation and Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance.
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Just like they now blame “flu season” at the onset of winter, polio outbreaks
occurred most often during the summer and were blamed on viruses picked
up in swimming pools. But summer was the time when DDT spraying was
at its peak and exposure would have been greatest, either directly or through
foods from animals eating sprayed crops. Summer foods like ice cream from
DDT-sprayed dairy cows would have been a likely source. In developing
countries, polio is blamed on poor sanitation. But in the United States, polio
was blamed on lack of immunity due to good sanitation!
Until the advent of AIDS, polio was the only disease whose cause was
enshrined in legislation. US public health law stated that poliomyelitis was
an “infectious contagious disease,” yet proof of poliovirus causation is
astoundingly weak, and the obvious toxicology was entirely avoided.
The man most responsible for the view that poliomyelitis was contagious
was Dr. Simon Flexner, author of the famous (or infamous) Flexner Report,
which led the way to the closing of the naturopathic and homeopathic colleges
in the United States. Said Flexner: “It was not easy to establish in an individual case precisely how the disease was acquired; it was difficult to bring
evidence that was not at all convincing that this disease was contagious.” In
discussing Flexner’s report, L. Emmett Holt stated: “Even five years ago, if
anyone had suggested that the disease under discussion was an infectious or
contagious one, it would have been looked upon as a joke (Scobey, Archives
of Pediatrics, May 1951). In 1953, Dr. Kumm was appointed Director of
Research of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis (NFIP). The NFIP
was funded by its “March of Dimes” program, and it sponsored the hasty
development of the Salk vaccine in the early 1950s, at the height of the DDT/
polio controversy. Dr. Kumm also “served as a civilian consultant to the
Surgeon General . directing field studies of the use of DDT. .” (American
Journal of Digestive Diseases , 1953 20:330).
In 1945, DDT was made available to farmers as an agricultural insecticide
and played a role in the temporary elimination of malaria in Europe and
North America. Despite concerns emerging in the scientific community, and
lack of research, the FDA considered it safe up to 7 parts per million in food.
There was a large economic incentive to push DDT into the market and sell
it to farmers, governments, and individuals to control diseases and increase
food production. DDT was also a way for American influence to reach abroad
through DDT-spraying campaigns. In the 1944 issue of Life magazine there
was a feature regarding the Italian program showing pictures of American
public health officials in uniforms spraying DDT on Italian families.
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In the 1950s the federal government began tightening regulations governing
its use. In 1957 The New York Times reported an unsuccessful struggle to restrict
DDT use in Nassau County, New York, and the issue came to the attention
of the popular naturalist-author Rachel Carson. William Shawn, editor of
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The New Yorker, urged her to write a piece on the subject, which developed
into her 1962 book Silent Spring. The book argued that pesticides, including
DDT, were poisoning both wildlife and the environment and were endangering human health. Silent Spring was a best seller, and public reaction to it
launched the modern environmental movement in the United States. The year
after it appeared, President John F. Kennedy ordered his Science Advisory
Committee to investigate Carson’s claims. The committee’s report “add[ed]
up to a fairly thorough-going vindication of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring
thesis”, in the words of the journal Science, and recommended a phaseout of
“persistent toxic pesticides”. In 1965, the U.S. military removed DDT from
the military supply system due in part to the development of resistance by
body lice to DDT; it was replaced by lindane.
In the 1970s and 1980s, agricultural use was banned in most developed
countries, beginning with Hungary in 1968, although in practice it continued
to be used through at least 1970.This was followed by Norway and Sweden
in 1970, West Germany and the United States in 1972, but not in the United
Kingdom until 1984. By 1991, total bans, including for disease control, were
in place in at least 26 countries; for example, Cuba in 1970, the US in the
1980s, Singapore in 1984, Chile in 1985, and the Republic of Korea in 1986.
People were consuming the chemical in their food. Even before it became
a commonly used insecticide, FDA scientists knew that cows treated with
DDT would produce milk and meat laced with the chemical. Still, it was
used liberally within agriculture, as were hundreds of other new chemical
insecticides made available following the war. Meanwhile, chemical corporations banded together to create a public relations campaign affirming the
necessity and safety of pesticides like DDT. By the middle of the decade,
hundreds of millions of pounds of synthetic pesticides were annually
produced, sprayed on vast tracts of American farmland. “The U.S. was also
applying pesticides abroad, too,” Conis writes, “its DDT the cornerstone of the
World Health Organization’s malaria-eradication campaign. Pesticides
had never been produced or used
on such a scale.” Meanwhile, chemical corporations banded together to
create a public relations campaign
affirming the necessity and safety of
pesticides like DDT. By the middle
DDT was of such little concern at the
of the decade, hundreds of millions
time that children would play in its mist.
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of pounds of synthetic pesticides were annually produced, sprayed on vast
tracts of American farmland.
California farm laborers were made sick by the uncontrolled use of
pesticides and how the fish in a creek that ran near a predominantly Black
Alabama town were contaminated. Rachel Carson wrote about the scary
tendency for DDT to impact women and their children, as exposure to the
pesticide can occur through breastfeeding as well as in-utero.
Big tobacco becomes a major piece of the story halfway through her
book. In 1964, a landmark surgeon general report determined that smoking
significantly increased a person’s risk of lung cancer and death. Tobacco’s
relationship with DDT stretched back to the 1940s when the chemical was
sprayed on fields and in warehouses where tobacco was stored. It was in both
cigarettes and their smoke. Thus, the tobacco industry came up with a plan:
Blame cancer on the pesticide and then commit to discontinuing its use.
The Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants, which took
effect in 2004, put a global ban on several persistent organic pollutants, and
restricted DDT use to vector control. The convention was ratified by more than
170 countries. Because of its lipophilic properties, DDT can bioaccumulate,
especially in predatory birds. DDT is toxic to a wide range of living organisms,
including marine animals such as crayfish, daphnids, sea shrimp and many
species of fish. DDT, magnifies through the food chain, with apex predators
such as raptor birds concentrating more chemicals than other animals in the
same environment. They are stored mainly in body fat. DDT and DDE are
resistant to metabolism; in humans, their half-lives are 6 and up to 10 years,
respectively. In the United States, these chemicals were detected in almost
all human blood samples tested by the Centers for Disease Control . DDT
is an endocrine disruptor. It is considered likely to be a human carcinogen .
• Indirect exposure of mothers through workers directly in contact with
DDT is associated with an increase in spontaneous abortions.
• Other studies found that DDT or DDE interfere with proper thyroid
function in pregnancy and childhood.
• Mothers with high levels of DDT circulating in their blood during
pregnancy were found to be more likely to give birth to children who
would go on to develop autism.
In 2015, the International Agency for Research on Cancer classified DDT
as Group 2A “probably carcinogenic to humans”. Previous assessments by
the U.S. National Toxicology Program classified it as “reasonably anticipated
to be a carcinogen” and by the EPA classified DDT, DDE and DDD as class
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B2 “probable” carcinogens; these evaluations were based mainly on animal
studies. A 2005 Lancet review stated that occupational DDT exposure was
associated with increased pancreatic cancer risk in 2 case control studies. A
2007 case-control study using archived blood samples found that breast cancer
risk was increased 5-fold among women who were born prior to 1931 and
who had high serum DDT levels in 1963. Reasoning that DDT use became
widespread in 1945 and peaked around 1950, they concluded that the ages
of 14–20 were a critical period in which DDT exposure leads to increased
risk. Most studies of DDT’s human health effects have been conducted in
developed countries where DDT is not used and exposure is relatively low.
Illegal diversion to agriculture is also a concern as it is difficult to prevent
and its subsequent use on crops is uncontrolled. For example, DDT use is
widespread in Indian agriculture, particularly mango production and is
reportedly used by librarians to protect books. Other examples include Ethiopia, where DDT intended for malaria control is reportedly used in coffee
production, and Ghana where it is used for fishing. The residues in crops
at levels unacceptable for export have been an important factor in bans in
several tropical countries.
The overarching message is easily understood: “Seventy-five years after
scientists first warned of its hazards, 60 years after Rachel Carson wrote ‘Silent
Spring,’ and 50 years after it was banned, DDT is still here.” According to a
new study published this week in the Journal of the National Cancer Institute,
women exposed to the pesticide DDT are still at risk for developing breast
cancer four decades later. The findings are based on a 50-year longitudinal
cohort of over 15,000 pregnant women, many of whom had been exposed
to the pesticide before it was banned in the 1970s. It found that participants
who came in contact with high levels of DDT in their youth have an increased
risk of breast cancer through the age 54 even 40 years after encountering
the chemical.
“There are living people who were exposed sometime in their life and
who thank goodness aren’t sick yet, and might someday be sick — and it
could be related to their exposure [to DDT],” Director of Child Health and
Development Studies at Public Health Institute and lead author of the study,
Barbara Cohn, told Grist. “We have to continue this research to understand
causes of breast cancer that are broader than just genetics and broader than
behaviors that people can control themselves.”
Karuna Jaggar, executive director of the organization Breast Cancer Action
says the study is an important reminder that breast cancer risk goes beyond
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individual choice. “I’m angry that the cancer industry puts all this attention
on life style and essentially a shame-and-blame game for women when the
reality is that all of us are exposed to DDT and other chemicals that increase
our risk of breast cancer,” she said to Grist. “The really important lesson about
this study is not just that DDT is bad, but that how we regulate chemicals
is completely broken.”
And because DDT can have such long-term effects on women and their
children, we’ll continue to see its effects in future generations. Previous studies
based on this cohort found that when when women were pregnant with a
female fetus and exposed to DDT, that daughter was four times more likely
to develop breast cancer before the age of 50. The large scientific consensus
is that a woman is born with all the eggs she will ever have, so the egg that
developed into each of us was most likely formed in our grandmother’s
womb. Toxins affecting a pregnant woman could have implications for all
three generations. In contemporary Britain, a farmer turned scientist, Mark
Purdey, has found substantial evidence that mad cow disease, a form of
polio-like encephalitis, was caused by a government mandated cattle treatment consisting of organophosphate pesticide and a compound similar to
thalidomide.
BHC (benzene hexachloride), a persistent, organochlorine pesticide, is
several times more lethal than DDT, in terms of LD50 (lethal dosage required
to kill 50 percent of a test population).
As shown in the graph below, BHC was produced in 1945-1954 at quantities
similar to DDT. In spite of BHC’s lethal quality, it has received much less
publicity than DDT. While DDT was banned for such things as an association
with the thinning of eagles’ eggs, BHC was phased out of production because
it was found, after 15 years, to impart a bad taste to food. It is still used in
developing nations. One is tempted to ask whether the more controversial
DDT, known to be dangerous, was “fronting” for the more dangerous BHC?
BHC’s correlation with polio incidence is astonishing.
These deadly and paralyzing man made chemicals persist in the environment as neurotoxins that cause polio-like symptoms, polio like physiology,
and were dumped onto and into human food at dosage levels far above
that approved by the FDA. They directly correlate with the incidence of
various neurological diseases called “polio” before 1965. They were utilized,
according to Biskind, in the “most intensive campaign of mass poisoning in
known human history”.
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Bringing Back DDT ~ The Nerve !?!

Chapter 4

The Deadly Cutter and Wyeth Polio
Vaxxine “Incidents”

I

n those days, polio, or infantile paralysis, was a terror. “A national poll
… found that polio was second only to the atomic bomb as the thing
that Americans feared most,” Offit wrote.“People weren’t sure how you
got it,” he said in an interview last week. “Therefore, they were scared of
everything. They didn’t want to buy a piece of fruit at the grocery store. It’s
the same now. … Everybody’s walking around with gloves on, with masks
on, scared to shake anybody’s hand.”
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On Aug. 30, 1954, Bernice E. Eddy, a veteran scientist at the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Md., was checking a batch of a new polio vaccine
for safety. Created by Jonas Salk, the vaccine was hailed as the miracle drug
that would conquer the dreaded illness that killed and paralyzed children.
Eddy’s job was to examine samples submitted by the companies planning
to make it. As she checked a sample from Cutter Laboratories in Berkeley,
Calif., she noticed that the vaccine designed to protect against the disease had
instead given polio to a test monkey. Rather than containing killed virus to
create immunity, the sample from Cutter contained live, infectious virus.
Something was wrong. “There’s going to be a disaster,” she told a friend.
Despite Eddy’s warnings, an estimated 120,000 children that year were
injected with the Cutter vaccine, according to Paul A. Offit, director of the
Vaccine Education Center at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. Roughly
40,000 got “abortive” polio, with fever, sore throat, headache, vomiting and
muscle pain. Fifty-one were paralyzed, and five died.
Salk’s vaccine was given to 420,000 children. A placebo was given to
200,000. And 1.2 million were given nothing. The study found that children
who did not get the vaccine were three times more likely to be paralyzed with
polio than those who received the vaccine. A year later, on April 12, 1955,
when officials announced the results at a news conference at the University
of Michigan, there was jubilation. Reporters hollered: “It works! It works!”
Offit wrote.
The news made front-page headlines across the country. “People wept,”
Offit said. “There were parades in Jonas Salk’s honor. … That’s what contributed to the tragedy of Cutter more than anything else … the irony.” That same
day, licenses were hurriedly granted to several drug companies, including
Cutter Laboratories, to make the vaccine. But the officials granting the licenses
were never told of Eddy’s findings, Offit wrote.“This was a product that had
never been made before, and they were going to use it right away,” Eddy
had said. She began testing Cutter’s samples in August 1954 and continued
through November, according to a later report in the Congressional Record.
She found that three of the six samples paralyzed test monkeys.
“What do you think is wrong with these monkeys?” she asked a colleague,
Offit recounted.
“They were given polio,” the colleague replied.
“No,” Eddy said. “They were given the … vaccine.”
Eddy’s discovery suggested that Cutter’s manufacturing process was
flawed. Its vaccine should have contained only killed virus. She reported
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her findings to William Workman, head of the NIH Laboratory of Biologics
Control. But amid the scientific and bureaucratic chaos, Workman never
told the licensing committee, Offit wrote.Starting on the evening of April
12, 1955, batches of the Salk vaccine made by five drug firms were shipped
out in boxes marked “POLIO VACCINE: RUSH.” About 165,000 doses of
Cutter’s went out. Within weeks, reports of mysterious polio infections
started coming in.
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On April 27, 7-year-old Susan Pierce, of Pocatello, Idaho, died of polio
days after getting the Cutter vaccine. She had been placed in an iron lung
just before she died. Her brother Kenneth had been vaccinated at the same
time, but he was okay. Other cases followed. Alton Ochsner, a professor of
surgery at Tulane Medical School and founder of the Ochsner Clinic in New
Orleans, gave the vaccine to his grandson Eugene Davis, Offit wrote. The
child died May 4. Not only did some people injected with the tainted vaccine
get sick, but some who got the vaccine went on to infect family members and
neighbors. The government ordered the Cutter vaccine withdrawn on April
27. But damage had been done. “By April 30, within forty-eight hours of the
recall,” Offit wrote. “Cutter’s vaccine had paralyzed or killed twenty-five
children: fourteen in California, seven in Idaho, two in Washington, one in
Illinois, and one in Colorado.”
On May 6, all polio vaccinations were postponed. They were resumed
on May 15 after the government had rechecked the vaccines for safety. But
people were still frightened. Years later, in a suit brought against Cutter, the
firm was found not negligent in making its vaccine because it had done its
best making a new drug that was complicated to produce. But it was found
financially liable for the calamity it had caused during that spring of 1955.
The jury foreman said: “Cutter Laboratories [brought] to market a …
vaccine which when given to plaintiffs caused them to come down with
polio.”
By 1961, the Sabin vaccine, named for its inventor, Dr. Albert B. Sabin,
began commercial distribution in the United States and supplanted the Salk
vaccine. The Sabin vaccine was a few drops of tasteless, odorless medicine
delivered on a sugar cube, or for the very young, directly on the tongue. This
was a “live virus,” and considered more effective than the “dead virus” Salk
vaccine, given by needle. This new inoculation seemed to give immunity
from the disease and eliminate the ability of a person to be a carrier. Even
those who had been affected with polio before getting Sabin vaccine were
advised to take it, to prevent falling ill from an additional strain.
Salk, a researcher at the University of Pittsburgh, created his inactivated
polio vaccine (IPV) during 1952–1953. The vaccine contained wild polioviruses of all 3 serotypes that had been killed by means of formaldehyde;
when injected intramuscularly, the vaccine elicited the production of antibodies, rendering recipients immune to the disease. On April 12, 1955, it
was proclaimed that the battle against poliomyelitis had potentially been
won thanks to Salk’s vaccine. Unfortunately, however, 2 defective lots of
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the vaccine produced by Cutter Laboratories, a pharmaceutical company
in Berkeley, California, contained residual live polioviruses, causing
the so-called Cutter incident. In total, 192 paralytic polio cases occurred
among vaccinated children and their family and community contacts, of
whom 11 died.
The government temporarily suspended the vaccination program until
it was determined that Cutter vaccine should be permanently withdrawn
and IPV from other manufacturers could be reinitiated safely. Meanwhile,
at the University of Cincinnati, Sabin was also at work on his vaccine. His
approach, however, was completely different; he aimed to create a live
attenuated vaccine for oral administration. This process marked the advent
of the oral polio vaccine (OPV).
Sabin created his vaccine at the Children’s Hospital in Cincinnati, where
he subsequently tested it on 10,000 monkeys and 160 chimpanzees, as well
as on himself, on his daughters, and on young volunteers recruited from
among the inmates of the federal prison of Chillichote in Ohio. However,
because the painful memory of the Cutter incident was still fresh and especially because the commercial stakes were high, the US government did not
consent to large-scale field testing.
Subsequent testing of Sabin’s vaccine was therefore carried out in the
Soviet Union. During 1959–1961, millions of children received Sabin’s vaccine
(77 million in the Soviet Union alone).The mass vaccination campaign in
the Soviet Union demonstrated high vaccine effectiveness and resulted in
licensure of OPV in the United States in 1961. Subsequently, in the United
States, OPV rapidly replaced IPV during the 1960s as the vaccine of choice.
OPV was preferred over IPV because it induced both systemic and intestinal
immunity, was easier to administer, and was less expensive than IPV. The
main drawback of OPV is that, very rarely (in 1 case out of ≈750,000), Sabin
viruses can mutate back to a more neurovirulent form and cause vaccine-associated paralytic polio.
In any case, Sabin’s vaccine, which was economical to produce and very
easy to administer on a sugar lump to children, came to be used worldwide
in the 1960s. The method of administration of the Sabin vaccine inspired the
popular song written by the Sherman brothers, featured in the film Mary
Poppins whose refrain states, “Just a spoonful of sugar helps the medicine
go down in a most delightful way.” In 1961, OPV was adopted in the United
States, where, in the meantime, thanks to Salk’s vaccine, the spread of poliomyelitis had been markedly curbed.
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Sabin’s preparation was subsequently adopted by WHO, becoming the
mainstay of the worldwide vaccination campaign that enabled poliomyelitis
to be eradicated from many countries. Sabin’s preparation was subsequently
adopted by WHO, becoming the mainstay of the worldwide vaccination
campaign that enabled poliomyelitis to be eradicated from many countries. The last case in the United States was reported in 1979. In 1994, WHO
certified the eradication of polio from the Americas, and in 2000 from 36
countries in the Western Pacific Region, including China and Australia.
In 2002, Europe was certified polio-free, followed by the entire South-East
Asia Region of WHO in 2014. After 2014, polio remained endemic in only 3
countries, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Afghanistan, until August 25, 2020, when
Africa was declared totally polio-free.
Albert Bruce Sabin died in the hospital of Georgetown University in Washington on March 3, 1993, at the age of 86 years. Among the many accolades
that he received, in 1970 he was awarded the National Medal of Science “for
numerous fundamental contributions to the understanding of viruses and
viral diseases, culminating in the development of the vaccine which has
eliminated poliomyelitis as a major threat to human health.”
In April 1955, the results of the largest clinical trial ever held (at that time)
were made public. More than 400,000 U.S. children had been immunized
with Salk’s IPV and, as the results of effective protection against this dreaded
disease were declared. The Salk vaccine was declared 90% effective against
Types II and III poliovirus and 60 to 70% effective against Type I. Within
2 hours, Salk’s IPV was licensed for use. Thanks to guarantees from the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis (now the March of Dimes), industrial production facilities were already built and ready to operate. The goal
was to have five million U.S. children vaccinated by July 1955. Across the
Atlantic, some European countries imported the Salk vaccine from the United
States whereas others, including Denmark, Sweden, and the Netherlands,
began vaccine production in their own government facilities.
Though determined the polio vaxxines were safe by USA government
officials, as early as the 1960s, vaccine batches of both the OPV and the IPV
were tested and found to be contaminated with SV40. The gravity of this
finding becomes evident considering that from 1955 through early 1963,
approximately 98 million people worldwide were unknowingly exposed to
the SV40 virus through contaminated polio vaccines. Although government
agencies have assured the public that SV40 is not present in current lots of
polio vaccines, there is no universally accepted scientific publication to date
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that confirms the absence of SV40 in polio vaccines, using the most modem
molecular techniques available.

Formaldehyde In the Polio Vaxxines

To deactivate the live monkey virus, formaldehyde was used by Salk to
make the polio vaccines.
Ingestion of as little as 30 mL (1 oz.) of a solution containing 37% formaldehyde has been reported to cause death in an adult. Ingestion may cause
corrosive injury to the gastrointestinal mucosa, with nausea, vomiting, pain,
bleeding, and perforation. Corrosive injuries are usually most pronounced in
the pharyngeal mucosa, epiglottis and esophagus. Systemic effects include
metabolic acidosis, CNS depression and coma, respiratory distress, and renal
failure. Formaldehyde at high concentrations can cause mutational changes
in cellular DNA in vitro,
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In 2020, the U.S. government finally added formaldehyde to a list of known
carcinogens and admitted that the chemical styrene might cause cancer.
Yet, the substance is still found in almost every vaccine. According to the
Australian National Research Council, fewer than 20% but perhaps more
than 10% of the general population may be susceptible to formaldehyde
and may react acutely at any exposure level. More hazardous than most
chemicals in 5 out of 12 ranking systems, on at least 8 federal regulatory
lists, it is ranked as one of the most hazardous compounds (worst 10%) to
ecosystems and human health (Environmental Defense Fund). In the body,
formaldehyde can cause proteins to irreversibly bind to DNA.
Formaldehyde was used by Cutter and Salk. Salk realized that the monkey
virus kidney cells and debris had to completely be removed but were being
protected by the formaldehyde. Salk instituted Siez filters made from thick
layers of asbestos known in the beverage industry as “gin pure”. The glass
filters caused a 38% increase in cancer cells when tested.
This article recently published in The Atlantic magazine is a microcosm
of how the unvaxxed are the problem, yet the recipients of the vaxxine are
the ones developing the symptoms! And does anyone promote building our
immune systems any longer? Eating healthy, exercising, etc.???

Chapter 5

Selling It ~ Just a Spoonful of Sugar
Helps the Medicine Go Down
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T

he iconic song lyric from the 1964 Disney film “Mary Poppins” is a
lesson in making otherwise mundane or daunting tasks more enjoyable. But the idea for the tune actually came from a conversation the
songwriter had with his young son about the polio vaccine – and the son
of that songwriter is using that nugget of film music history to emphasize
the importance of trusting medical professionals during the coronavirus
pandemic. Jeff Sherman, whose father Robert Sherman is one half of famed
songwriting duo the Sherman Brothers, told the story behind “A Spoonful
of Sugar”. Sherman told CNN that as a child, he was afraid of getting shots
and would often try to run away from the nurses who tried to administer
them. So when he told his father one afternoon that he had received the oral
polio vaccine at school that day, his father was surprised.
He recalled receiving the oral polio vaccine at school as a child. When he
came home that afternoon, he told his father about his day. They told him
they put it on a sugar cube and you just ate it,” Sherman wrote. “He stared
at me, then went to the phone and called my uncle Dick.” Unbeknownst to
Sherman at the time, his father and his uncle Richard Sherman were in the
process of composing music for the film “Mary Poppins” – and had been
struggling to come up with a new song. A song they wrote called “Through
the Eyes of Love” had been rejected, and Walt Disney had asked the duo
to give him something snappier. Robert Sherman’s conversation with his
son finally gave him the catchy slogan that he and his brother needed: A
Spoonful of Sugar (Helps the Medicine Go Down).
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt (1882-1945) President 1933-1945

America’s longest serving President became a freemason in Holland
Lodge, New York in 1911 and remained an active freemason for the rest of
his life. In 1935 he presided over Architect Lodge, New York, when his sons
Elliot and Franklin Delano Jr were made Master Masons in their own right.

Franklin Roosevelt’s crusade to defeat polio actually began more than 10
years before he created the group that would become known as the March
of Dimes. On January 3, 1938, they announced the creation of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, or NFIP. O’Connor set about creating a
national network of local chapters dedicated to raising money to combat
the disease. However, it wasn’t until later that year that the NFIP became
associated with the moniker most people know it by today, the March of
Dimes. Vaudeville star Eddie Cantor, a noted philanthropist, organized a
coast-to-coast radio broadcast to promote the new foundation. Making a play
on the popular “March of Time” newsreels of the era, he urged Americans
(still feeling the effects of the Great Depression) to donate whatever spare
cash they could to the fight against polio.
Just 10 cents from every child (and presumably their parents) could help
the cause, and would create a “march of dimes to reach all the way to the
White House.” Later promotional programs featured Cantor performing
alongside other Hollywood luminaries, including Bing Crosby and Jack
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Benny. The appeals quickly paid off: In it’s first campaign, the NFIP received
more than $18 million in donations. Cantor’s phrase would soon become
synonymous with the fledgling foundation, though it would not adopt the
name March of Dimes officially until 1976.
The March of Dimes used the funds raised in these early efforts to set
up new research facilities to find a cure for polio as well as dozens of local
hospitals to care for the afflicted—including a clinic at the Tuskegee Institute
in Alabama for African Americans unable to gain access to the nearby (but
segregated) Warm Springs facility.

https://www.mcgill.ca/oss/article/history/40-years-human-experimentation-america-tuskegee-study
Starting in 1932, 600 African American men from Macon County, Alabama
were enlisted to partake in a scientific experiment on syphilis. The “Tuskegee
Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male,” was conducted by the United
States Public Health Service (USPHS) and involved blood tests, x-rays, spinal
taps and autopsies of the subjects. The goal was to “observe the natural
history of untreated syphilis” in black populations. But the subjects were
unaware of this and were simply told they were receiving treatment for bad
blood. Actually, they received no treatment at all. Even after penicillin was
discovered as a safe and reliable cure for syphilis, the majority of men did
not receive it.
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The US government set their study in Macon County due to estimates that
35% of its population was infected with syphilis. In 1932, the initial patients
between the ages of 25 and 60 were recruited under the guise of receiving
free medical care for “bad blood,” a colloquial term encompassing anemia,
syphilis, fatigue and other conditions. Told that the treatment would last
only six months, they received physical examinations, x-rays, spinal taps,
and when they died, autopsies.
It was in these moments that the Tuskegee study’s true nature became clear.
Rather than simply observing and documenting the natural progression of
syphilis in the community as had been planned, the researchers intervened:
first by telling the participants that they were being treated (a lie), and then
again by preventing their participants from seeking treatment that could save
their lives. Thus, the original basis for the study that the people of Macon
County would likely not seek treatment and thus could be observed as their
syphilis progressed and became a self-fulfilling prophecy.
The Tuskegee study has had lasting effects on America. It’s estimated
that the life expectancy of black men fell by up to 1.4 years when the study’s
details came to light. Many also blame the study for impacting the willingness of black individuals to willingly participate in medical research today.
We know all about evil Nazis who experimented on prisoners. We condemn
the scientists in Marvel movies who carry out tests on prisoners of war. But
we’d do well to remember that America has also used its own people as lab
rats. Yet to this day, no one has been prosecuted for their role in dooming
399 men to syphilis.
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Chapter 6

The Deadly Polio Vaxxine Returns
They are Targeting the Children !!!
“….goal is to vaccinate 370 million children annually over the next
5 years.”
“All children should receive four doses of the polio vaccine. The first
dose is administered between 6 weeks and 2 months of age, the second
dose is given at 4 months, the third at 6 months to 18 months, and the
fourth dose at 4 to 6 years old. Adults who have only received one or
two doses should get the remaining one or two. Health officials said
it doesn’t matter how long ago the first doses were given”.
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Nature.com 8.22.22

“The discovery of poliovirus in New York state, London and Jerusalem
this year has taken many by surprise, but public-health researchers fighting
to eradicate the disease say it was only a matter of time. No country in the
world is immune to the effects of polio,” says Zulfiqar Bhutta, a global-health
researcher at the Aga Khan University in Karachi, Pakistan. “It’s all interconnected.” The virus found in these regions is derived from an oral polio
vaccine used in some countries. So far, only two cases of polio-related paralysis have been reported, in Jerusalem in February and New York in June1;
the New York infection was the first such US case in nearly a decade. But
wastewater samples in all three areas suggest that the virus is circulating
more widely. Polio causes irreversible paralysis in less than one in 200 of
the susceptible people it infects, so the cases of paralysis suggest that many
other people there have been infected, says Walter Orenstein, who studies
infectious diseases at Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia. “Cases like that
are just the tip of the iceberg,” he says. “It’s very concerning.”
Nature talked to researchers about the scale of the outbreak, and what can
be done to stop it.
Wild poliovirus circulates in only two countries — Afghanistan and
Pakistan — where this year nine cases had been reported by June. But
vaccine-derived poliovirus appears periodically elsewhere, particularly
in Africa and Asia. These cases come from a widely used oral vaccine that
contains live, weakened virus that sometimes mutates to a dangerous form
capable of infecting the nervous system.
Neither the United States nor the United Kingdom use that vaccine, opting
instead for an injectable vaccine containing inactivated virus. This vaccine
can keep the virus from infecting the nervous system, but it is not as effective
as the oral virus at reducing viral shedding and halting transmission, says
Raul Andino-Pavlovsky, a microbiologist at the University of California,
San Francisco.
High polio vaccination rates in the United Kingdom, Israel and the United
States mean that most children will be spared the virus’s worst effects (about
94% of US 5- and 6-year-olds are vaccinated). But unvaccinated people are
vulnerable to the illness.
“This virus is very, very good at finding unvaccinated individuals,” says
Orenstein. In the 1990s, a poliovirus outbreak in the Netherlands established
a foothold in a community with a relatively low vaccination rate, despite
the country’s overall vaccination coverage of more than 90%, says Oliver
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Rosenbauer, a spokesperson for the Global Polio Eradication Initiative of the
World Health Organization (WHO) in Geneva, Switzerland. The outbreak
resulted in 2 deaths and 59 cases of paralysis, and occurred 14 years after
the country’s last endemic case of polio.
Nooooooooooooooooooooooooo

“New York Gov. Kathy Hochul on Friday declared a state of emergency
over polio to boost vaccination rates in the state amid further evidence that
the virus is spreading in communities. Poliovirus has now been detected
in sewage samples from four counties in the New York metro area as well
as in the city itself. The counties are Rockland, Orange, Sullivan, and the
latest, Nassau.
The samples tested positive for poliovirus that can cause paralysis in
humans, according to state health officials. Unvaccinated individuals who
live, work, go to school or visit Orange, Rockland, Nassau, New York City
and Sullivan are at the highest risk of paralytic disease, officials said.

“Poop Patrols” ???

New York began wastewater surveillance after an unvaccinated adult
caught polio in Rockland County in July and suffered from paralysis, the
first known infection in the U.S. in nearly a decade.
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The emergency declaration will expand the network of vaccine administrators to include pharmacists, midwives and EMS workers in an effort to
boost the immunization rate in areas where it has slipped. New York Health
Commissioner Dr. Mary Bassett called on people who are unvaccinated to
get their shots immediately. Individuals and families who are unsure of
their vaccination status should contact a health care provider, clinic or the
county health department to make sure they are up to date on their shots.

“On polio, we simply cannot roll the dice,” Bassett said. “I urge New
Yorkers to not accept any risk at all. Polio immunization is safe and effective
— protecting nearly all people against disease who receive the recommended doses.” The polio vaccination rate is alarmingly low in some New
York counties. The vaccination rate is 60% in Rockland, 58% in Orange,
62% in Sullivan and 79% in Nassau, according to the health department.
The statewide average for polio immunization is about 79%. The goal of
the vaccination campaign is to boost immunization rates well above 90%
statewide, according to the health department. Some New Yorkers who
completed their vaccine series should receive a single lifetime booster shot,
health officials said. These individuals include people who might have
contact with someone infected or thought to be infected with poliovirus or
members of the infected person’s household. Health care workers should
also get a booster if they work in areas where poliovirus has been detected
and they might handle specimens or treat patients who may have polio.
People who might be exposed to wastewater due to their job should also
consider getting a booster, health officials said.
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Return of the Marburg Virus?

Attorney Todd Callender joins the The Prather Point to discuss the next
PLANdemic (the Marburg pathogen), which will be the excuse used to
force the unvaxxed into quarantine camps (FEMA) where kill-shots will be
administered. He also says that those who received the Covid shots already
have the dormant Marburg virus encapsulated in lipid nanoparticles, which
can be activated via 5G frequencies. Those who have Marburg will then
become zombie-like, because it affects frontal cortex brain function.
In mid-August 1967, six years after the SV40 problem came to light, a
mysterious, dangerous, infectious disease broke out simultaneously in
German and Yugoslavian research institutes. Thirty-one people, including
technicians making polio vaccines, suddenly became ill - and seven died. All
those infected had direct contact with monkeys or their blood, organs or tissue
cultures. Other people later got the disease, too, including hospital personnel
who had contact with these patients. In one case, a woman contracted the
disease from the semen of her husband, who had been infected three months
earlier. Though millions of monkeys had been used as experimental animals
and as raw material to provide kidneys to make vaccines, no such disease
had ever been seen before. Eventually the “Marburg virus” was isolated,
and its source was traced to monkeys shipped from Uganda.
But if HIV were one of those numerous anonymous monkey viruses
contaminating the early Salk and Sabin vaccines, presumably there would
have been an explosion of AIDS in the U.S. outside the currently defined
high-risk groups: male homosexuals, intravenous-drug users, hemophiliacs
and the sexual partners of those people. Of course, that sort of eruption hasn’t
happened in the U.S. But it did happen someplace else: in equatorial Africa.

Key facts
• Marburg virus disease (MVD), formerly known as Marburg haemorrhagic fever, is a severe, often fatal illness in humans.
• The virus causes severe viral haemorrhagic fever in humans.
• The average MVD case fatality rate is around 50%. Case fatality rates
have varied from 24% to 88% in past outbreaks depending on virus
strain and case management.
• Early supportive care with rehydration, and symptomatic treatment
improves survival. There is as yet no licensed treatment proven to
neutralize the virus, but a range of blood products, immune therapies
and drug therapies are currently under development.
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• Rousettus aegyptiacus, fruit bats of the Pteropodidae family, are
considered to be natural hosts of Marburg virus. The Marburg virus
is transmitted to people from fruit bats and spreads among humans
through human-to-human transmission.
Marburg virus disease was initially detected in 1967 after simultaneous
outbreaks in Marburg and Frankfurt in Germany; and in Belgrade, Serbia.
Two large outbreaks that occurred simultaneously in Marburg and Frankfurt
in Germany, and in Belgrade, Serbia, in 1967, led to the initial recognition
of the disease. The outbreak was associated with laboratory work using
African green monkeys (Cercopithecus aethiops) imported from Uganda.
Subsequently, outbreaks and sporadic cases have been reported in Angola,
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kenya, South Africa (in a person
with recent travel history to Zimbabwe) and Uganda.
Illness caused by Marburg virus begins abruptly, with high fever, severe
headache and severe malaise. Muscle aches and pains are a common feature.
Severe watery diarrhoea, abdominal pain and cramping, nausea and vomiting
can begin on the third day. Diarrhoea can persist for a week. The appearance
of patients at this phase has been described as showing “ghost-like” drawn
features, deep-set eyes, expressionless faces, and extreme lethargy.

~ The Guardian 8.22.22
“A virus that reverted from the vaccine emerged from a kid that was
vaccinated, and because other humans that were around were not vaccinated
or resistant to the virus, the virus has started to take hold in the human
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population,” explains Raul Andino, a professor of microbiology and immunology at the University of California, San Francisco. “This case of imported
virus came into New York and took hold in the whole population because
everybody’s susceptible to infection … Basically, we have a silent epidemic,
and that doesn’t cause a problem until somebody is not vaccinated.”

Chapter 7

My Story

I

am currently 66 years young. At age 56 I went through a protracted
difficult custody legal hearing that went on for months and was very
emotional. It was then my one leg began to weaken, I lost control of my
left foot and my balance became difficult.
My first episode where I knew something was going very wrong with my
body was when I was at a party and fell backwards through a plate glass
window when my balance gave out. Luckily I was not injured. At first, I
thought I must be aging. Previously in younger days, I played Division I
tennis in college as well as competed on the World Cup Mogul Tour while
skiing over 100 days per year. My legs were my life and I always prided
myself on being in good physical condition, yet no matter how much I worked
out, my physical body, gradually, and degeneratively, kept digressing and
I could no longer build muscle mass.
According to Dr. Garcia, my polio was activated due to the emotional
stress I went through with my divorce that went over a couple of years. He
asked me what happened to me at age 56 out of the blue and I recalled that
was exactly when my divorce began and I now recall my legs beginning to
go out at the time and thought i was just getting older. Doc G told me that
there are many different triggering causal factors, but emotions are definitely
one of them. He has seen many cases like mine, yet curing the issues he says
is still “problematic”.
After my lengthy divorce was
finalized, the disconnection to
my feet began where I first had
one dropped foot, then another
and even climbing a few stairs
became painful and difficult.
The dropped feet would make
me fall on face time and time and time again, until I learned how to relearn
how to walk when I could no longer lift my toes to walk. (It’s only through
injury do we realize with our real eyes and efforts how much we use that
81
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injured anatomy of our amazing bodies.) As soon as I really began to understand my body was now betraying me vs. serving me, I began to make a total
effort to heal. I went religiously to yoga, even though I’d fall over onto others
sometimes and always had to use the side ballet bar for balancing poses.
Humbling, you have noooooooo idea. Just walking in a store I could/would
suddenly fall flat on my face...except for my decades of training in skiing
where I learned to fall not only gracefully, but consciously. Climbing back
up, the swarm begins to come closer, “you all right” and I say yea, just recent
surgery, but it’s getting better. Sometimes the pain of the inflammation got
so great that I had to hobble to just get my car and just drive because it was
less pain when you have to focus other ways, your pain is not as present.
Pain is actually thought physicalized, if you can get your head around that.
I went back to the gym, swam miles, got laser treatments, changed my diet.
Then one foot began to swell up one night on me in the middle of the night
at age 62. My foot looked like a small watermelon. My dear friend applied
turmeric baths and such. I had to crawl on my butt sometimes to get from the
bed to the kitchen. I could not put any weight on the foot at times. When I
got better, I went back to the pool gimping about and hardly able to push off
the starting blocks, let alone make a flip turn like the good ‘ol dayz. People
pointed at me over the months at the gym in appreciation of the effort.
On April 19, 1995 my younger brother, 38 years
young with 5 children at the time, passed through.
He had been “battling” diagnosed cancer that
was biopsied from his cheek 6 months earlier. Dr.
Garcia has stated that the latent polio parasites are
‘activated’ by some event, mine was emotional,
and I believe my brothers activation was when a
needle was stuck in his left cheek to biopsy a growth he had there, though
I cannot offer any solid proof. After his biopsy he was eating a carrot and
got lodged in his throat where he could no swallow (a symptom of PPS) and
then he was taken to the emergency room where they could not dislodge the
carrot and eventually he blew it out his esophagus and had to have surgery.
A few weeks later he died of said cancer.
“Wisdom is crystalized pain”. ~ Rudolph Steiner

Marin County K.O, Polio Campaign, 1962

On September 23, 1963, under supervision of the Marin County Medical
Society, sugar lumps dosed with the serum were given to seemingly endless
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lines of men, women, and children. A 25-cent
donation per person to off-set costs was requested
but not required. The American Legion offered
free transportation to those who needed it.
Soon, it was urged that everyone over the age
of three months in Marin and elsewhere to receive
the Sabin vaccine. Medical communities had a
challenge: they needed to get everyone inoculated,
as quickly as possible, a feat requiring delivery
of medical resources, efficient execution and a
bit of p.r. A public health campaign in Marin
(and elsewhere) named “K.O. Polio” was publicized with the cooperation
of local TV, radio, parent-teacher associations, the Red Cross, Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, and other service and civic clubs. “K.O. Polio” centers set up
in schools, churches, and community centers. In Marin, the word went out
for the first dose to be given on Sunday, September 23, 1962: “K.O. Polio
Sunday, Sabin Vaccine, Free to All.”
The U.S. Surgeon General, Luther L. Terry, called upon everyone in the
Bay Area to participate. He lauded the Sabin vaccine as a “safe and effective
weapon” against the disease. Stored in a warehouse building at Marin General
Hospital, the vaccine was distributed to twenty sites across the county.
Hundreds of volunteers were given the vaccine a few days prior to the big
day, as a “dry run” rehearsal event at Marin Catholic High School in Greenbrae. On that sunny Sunday, about 85% of Marin, or 128,000 people, were
given the a dose of the vaccine. Over 2,200 people showed up at Lagunitas
School in San Geronimo, and nearly 6,000 at Manor School in Fairfax. The
pop-up clinic at San Rafael High School alone inoculated 11,687 individuals,
the most out of all Marin “K.O. Polio” locations. The wait was often long
that day, but as one gentleman standing in line quipped, “Why shouldn’t
we be happy? We’re all going to get sugar.”
Dr. Eugene P. Shatkin was the Chairman of the K.O. Polio campaign in
Marin and directed the tremendous effort of organization that preceded
September 23, and the follow-up events. Dr. Shatkin thanked the doctors and
volunteers, and described the event as “the most heart-warming experience
for all of us, and in particular for the [Marin] Medical Society’s K.O. Polio”.
Suspicions about the efficacy of vaccines grew in 1955, when batches
manufactured by Cutter Laboratories of Berkeley potentially exposed tens
of thousands of children to polio, and left five children dead and dozens
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paralyzed. The Cutter-produced vaccine had been given to children in Marin
County without incident. Regardless, the general public perception of mass
vaccinations changed considerably as a result of this vaccine-associated
illness, and vaccination became a hard sell.
By 1961, the Sabin vaccine — named for its inventor, Dr. Albert B. Sabin —
began commercial distribution in the United States, and supplanted the Salk
vaccine. The Sabin vaccine was a few drops of tasteless, odorless medicine
delivered on a sugar cube, or for the very young, directly on the tongue. This
was a “live virus,” and considered more effective than the “dead virus” Salk
vaccine, given by needle. This new inoculation seemed to give immunity
from the disease and eliminate the ability of a person to be a carrier. Even
those who had been affected with polio before getting Sabin vaccine were
advised to take it, to prevent falling ill from an additional strain.
Today we may receive one or two doses of COVID-19 vaccine depending
on the manufacturer. Then, the Sabin vaccine required three doses, each taken
about five weeks apart. These three doses would target each of the three
distinct strains of the polio virus, with no additional booster shots required.
(note booster shots back then too, and there was even a Small pox vaccine farm in
San Rafael in 1875!, which i cover in my marin county book i just published).
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Soon, it was urged that everyone over the age of three months in Marin
and elsewhere to receive the Sabin vaccine. Medical communities had a
challenge: they needed to get everyone inoculated, as quickly as possible,
a feat requiring delivery of medical resources, efficient execution and a bit
of p.r. A public health campaign in Marin (and elsewhere) named “K.O.
Polio” was publicized with the cooperation of local TV, radio, parent-teacher
associations, the Red Cross, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and other service and
civic clubs. “K.O. Polio” centers set up in schools, churches, and community
centers. In Marin, the word went out for the first dose to be given on Sunday,
September 23, 1962: “K.O. Polio”

Sunday, Sabin Vaccine, “Free to All.”

The US. Surgeon General, Luther L. Terry, called upon everyone in the
Bay Area to participate. He lauded the Sabin vaccine as a “safe and effective
weapon” against the disease.
On that sunny Sunday, About 85% of Marin, or 128,000 people, were given
the a dose of the vaccine. Over 2,200 people showed up at Unitas School
in San Geronimo, and nearly 6,000 at Manor School in Fairfax. The pop-up
clinic at San Rafael High School alone inoculated 11,687 individuals, the
most out of all Marin “KO. Polio” locations. The wait was often long that
day, but as one gentleman standing in line quipped, “Why shouldn’t we
be happy? We’re all going to get sugar.”
Dr. Eugene P. Shatkin was the Chairman of the K.O. Polio campaign in
Marin, and directed the tremendous effort of organization that preceded
September 23, and the follow-up events. Dr. Shatkin thanked the doctors and
volunteers, and described the event as “the most heart-warming experience
for all of us, and in particular for the [Marin] Medical Society’s K.O. Polio
Committee, who are volunteering their time on this program.”
Soon, it was urged that everyone over the age of three months in Marin
and elsewhere to receive the Sabin vaccine. Medical communities had a
challenge: they needed to get everyone inoculated, as quickly as possible,
a feat requiring delivery of medical resources, efficient execution and a bit
of p.r.
A public health campaign in Marin (and elsewhere) named “K.O. Polio”
was publicized with the cooperation of local TV, radio, parent-teacher
associations, the Red Cross, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and other service and
civic clubs. “K.O. Polio” centers set up in schools, churches, and community
centers.
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Sunday, Sabin Vaccine, Free to All.”

The U.S. Surgeon General, Luther L. Terry, called upon everyone in the
Bay Area to participate. He lauded the Sabin vaccine as a “safe and effective
weapon” against the disease. Crew of workers handling Marin’s vaccine
for distribution to inoculation sites. Emme Gilman, photographer. Anne T.
Kent California Room Collection. Stored in a warehouse building at Marin
General Hospital, the vaccine was distributed to twenty sites across the
county. Hundreds of volunteers were given the vaccine a few days prior to
the big day, as a “dry run” rehearsal event at Marin Catholic High School
in Greenbrae.
On September 23, under supervision of the Marin County Medical Society,
sugar lumps dosed with the serum were given to seemingly endless lines of
men, women, and children. A 25-cent donation per person to off-set costs
was requested but not required. The American Legion offered free transportation to those who needed it.

K.O. Polio vaccine distribution at Davidson Middle
School in San Rafael, September 23, 1962.
On that sunny Sunday, About 85% of Marin, or 128,000 people, were given
the a dose of the vaccine. Over 2,200 people showed up at Lagunitas School
in San Geronimo, and nearly 6,000 at Manor School in Fairfax. The pop-up
clinic at San Rafael High School alone inoculated 11,687 individuals, the
most out of all Marin “K.O. Polio” locations. The wait was often long that
day, but as one gentleman standing in line quipped, “Why shouldn’t we be
happy? We’re all going to get sugar.”
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Dr. Eugene P. Shatkin was the Chairman of the K.O. Polio campaign in
Marin, and directed the tremendous effort of organization that preceded
September 23, and the follow-up events. Dr. Shatkin thanked the doctors and
volunteers, and described the event as “the most heart-warming experience
forall of us, and in particular for the [Marin] Medical Society’s K.O. Polio
Committee, who are volunteering their time on this program.”
Dr. Shatkin continued:
“This was an unprecedented demonstration of what can be accomplished
when the efforts of the entire community are joined in a common purpose
for the public health.”
https://medium.com/anne-t-kent-california-room-community-newsletter/
knock-out-polio-day-in-marin-september-23-1962-423573d6e692

Chapter 8

You Cannot “Catch A Cold” From
Someone—Germ vs. Terrain Theory

I

t’s the Environment that makes us sick! That is why in a room of people
only a few get the flu, common cold, etc. and not everyone in the room.
During the 1918 plague, where more people died from the vaxxine than
the non-innoculated, scientists injected the “Spanish Flu” up the noses of 3
dozen individuals. NOT ONE of the 36 got the Spanish Flu! Yet you won’t
hear this news on whorporate disinformation TV.
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How many people know about Antoine Bechamp, and the massive fraud
of a man that was Louis Pasteur? Not many I’d bet, as Bechamp was too
erased from history. The reason behind this is actually much more sinister
then one can imagine. During his lifetime, Antoine Bechamp (1816-1908)
was a well-known and widely respected professor, teacher, and researcher.
He was an active member of the
French Academy of Sciences and gave many presentations there during
his long career. He also published many papers, all of which still exist and
are available. And yet, he has disappeared from history.
On the other hand, Louis Pasteur (1822-1895) is one of the great rock stars
of medicine and biology. Of the two – Bechamp or Pasteur – he’s the one
you’ve most likely heard of. His is one of the most recognizable names in
modern science. Many discoveries and advances in medicine and microbiology are attributed to him, including vaccination and the center piece of
his science – the germ theory of disease.
Louis Pasteur was actually a liar, a coward and a fraud. Pasteur renounced
his own theory on his death bed. Germ Theory was all wrong:
“It’s the terrain, not the germ.” quoted Louis Pasteur on his death
bed...It’s not the bacteria or the viruses themselves that produce
the disease, it’s the chemical by-products and constituents of these
microorganisms enacting upon the unbalanced, malfunctioning cell
metabolism of the human body that in actuality produce disease. If
the body’s cellular metabolism and pH is perfectly balanced or poised,
it is susceptible to no illness or disease”.
In other words, disease associated microorganisms do not originally
produce a disease condition any more than a vulture produces a dead rabbit
or rats produce garbage. The diseased acidic cellular environment was
created by a toxic diet, toxic environmental exposures and a toxic lifestyle
supporting the morbid changes of germs to bacteria, bacteria to viruses,
viruses to fungal forms and fungal forms to cancer cells in the body. This
classical error of referring to symptoms as the disease is perpetrated to
this day in all medical schools trickled down from the al procedures. The
reason why all physicians are kept in the dark by medical schools teaching
Pasteur’s germ theory is that if they are taught the truth that it’s the inner
condition of the patient (i.e. oxygen deprivation, nutritional deficiencies,
acidic pH, built up toxins in and around the cells, poor circulation, toxic
emotions, etc.), not the germs that creates the growth medium for bacteria,
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viruses, parasites or cancer cell growth, the majority of doctors would throw
away their script pad and surgical knife and focus their treatment protocols
on reestablishing a healthy cellular environment, which keeps the germs,
bacteria and viruses in check.
By killing the viruses, bacteria or cancer cells with their destructive
weapons of war, they trigger microzyma evolution that makes the enemy
pathogens stronger by creating resistant strains reaping more disease in
the future. Nobody correlates their newly formed disease a year later with
the past drug therapy. The result if the truth was told, a multi-billiondollar sick care industry that has been meticulously built by the global
elite for a century would be exposed and crumble like the Babylonian
empire of old. There is no medical doctrine so potentially dangerous as a
partial truth implemented as whole truth.
Because of political reasons, Antoine Bechamp’s name and research
findings along with the germ theory controversy have been omitted from
history, medical and biological books, even encyclopedias. It seems that the
historical scientific assassination of Antoine Bechamp resulted in medical
science’s monopolization of pharmaceuticals and vaccine research. This has
meant untold misery for the human race. It’s ironic that Pasteur himself was
reported to have admitted on his deathbed that Claude Bernard was right,
the microbe is nothing, the terrain is everything, but would never give credit
for Bechamp’s discoveries. Bechamp’s discovery in his early research, that all
living things contain tiny granules, which he named microzyma’s, was the
most profound discovery of the 20th century. Microzyma’s can trigger life
and/or Death. Microzyma’s (meaning small ferments), inhabits cells, blood
and lymph fluid. They act as both the builder and recycler of organisms.
They inhabit cells, the fluid between cells, the blood and the lymph. In the
state of healthy terrain. microzyma’s act harmoniously and fermentation
occurs normally and beneficially making healthy aerobic microbes like
acidophilus and bifidus.
Under diseased pathological internal conditions (low oxygen, malnutrition, acidic pH, poor circulation, etc.), microzyma’s can change the faces
of microbes like a chameleon. This is called pleomorphism. Pleo means
many and morph means form. So pleomorphism means to change to many
forms. These pathogens can either evolve or devolve depending on the
surrounding conditions of the cell. The answer in disease processes lies in
the condition of your cellular balance or will it support the development
of unwanted guests?
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In the early stages of acidic pH in the body’s tissues, the warning symptoms are mild. These include such things as skin eruptions, headaches,
allergies, colds, flu and sinus problems. These symptoms are frequently
treated (manipulated) with antibiotic drugs and suppressive medi- cations.
With continued suppression of the warning signals of an acidic and nutrient
deficient environment, more serious symptoms arise with the disease driven
deeper. Weakened organs and systems start to give way (heart, lung, thyroid,
adrenals, the liver, kidneys, etc.). Unfortunately, symptom manipulation with
pharmacology creates a magical shell game of switching diseases, creating
more serious symptoms and disease conditions in the future that re totally
different from the original disease.
The quick fix drug game of voodoo medicine is what’s causing the disease
epidemic in this country and puts hospitals and doctors as the number three
killer in the U.S. What is modern medicine doing with their destructive
weapons of war? You can’t kill microzymas, they’re indestructible. You can
only trigger a morbid evolution of anaerobic pathogens to molds, fungus,
yeast and cancer. It’s the microzymas that are responsible for the decomposition of a dead body back to the soil and creating life to the soil for future
plant growth. Microzymas are an indestructible living entity that cannot be
destroyed by heat, antibiotics, or any other weapon of war. My view is that the
toxins (acids) from the microforms combine to provoke the body to produce
symptoms of a healing crisis to purge or eliminate the toxic residues from
the nose through a runny nose, the skin through sweat, the colon through
diarrhea, and increased respiration. So, it’s important to remember, it is not
the pathogens themselves which initiate disease, they only show up because
of an acidic, compromised, cell terrain. Mosquitoes seek the stagnant water,
but they don’t cause the swamp to become stagnant.

All Disease Is Acid Related

In general, degenerative diseases are the result of acid waste build-up
within weak cells and organs that are too weak to clean house. When we
are born, we have the highest alkaline mineral concentration, establishing
the highest pH. That is why most degenerative diseases do not occur when
you are young. They occur usually after 40 years of age. The underlying
causes of cancer, heart disease, arteriosclerosis, high blood pressure, diabetes,
arthritis, gout, kidney disease, asthma, allergies, psoriasis and other skin
disorders, indigestion, diarrhea, nausea, obesity, tooth and gum diseases,
osteoporosis, morning sickness, eye diseases, etc., are the accumulation of
acids in tissues and cells, poor blood and lymph circulation, and poor cell
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activity due to toxic acidic residues accumulating around the cell membrane
which prevent nutritional elements from entering the cell.
All scavengers breed like parasites. After food is digested and absorbed
into the bloodstream it is carried to all 75 trillion cells of the body via the
circulatory system. The body eliminates what it can and the remainder settles
in the weakest cells. Those which are not strong enough to clean house. In
this accumulating, deposited, dead waste matter and pustulant soup, germs
like bacteria, viruses, fungus and parasites breed. Rotting takes place and
pus (which is decomposed blood), parasites, flukes, tapeworms, hardened
mucous and other acid waste products form. This, science calls disease:
The name of the particular disease depends upon the location of the deposits
of this acidic, toxic, pustulant soup. If the accumulating deposits are in the
joints, it’s called arthritis. If the poisonous waste matter accumulates in the
pancreas and saturates the beta cells that synthesize insulin it’s called diabetes.
If the toxic sludge is dumped in the lungs, it’s called chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease. It’s the same disease. Wherever your weakest link in the
chain of organs is, that’s where your genetic disposition for disease will be.
If the overload is too great for the blood, excess acid is dumped into the
tissues and cells for storage. Then the lymphatic system and immune system
must neutralize what it can and attempt to discard the toxic waste. If the
lymphatic system is overloaded generally due to a lack of exer- cise, acid
deposits will suffocate the cells and damage DNA. If the lymphatic system is
pumping through exercise and circulation, they will pick up the acid wastes
and neutralize them through the kidneys. Unfortunately, they must dump
them right back into the blood stream. This will force the blood to attempt
to gather more alkaline salts in order to compensate while stressing the liver
and kidneys. This robs Peter to pay Paul.

The Body Electric

A healthy condition depends upon a high level of electromagnetic negative charge on the surfaces of tissue cells. Acidity is the opposite charge
and dampens out these electrical fields. If tissue pH deviates too far to the
acid side, cellular metabolism will cease and oxygen deprivation will occur.
Acidity and lack of oxygen are the ideal environmental condition for morbid
microforms to flourish.
These are the primary symptoms of disease. So in short, acute or recurrent
illnesses and infections are either the attempt by the body to mobilize mineral
reserves from all parts of the body, or crisis attempts at detoxification. Unless
the treatment actually removes acids from the body and replaces nutrient
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building blocks, the cure at best will be only temporary and a cover-up
Band-Aid therapy, shoving the disease deeper into a chronic state. Remember,
there is not one drug on the market that reduces the acidity of the body or
addresses any kind of nutritional deficiency. The sobering fact is, almost all
drugs are acidic, especially antibiotics, and addto the acid residues. And if
the drugs were successful at removing acids from an infected area, the acid
would migrate to some other weak tissue in the body that will create side
effects there, unless the treatment involves the disposal of acids from all
body organs.
For this reason, today’s medical science is pathetic when it comes to the
cure for degenerative and metabolic disease. During their lifetimes, the rivalry
between Bechamp and Pasteur was constant, and often bitter. They clashed
frequently both in speeches before the Academy, and in papers presented to
it. Bechamp repeatedly showed that Pasteur’s ‘findings’ included frequent
plagiarizations (and distortions) of Bechamp’s own work. When Bechamp
and others objected to the plagiarization, Pasteur set out to use his political
clout to destroy Bechamp’s career and reputation. Unfortu- nately, Pasteur
largely succeeded. He was more skillful than Bechamp at playing politics
and attending the right functions. He was good at making friends in high
circles and was popular with the royal family. Pasteur, in other words, was
an A-lister. Bechamp was a worker.
The ideas, as well as the characters, of the two men were fundamentally
opposed. Pasteur argued for what we now call the ‘germ theory’ of disease,
while Bechamp’s work sought to confirm pleomorphism; the idea that all life
is based on the forms that a certain class of organisms take during the various
stages of their life-cycles. This difference is fundamental. Bechamp believed
that his work showed the connection between science and religion – the one
a search after truth, and the other the effort to live up to individual belief.
It is fitting that his book Les Mycrozymas culminates in the acclamation of
God as the Supreme Source. Bechamp’s teachings are in direct opposition to
the materialistic views of the modern science of the twentieth century. Mr.
Antoine Bechamp was able to scientifically prove that germs are the chemical-byproducts and constituents of pleomorphic microorganisms enacting
upon the unbalanced, malfunctioning cell metabolism and dead tissue that
actually produces dis-ease. Bechamp found that the diseased, acidic, low-oxygen cellular environment is created by a toxic/nutrient deficient diet, toxic
emotions, and a toxic lifestyle. His findings demonstrate how cancer develops
through the morbid changes of germs to bacteria, bacteria to viruses, viruses
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to fungal forms, and fungal forms to cancer cells. He found microzymas
present in every cell in the bloodstream, in animals, in plants, and even in
rocks. He found them present in the remains of dead animals many years
after the animal’s body had withered away to dust. He observed that in a
healthy organism, microzymas work at repairing and nourishing all cells;
but when the terrain becomes acidic, the microzymas morph into viruses,
bacteria, yeast, fungus, and mold and prepare to break the host down.

Chapter 9

Vxx’d To Spiritual & Souless Death

R

udolph Steiner was a 20 th century prophet and also founder of the
Waldorf Schools, Biodynamic Farming and Anthroposphy. His predictions about what inoculations will do in the future now, was a design
to remove the Spirit and soul of the individual thereby ensuring their souls
would never be able to reincarnate on Earth and Satan/Lucifer’s prophecy to
‘better rule in hell, than serve in heaven’ will be realized. The “War in Heaven”
occurred after Michael and Satan battled for the right hand of God and Satan
was told to kneel to Michael. Instead he fell to earth in the 1840’s, along
with many other demonic
souls, through 1879. The
demonic agenda is to make
the soul trapped in limbo
forever through the vaccinations, never to return to Earth
again to fight Ahriman and
Lucifer and claim Earth for all
eternity. That’s the Big Agenda
Read this again, then READ IT
AGAIN, and again so it sinks
in about what the evil doers
truly are doing to and with
our children of this time.
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Sadly, over ½ the world has been vaxxinated with the experimental shot and NOT
ONE person asked what was in the vaccine
regarding ingredients. NOT ONE, for if
they had they may have had to think twice
about taken the innoculation. However,
the new Covid vaccines are now found
to contain magneto spike proteins (hence
metal sticking to body parts).
The new ingredients being found in the
covid and omicron vaxxines are being found
to contain deadly magneto spike proteins
laced with a product developed at Universities like UC Davis, called “Hydra
Vulgaris”. These ‘spike proteins’ are laced with nano-sized razor blades that
cut you from inside and you can bleed to death. This is why we are seeing
so many athletes dying while playing sports and other illness’ like elevated
respiratory issues.

Hail Hydra; In the Vax, In the Water, In the Air

Celina Juliano, assistant professor in the UC Davis
Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology,
project scientist Stefan Siebert and colleagues
including Jeff Farrell, a postdoctoral researcher
at Harvard University, sequenced the RNA
transcripts of 25,000 single hydra cells to follow
the genetic
trajectory
of nearly all
differentiated cell types. “The beauty of
single-cell sequencing and why this is
such a big deal for developmental biologists is that we can actually capture
the genes that are expressed as cells
differentiate from stem cells into their
different cell types,” Juliano said. Hydras
continuously renew their cells from three
different stem cell populations. The
researchers analyzed sets of messenger
RNA molecules, called transcriptomes,
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from individual hydra cells and grouped the cells based on their expressed
genes. They could then build a decision tree showing how each lineage of
stem cells gives rise to different cell types and tissues. For example, the
interstitial stem cell lineage produces nerve cells, gland cells and the stinging
cells in the animal’s tentacles. “By building a decision tree for the interstitial
lineage, we unexpectedly found evidence that the neuron and gland cell
differentiation pathway share a common cell state,” said Juliano. “Thus,
interstitial stem cells appear to pass through a cell state that has both gland
and neuron potential before making a final decision.”

What’s in your Vaxx???
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After being jabbed, athletes blood increases as they exercise, causing the
hydra vulgaris razor bloods to cut up their blood vessels causing them to
bleed to death on the field.
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Creations and Origins of Vaccines

Vaccinations were created
and invented by the Jesuit Order
soldier, Francis Xavier, as a method
to poison the Order’s enemies.
Edward Jenner was a Jesuit and
taught the medical world how to
use the POISONED NEEDLE. He
was the first to associate human
diseases with that of animals. This
made up idea paved the way for
vaccinations of the masses which
is responsible for the deaths of multiplied millions of people around the
world today. Vaccines were created from the Vatican via Great Britain at the
exact same time as Darwin’s “Evolution of Species” was released and the
ridiculous Big Bang “THEORY” along with Globe Theory and a additional
thousand years of made up his-story we are unwinding today.
They just made everything up. Vaccination and inoculation are often used
interchangeably today. In the countryside in Gloustershire, England, where
Dr. Jenner lived, the farmers had a legend or superstition that catching cowpox
(a disease of cows which was transferred to the cows’ udders by unwashed or
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bleeding hands) would act
like a charm or amulet to
make them immune from
catching the human disease
of smallpox. Jesuit Jenner
took this local legend or
old wives’ tale and turned
it into a scientific FACT.
He did this by first getting
some scientific credentials
(M.D., F.R.S. – Fellow of
the Royal Society). Next,
he wrote a book and on
the title page only he used the term VARIOLAE VACCINAE. This means
in Medieval Latin: smallpox of the cow. Thus, associating a human disease
with a disease of the cow. There never was such a disease as smallpox of the
cow until “Dr.” Jenner invented it for the title of his book.
We then see the Euro White man’s small pox plague brought to One
America that exterminated large numbers of native brown skin populations
using small pox blankets and vaccinations containing the Jesuit poisoned
needle to eliminate the natives and take their lands since the 1500’s. Over
the past decades, at least seven high-ranking employees in the FDA have an
employment history with the Monsanto Company who has since merged
into Bayer pHARMeceuticals. At the forefront of this controversy is Michael
R. Taylor, currently the deputy commissioner of the Office of Foods. He
was also the deputy commissioner for Policy within the FDA in the mid
’90s. However, between that position and his current FDA position, Mr.
Taylor was employed by Monsanto as Vice President of Public Policy. The
National Institutes of Health has a $30.5 billion annual budget on medical
research. The Centers for Disease Control has a $11 billion annual budget
on medical research but neither has found the time or money to do research
on vaccinated vs. unvaccinated children’s health.
A new peer-reviewed study comparing health outcomes of vaccinated and
unvaccinated children, provisionally published in a journal of public health
and assigned a DOI number (a digital object identifier given by publishers
to identify content and provide a persistent link on the internet), found that
completely unvaccinated children have less chronic disease and a lower risk
of autism than vaccinated children. According to the abstract, the team of
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four scientists found that completely unvaccinated children were significantly more likely to get chickenpox and whooping cough but significantly
less likely to suffer from ear infections, pneumonia, allergies, and brain or
central nervous system disorders, including autism.
• Vaccinated children were more than twice as likely to have some
chronic illness.
• Vaccinated children were nearly four times as likely to have learning
disabilities, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and autism spectrum disorder.
• Vaccinated children who were born prematurely were more than six
times more likely to have brain or central nervous system disorders,
including autism
Dr. Robert Malone, immunologist,
virologist, top researcher and inventor
of the mRNA vaccine technology is
speaking out to warn parents against
Covid shots for children. Over 16,000
physicians and medical scientists
around the world signed a declaration publicly declaring that healthy
children should NOT be vaccinated
for Covid.
Dr. Malone’s statement in its entirety:
• My name is Robert Malone, and I am speaking to you as a parent, grandparent, physician and scientist. I don’t usually read from a prepared speech,
but this is so important that I wanted to make sure that I get every single
word and scientific fact correct.
• I stand by this statement with a career dedicated to vaccine research and
development. I’m vaccinated for COVID and I’m generally pro-vaccination. I
have devoted my entire career to developing safe and effective ways to prevent
and treat infectious diseases.
• Before you inject your child – a decision that is irreversible – I wanted to
let you know the scientific facts about
this genetic vaccine, which is based
on the mRNA vaccine technology I
created:
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• There are three issues parents need to understand:
• The first is that a viral gene will be injected into your children’s cells. This
gene forces your child’s body to make toxic spike proteins. These proteins often
cause permanent damage in children’s critical organs, including
• Their brain and nervous system
• Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots
• Their reproductive system
• And this vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system
• The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred,
they are irreparable
• You can’t fix the lesions within their brain
• You can’t repair heart tissue scarring
• You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system, and
• This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations of your family
• The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology
has not been adequately tested.
• We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really understand
the risks
• Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many years later
• Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical medical
experiment in human history
• One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your child is a lie.
• Your children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents
• It’s actually the opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical
to save your family if not the world from this disease
• In summary: there is no benefit for your children or your family to be vaccinating your children against the small risks of the virus, given the known
health risks of the vaccine that as a parent, you and your children may have
to live with for the rest of their lives.
• The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close.
• As a parent and grandparent, my recommendation to you is to resist and fight
to protect your children.
• https://wsau.com/2021/12/16/leading-researcherinventor-of-the-mrna-vaccine-dont-vaccinate-your-children/
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Med IS Sin

All Same Team; Big Harma and CIA Government Regulators
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They have no recourse because it’s the law. If there is a war on drugs, why
is there a drug store on every corner? And why if tens, if not hundreds of
billions, have been spent ending drug use have the governments failed so
miserably, unless they want you, and all of us, sickly to “maximize shareholder value” for their corporate interests. They only care about net profit
bottom lines, not a cure or even to get you well. A corporation’s charter
states its fiduciary responsibility is solely to its shareholders to maximize
profit potential. As of 1988, vaccine makers and the doctors who administer
vaccines as well as the government regulatory agencies bear no liability for
vaccine injury. The tens of thousands that have died from the Covid vaxxines
have no recourse for remedy. They cannot be held accountable by law for
adverse events from vaccination. In fact, the entire adverse event reporting
system (VAERS) is voluntary!
This means that the more aggressive our vaccine schedule, the more
profitable it is for vaccine makers. The U.S. Government has guaranteed a
thriving U.S. vaccine market for pharmaceutical companies by purchasing
billions of dollars’ worth of vaccines every year with U.S. taxpayer dollars.
The CDC is the largest purchaser of vaccines in the U.S., spending over $4
billion annually to purchase vaccines that are approved by the FDA. Since the
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CDC is the government agency responsible for overseeing vaccine safety, this
creates a huge conflict of interest. However, this is another U.S. Government
agency purchasing billions of dollars’ worth of vaccines. The Department of
Homeland Security, created shortly after the terrorist attacks of September
2001, has been authorized by Congress to purchase and stockpile billions of
dollars of experimental vaccines that are not approved by the FDA, to use
on American citizens during a time of a “national emergency” as defined by
the U.S. Government. This means guaranteed income for the Big pHARMya
companies without any risk. What a great business model!
Western medicine is now socialized so doctors, with huge student loans of
hundreds of thousands of dollars, must supplement their base incomes. The
average income now for a pediatrician is $80,000 and even medical specialists
are capped as to how much money they can make while most are still trying
to pay back their student loans which often amounts to hundreds of thousands of dollars. During residency, before a doctorate degree is confirmed,
soon to be doctors begin to make their ‘rounds’ yet retain little for they are
also deprived sleep, “to see if they have what it takes”. When they start their
business “practice” (why are doctors always practicing) they don’t remember
treatment protocols so the Big Harma sends in perky, pretty drug sales reps
to tell them what to prescribe and for what conditions. Doctors are trained
only to take a pill, cut it out, or radiate. They don’t get paid if everyone is
healthy, yet in Ancient China, the physicians only got paid when their souls
they cared for were healthy. When the souls got sick, the doctor was not paid.
Doctors get perks from BigpHARMa, like trips to Bahamas and other fancy
resorts for their allegiance and sales performance. Doctors are now required
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to get a 63% vaccination rate in order to ‘earn’ their bonuses that can be up
to $80,000 and more each year, that greatly supplements their income. Do no
harm indeed! Medicare is now paying higher reimbursement rates for hospitals, physicians, pharmacies and others to administer the COVID-19 vaccine.
Doctors get perks from BigpHARMa, like trips to Bahamas and other fancy
resorts for their allegiance and sales performance. Doctors are now required
to get a 63% vaccination rate in order to ‘earn’ their bonuses that can be up
to $80,000 and more each year, that greatly supplements their income. Do
no harm indeed! Medicare is now paying higher reimbursement rates for
hospitals, physicians, pharmacies and others to administer the COVID-19
vaccine. Starting immediately, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
is increasing the Medicare payment amount to $40
to administer each dose of a COVID-19 vaccine.
This represents an increase from approximately
$28 to $40 to administer a single dose, and an
increase from approximately $45 to $80 for the
administration of vaccines requiring two doses.
The exact payment rate for administration of each
dose of a COVID-19 vaccine will depend on the
type of entity that furnishes the service and will
be geographically adjusted based on where the
service is furnished, CMS said.
Additionally, our western medicine system of take a pill, inject, cut it out and
radiate does not promote or consider
the age old practice of preventative
care like eating healthy food, regular
exercise and living in an around nature
as additional ways to build up a child’s
immune systems.
Please consider the following facts:
If you follow the Center for Disease
Controls recommended vaccination
schedule, your children will receive
49 doses of 14 vaccines by the time he
or she is 6 years of age. By the age of
18, the CDC recommends that children
have gotten a whopping total of 69
doses of 16 vaccines.
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Vaccine companies over the last 16 years have outperformed all other
medical companies in annualized profits with a stellar return of 32% annually
unmatched in any other industry as well. Additionally, our western medicine system of take a pill, inject, cut it out and radiate does not promote or
consider the age old practice of preventative care like eating healthy food,
regular exercise and living in an around nature as additional ways to build
up a child’s immune systems. In addition, over 80% of physical illness’ are
caused by emotional trauma and stress, yet western med-is-sin does not even
address emotions during diagnosis’…just blood tests and such. A patient
cured, is profit lost, bottom line as all designed by Rockefeller medicine who
founded the medical education system back in the 1920’s. The U.S. ranks
second in health care cost per capita ($8,608). Only to be outspent by Switzerland ($9,121) which ranks in the top 10 in healthcare system efficiency).
The U.S. is tops in terms of health care cost relative to GDP, with 17.2 percent
of the country’s wealth spent on medical care for every American.

The U.S. ranks second in health care cost per capita ($8,608). Only to be
outspent by Switzerland ($9,121) which ranks in the top 10 in healthcare
system efficiency). The U.S. is tops in terms of health care cost relative to
GDP, with 17.2 percent of the country’s wealth spent on medical care for
every American.
In other words, the world’s richest country spends more of its money on
health care while getting less than nearly every other nation in return. Vaccine
companies over the last eight years have outperformed all other medical
companies in annualized profits with a stellar return of 32% annually.
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If there is a war on drugs, why is there a drug store on every corner?
As of 1988, vaccine makers and the
doctors who administer vaccines as
well as the government regulatory
agencies bear no liability for vaccine
injury. The tens of thousands that have
died from the Covid vaxxines have no
recourse for remedy. They cannot be
held accountable by law for adverse
events from vaccination. In fact, the
entire adverse event reporting system (VAERS) is voluntary! This means
that the more aggressive our vaccine schedule, the more profitable it is for
vaccine makers. The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 was
passed by Congress to protect vaccine manufacturers and vaccine providers
from liability for vaccine injuries and deaths in civil court. If a child is injured
by a government recommended or mandated vaccine, the child must sue the
Secretary of Health for damages under the Act in the U.S. Court of Claims
in Washington, D.C. If the vaccine injured child is turned down for federal
compensation or offered too little to provide for the child’s lifetime care, a
lawsuit may be filed in civil court against a vaccine manufacturer or negligent doctor with certain restrictions. Over $3 billion has been awarded to
vaccine victims for brain inflammation and immune system damage leading
to permanent injury or death, even though two out of three children are
turned away for federal compensation.
The U.S. Government has guaranteed a thriving U.S. vaccine market for
pharmaceutical companies by purchasing billions of dollars’ worth of vaccines
every year with U.S. taxpayer dollars. The CDC is the largest purchaser of
vaccines in the U.S., spending over $4 billion annually to purchase vaccines
that are approved by the FDA. Since the CDC is the government agency
responsible for overseeing vaccine safety, this creates a huge conflict of
interest. However, this is another U.S. Government agency purchasing billions
of dollars’ worth of vaccines. The Department of Homeland Security, created
shortly after the terrorist attacks of September 2001, has been authorized
by Congress to purchase and stockpile billions of dollars of experimental
vaccines that are not approved by the FDA, to use on American citizens
during a time of a “national emergency” as defined by the U.S. Government.
This means guaranteed income for the Big pHARMya companies without
any risk. What a great business model!
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Operation “Dark Winter” ~ Small Pox
Breakout Exercises June 21-23, 2001

On June 22-23, 2001, the Center for Strategic and International Studies, the
Johns Hopkins Center for Civilian Biodefense Studies, the ANSER Institute
for Homeland Security, and the Oklahoma City National Memorial Institute
for the Prevention Terrorism, hosted a senior-level war game examining
the national security, intergovernmental, and information challenges of a
biological attack on the American homeland. With tensions rising in the
Taiwan Straits, and a major crisis developing in Southwest Asia, a smallpox
outbreak was confirmed by the CDC in Oklahoma City.
During the thirteen days of the game, the disease spread to 25 states and 15
other countries. Fourteen participants and 60 observers witnessed terrorism/
warfare in slow motion. Discussions, debates (some rather heated), and
decisions focused on the public health response, lack of an adequate supply
of smallpox vaccine, roles and missions of federal and state governments,
civil liberties associated with quarantine and isolation, the role of DoD,
and potential military responses to the anonymous attack. Additionally, a
predictable 24/7 news cycle quickly developed that focused the nation and
the world on the attack and response. Five representatives from the national
press corps (including print and broadcast) participated in the game and
conducted a lengthy press conference with the President.

Key Players

President: The Hon. Sam Nunn
National Security Advisor: The Hon. David Gergen
Director of Central Intelligence: The Hon. R. James Woolsey
Secretary of Defense: The Hon. John White
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff: General John Tilelli (USA, Ret.)
Secretary of Health & Human Services: The Hon. Margaret Hamburg
Secretary of State: The Hon. Frank Wisner
Attorney General: The Hon. George Terwilliger
Director, Federal Emergency Management Agency: Mr. Jerome Hauer
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation: The Hon. William Sessions
Governor of Oklahoma: The Hon. Frank Keating
Press Secretary of Gov. Frank Keating (OK): Mr. Dan Mahoney
Correspondent, NBC News: Mr. Jim Miklaszewski
Pentagon Producer, CBS News: Ms. Mary Walsh
Reporter, British Broadcasting Corporation: Ms. Sian Edwards
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Reporter, The New York Times: Ms. Judith Miller
Reporter, Freelance: Mr. Lester Reingold
The players were introduced to this crisis during a National Security
Council meeting scheduled to address several emerging crises, including
the deployment of a carrier task force to the Middle East. At the start of the
meeting, the Director of Health and Human Services informed the President
of a confirmed case of smallpox in Oklahoma City. Additional smallpox
cases were soon identified in Georgia and Pennsylvania. More cases were
reported in Oklahoma. The source of the infection was unknown, and exposure was presumed to have taken place at least nine days earlier due to the
lengthy incubation period of smallpox. Consequently, exposed individuals
had likely traveled far from the loci of what was now presumed to be a
biological attack. The scenario spanned 13 days.

The PlannedDemic “Drills” ~ Event 201 October 2019

Event 201 was a 3.5-hour
pandemic tabletop exercise
that simulated a series of
dramatic, scenario-based
facilitated discussions,
confronting difficult, trueto-life dilemmas associated
with response to a hypothetical, but scientifically
plausible, pandemic. 15 global business, government, and public health
leaders were players in the simulation exercise that highlighted unresolved
real-world policy and economic issues that could be solved with sufficient
political will, financial investment, and attention now and in the future. The
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exercise consisted of pre-recorded news broadcasts, live “staff” briefings,
and moderated discussions on specific topics. These issues were carefully
designed in a compelling narrative that educated the participants and the
audience.
The Johns Hopkins Center for Health
Security, World Economic Forum, and Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation jointly propose
these recommendations. Event 201 was
planned to simulate an outbreak of a novel
zoonotic coronavirus transmitted from bats
to pigs to people that eventually becomes efficiently transmissible from person to person,
leading to a severe pandemic. The pathogen
and the disease it causes are modeled largely
on SARS, but it is more transmissible in the
community setting by people with mild symptoms. Not so coincidentaly,
the US Mint printed quarters in 2020 with a bat on the back side!
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Death by Vax, The Proof

Pfizer’s document is titled “Cumulative Analysis of Post-authorization
Adverse Event Reports of PF-07302048 (BNT162B2) received through 28-Feb2021”. As the title indicates, the document contains information about adverse
events that occurred following vaccination. The document doesn’t disclose
the total number of people who had received the vaccine at the time the document was published. From the emergency authorization of the vaccine on 1
December 2020 through 28 February 2021, Pfizer collected a total of 42,086
adverse event reports. Sources included spontaneous reports to Pfizer, cases
published in the medical literature or collected from studies, Pfizer-sponsored
marketing programs, and adverse event reports from the health authorities of
63 countries. Around 65% of the reports came from the U.S. (13,739) and the
U.K. (13,404), mainly through surveillance systems like the U.S.
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) and the U.K. Yellow
Card Scheme. The FDA release was a response to a Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) request by the group Public Health and Medical Professionals
for Transparency filed in September 2021, demanding the data that Pfizer
submitted to the FDA as part of the license application. Some of the members
of this group, which comprises mainly academics and physicians, have
previously spread misinformation about COVID-19 vaccine safety. Pfizer
wanted you to wait till 2085 to know that the vaccine you took has 9 PAGES
of side effects.
It is tragically obvious why the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) wanted a ridiculous window
of 75 years to release all the Pfizer vaccine data.
Conveniently, most
of the people affected
by the questionable
jab would be dead by
then. Thankfully, US
District Judge Mark Pittman of the Northern
District of Texas believed the release of this
data to be “paramount to public importance,”
and required the FDA to release around
12,000 documents immediately, and then
55,000 pages a month until all documents
are released. This shortens the full release of
all pertinent data to around eight months.
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After nearly a year of being pestered, shamed, coerced and guilted into
receiving one of the COVID-19 vaccines, Joe Biden on Jan. 4, had the nerve
to say there is “no excuse for anyone being unvaccinated.” With the proof
in black and white from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration itself, we
actually have 1,291 “excuses” to remain unvaccinated! Again, those in power,
those who control the CDC/FDA/USA INC/ etc. want you dead and want
your soul to remain in forever limbo. The first adverse event on the list is a
chromosome disorder called 1p36 deletion syndrome. The definition is as
follows: A chromosome disorder is a change in chromosome number or structure
which results in a set of features or symptoms. People with 1p36 deletion syndrome
have lost a small but variable amount of genetic material from one of their 46
chromosomes.
Remember when all
those conspiracy theorists were posting their
concerns that the new
mRNA technology could
change one’s DNA?
And then all the “factcheckers” were working
overtime to label those
dangerous posts as
misinformation? But all
the while, the FDA knew
that this syndrome was a
possible side effect of the
vaccine.
The list of hard-to-pronounce adverse events is
presented in alphabetical
order. A few I picked out
that sounded familiar
are arterial thrombosis,
autoimmune endocrine
disorder, cardiopulmonary failure, central
nervous system lupus,
colitis ulcerative, early infantile epileptic encephalopathy, multiple sclerosis,
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myocarditis, rheumatoid arthritis, testicular autoimmunity, and vagus nerve
paralysis. The events were classified as either serious or non-serious, however
only serious cases were included in the report. There were over 22,000 serious
general disorders reported, 14,000 serious nervous system disturbances,
8,000 serious musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders and 7,000
serious gastrointestinal disorders. The words autoimmune and thrombosis
showed up a lot on the list. There were 270 “spontaneous abortions.” There
were even 1,300 different health diagnoses, let alone nearly 1,300 potential
side effects for one vaccine. And the only word we ever heard them utter,
was “safe.” How is everyone involved still walking around freely? There
were also over 1,200 deaths reported in those first three months. Whether
every death was undeniably caused by the vaccine, we will probably never
know. But the possibility absolutely should have been disclosed.
Informed consent was criminally absent. And even more sickening is
that not one governing body has the integrity to be responsible. Not one
honorable person or entity has the decency to say, “the buck stops here.”
This is a heinous crime against all, especially the children who rely on their
parents to make the healthy decisions for their well being. In the Pfizer vaccine
trial, eight people out of 18,198 people in the vaccinated group contracted
COVID. And 162 out of 18,325 people in the unvaccinated contracted COVID.
So, the risk of getting COVID if you were unvaccinated was .88 percent,
and the risk if you were vaccinated was .04 percent. So, the published 95
percent refers to the relative difference between .88 percent and .04 percent.
This reveals that the Absolute Risk Reduction for contracting COVID after
receiving the vaccine, was less than 1 percent.
https://phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pdf
During the same
week that the
Pfizer documents
were ordered to be
released, the #faux
war with Ukraine
and Russia began.
Watch the movie
“Wag the Dog”
which scripts this
exact scenario.
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Gingko Bioworks ~ Synthetic Biology Altering Humanity

Gingko Bioworks declares itself as the “next great disruptor technology”.
They are, and have plans, to test every child in school, every week to the
goal of 8 million tests per week.
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Gingko Bioworks is a synthetic biology company partnered with Johns
Hopkins to insert nanobot spike proteins dna modifying devices with every
test performed. Gingo Bioworks New York Stock Exchange symbol is “DNA”.
Gingko Bioworks has deep connections and working relationships with
the FDA, White House and Johns Hopkins.
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Gingo Bioworks uses “pool
testing” where up to a dozen
individuals are tested at once
and the results are sent to their
lab. By design, the pool testing
does not identify which invidual(s) tested positive for the
#faux Covid. SO, all will need
to be put into Quarantine at the
school’s alone discretion.
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Since school enrollment has dropped off, funding has been provided by
funding from the “Covid Response Act”. Thus, if you don’t agree to the
testing, the funding ends, and the schools close. DO NOT ALLOW YOUR
CHILDREN TO GET TESTED. The test swabs are AI DELIVERY SYSTEMS,
not tests but also to “combat misinformation” like they are conducting a war
on Freedom of Speech in California.
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Gingko Bioworks is also getting into the #faux fake food business as well.
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The Cure is the Disease ~ Inventing AIDS

On May 11, 1987, the London Times
published an explosive article titled
“Smallpox vaccine causes the AIDS
virus.” It has been suggested that
the smallpox vaccination program
promoted by WHO is responsible for
the spread of AIDS in Africa. Almost
100 million Africans living in Central
Africa have been vaccinated by the
World Health Organization. The
vaccine was blamed for awakening the
“dormant” infection of the AIDS virus
on the continent. The WHO consultant confessed: “Now I believe that
the theory of the smallpox vaccine
explains the explosion of (the incidence of) AIDS”.
Dr. Robert Gallo, one of the discoverers of HIV, told the Times: “The link between the WHO program and the
epidemic is an interesting and important hypothesis.”
Dr. Richard Strohman, Emeritus Professor of Cell Biology at the University
of California at Berkeley: “In the old days it was required that a scientist
address the possibilities of proving his hypothesis wrong as well as right.
Now there’s none of that in standard HIV-AIDS program with all its billions
of dollars.” (Penthouse April 1994) Dr. Harvey Bialy, Molecular Biologist,
former editor of Bio/Technology and Nature Biotechnology: Harvey Bialy
“HIV is an ordinary retrovirus. There is nothing about this virus that is
unique. Everything that is discovered about HIV has an analogue in other
retroviruses that don’t cause AIDS. HIV only contains a very small piece of
genetic information. There’s no way it can do all these elaborate things they
say it does.” (Spin June 1992)
Dr. Roger Cunningham, Immunologist, Microbiologist and Director of
the Centre for Immunology at the State University of New York at Buffalo:
“Unfortunately, an AIDS ‘establishment’ seems to have formed that intends to
discourage challenges to the dogma on one side and often insists on following
discredited ideas on the other.” (Sunday Times (London) 3 April 1994)
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Dr. Gordon Stewart, Emeritus Professor of Public Health, University of
Glasgow: Prof. Gordon Stwart “AIDS is a behavioural disease. It is multifactorial, brought on by several simultaneous strains on the immune system
– drugs, pharmaceutical and recreational, sexually transmitted diseases,
multiple viral infections.” (Spin June 1992)

Chapter 10

Jesuit’s Tool since the 1600’s
~ Death by Vaxxine ~
1873 sculpture of Jesuit Edward Jenner,
Creator of the Small Pox vaccinations

“...the steel of the poinard..”
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When the Euro White invaders arrived in One America, they carried with
them deadly disease to the natives, who had no immunity to the deadly
plagues that were unleashed upon the white man’s arrival. The indigenous
people of the Americas were effectively doomed. They had never experienced
smallpox, measles or flu before and the viruses tore through One America
killing an estimated 90% of Native Americans.
Smallpox is believed to have arrived in the Americas in 1520 on a Spanish
ship sailing from Cuba. As soon as the party landed in Mexico, the infections
began their deadly voyage through the continent. A 1713 smallpox epidemic
in the Cape of Good Hope decimated the South African Khoi San people,
rendering them incapable of resisting the process of colonization”. European
Whites germs also wreaked devastation on the aboriginal communities of
Australia and New Zealand. More victims of colonization were killed by
Eurasian germs than by either the gun or the sword, we see time and again in
his-story. Win the war before a battle even begins. Within just a few generations, the continent of One American of brown skins were ‘emptied’ of their
native inhabitants. Estimates are that approximately 20 million people may
have died in the years following the European invasion of One America.
“No medieval force, no matter how bloodthirsty, could have
achieved such enormous levels of genocide”.
Euro White invading Americano’s were aided by a deadly secret weapon
created by the Jesuits in the 18 th century a man-made ‘vaccines’ containing
Smallpox. They also inoculated blankets with the deadly virus and gave
it to the natives as well to help spread the disease in a mass ‘soft kill’ as
you will read about a little further on. It is estimated that during the initial
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Spanish conquest after Columbus ‘discovered’ America, that on the West
Coast alone, up to eight million indigenous people died, most by white man
induced diseases.
The taking of Alta California can be mapped out through many diseases
brought over by the white man, including vaccinations! Smallpox, Cholera,
Scarlet Fever, Thyhpoid Fever and Malaria, to name a few. The Jesuits
founded the vaccine ‘cure’ back in the 1600’s. Dr. Jenner created it from a
cow pox vaccine he created, hence ‘vaca’ or cow. As Euro White invaders
entered their so called “New World”, their diseases rapidly and greatly
infected the native people, who had no previous exposure or immunity to
the Euro White manmade and carried created diseases.
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From 1633-1635 French Jesuit missionaries tell the native Huron tribes
that if they are baptized and convert to Christianity, they will be spared the
disease. Among those who refuse, they provided to them smallpox-laden
blankets. More than 10,000 Huron natives died from smallpox. There were
smallpox epidemics, from 1800-1801, 1824, 1830, 1836, 1853, and 1863. This
coin- cides exactly with the arrival of the Europeans. As soon as Euro-White
Americano’s arrived and began to take over Alta California the death by
plandemic increased. Native populations across the over 70 tribes of Alta
California were affected by smallpox, measles and other infectious diseases
that were common across Asia, Europe, and Africa.
First Vaxxines in California: It is said that the first disease of smallpox was
brought down from Alaska by a US/Russia business venture in fur hunting
that is traced to the settlement of Fort Ross in 1821.
1) How did Russia and the US communicate to form their corporation
in 1806?
2) Did they have International laws between nations back then?
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3) I thought/was taught, the Russians were always the bad guys?
4) Why was US shipbuilders building war ships for Russia in the 1850’s?

The first vaccination in California history was carried out
by the crew of the Kutuzov, a
Russian-American Company
vessel arriving from Callao,
Peru which brought vaccine
to Monterey in August 1821, so
the story goes. The Kutuzov’s
surgeon vaccinated 54 persons.
The smallpox outbreak of
1828 was introduced again by
US, Russian and British fur
trading interests, then spread
all the way up to Sitka, Alaska
in 1837 in the capital of Russian
America. It is reported that
the disease likely arrived on
a ship from across the Pacific.
(Did you even know there
was a capital called “Russian
America?”)
What followed fits a pattern
that has been noted since Jesuits
created their poisoned needle
‘remedy’. Epidemics begin to
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spread in more and more ports of entry. Within just a single year, it had
reached hundreds of miles north over much of modern-day Alaska and south
into British territory around Puget Sound. Whatever efforts the Russians,
British or US forces made to stop the mass spread were not successful in
containing it.
By then, California missions had been disbanded by the Mexican government. General Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo had taken possession of the
Sonoma mission property and established a military presence. In late 1837,
before the virus was even detected, he sent a cavalry unit, led by corporal
Ignacio Miramontes and accompanied by natives, to Fort Ross to bring back
supplies for the troops at Sonoma. Thus, he and his troops, carried the disease
back to Sonoma and Napa counties. The disease was said to spread rapidly.
Though we are told/sold that General Vallejo practiced “social distancing”
by relocating his native laborers to a place a mile and a half away, they still
perished “by the hundreds.” From there, smallpox cut a wide swath through
the North Bay to Clear Lake and beyond. It was a terrifying time. Hoping
for a cure, many natives entered their sweathouses and then plunged into
cold water. But it was no use. Whole villages were struck down without a
single survivor.
For years after, the bones of thousands “often left unburied, bleached
the hills” of Sonoma and Napa counties. Chief Solano, Vallejo’s friend,
estimated that his tribe, which had numbered in many thousands, was
reduced to just 200 survivors. The death toll may have exceeded 90%,
on par with other places in the Americas. The epidemic in the North
Bay continued into 1839. Pattie’s efforts 10 years earlier seem to have
given some protection to those tribes to the south. 152 The Incredible
Story of the Founding of California by Genocide on Its Native People
Smallpox had never before occurred in the west. The disease was said to
have spread among the natives along the banks of the lower Columbia
River near Portland, Oregon and all the way down to the crescent central
valley of California. In the course of just one year, 1833, the same disease
of smallpox showed up and spread throughout hundreds of tribes. This
made conquest of desired lands much easier.

“Black Maria” Hits Los Angeles 1862

“The city’s smallpox wagon, dubbed the ‘black Maria,’ was a frequent
and disheartening sight as it rolled through the streets carrying victims to
the city hospital or ‘pesthouse’, writes John W. Robinson in Los Angeles in
Civil War Days 1860-1865.
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So the story goes...Southern California was already reeling in the winter
of 1862. A drought had decimated the
cattle business, plunging the region into
economic distress. When the first cases of
smallpox cropped up in late 1862, they
were concentrated in California’s Native
community. By mid-January of 1863, the
disease had spread across racial and
socio-economic barriers, killing 14 Angelenos in a single day. Undertakers
were overwhelmed and local government, underfunded. ‘Fortunately’,
doctors had a powerful tool in their arsenal since English doctor Edward
James had developed the first smallpox vaccine in 1796. The vaccine was
available to all residents, regardless of race or socio-economic class, although
it often had to be administered more than once to be effective.
In 1863, the city hired health inspectors to identify cases and impose
quarantine. In effect, they were 19th Century contact tracers. The city also
offered a free vaccination program. Yet the avail- ability of medical treatment,
nursing care and even the enforcement of quarantine regulations depended
on one’s class status. Those who had family members to care for them and
could afford to pay private physician’s fees, were treated at home. Those
who did not, went to the quarantine hospital, or ‘pest houses’ to treat the
pestilence plaguing LA.
Infected premises were affixed with a yellow flag and quarantined. During
the height of the epidemic, nearly every house in Sonora-town [L.A.’s poorest
Mexican American neighborhood] flew the dreaded flag. By early February,
there were 278 cases in town, and more than a hundred lay in their graves.
Southern California was already reeling in the winter of 1862. A drought had
decimated the cattle business, plunging the region into economic distress.
When the first cases of smallpox cropped up in late 1862, they were
concentrated in California’s Native community. By mid-January of 1863,
the disease had spread across racial and socio-economic barriers, killing
14 Angelenos in a single day. Undertakers were overwhelmed and local
government, underfunded. As the bleak winter of 1862 dragged on into
1863, the isolated, ramshackle town of Los Angeles was visited by a terrifying scourge -- smallpox. With its telltale fever and disfiguring skin rash,
the highly infectious disease jumped from adobe to adobe, killing more than
100 people and sickening hundreds of others. If those numbers don’t sound
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like much, remember L.A. had only 4,000 souls at the time and the outbreak
that wiped out half of its indigenous residents. The city’s smallpox wagon,
dubbed the “black Maria”, was a frequent and disheartening sight as it rolled
through the streets carrying victims to the city hospital.
This smallpox outbreak would be the deadliest in American his-story yet
Los Angeles wasn’t the only city that suffer the plandemics by smallpox.
Historian Kristine Gunnell says L.A. would go on to weather several more
smallpox epidemics during the 19th century -- including 1868 to 1869, 1877,
1884 and 1887.
Those not killed were put on US government designated reservations
sometimes hundreds of miles from their family tribal lands that they kept
in fecundity and abundance in harmony with Nature and their legends,
cultures, history of their peoples and ways buried along with the original
Ancient Americans. Native brown skins population in 1845 said to be 150,00
and just three years later, was down to 24,000. The plannedemic in the
North Bay continued into 1839. The population of Native Californio’s were
reduced by 90% from the mid 1849 to 1852 alone. (3nd column :Indigenous
California Indians)
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“We’re So, So Sorry”
(Governor Newsome graduated from Santa Clara Jesuit school, as
did his predecessor, Jerry Brown. Newsome’s father, a SF judge, was
under the power and control of Oil tycoon, Gordon Getty)

July 2019 SACRAMENTO – Governor Gavin Newsom today issued an
apology through executive order on behalf of California to California Native
American Peoples for the many instances of violence, mistreatment and
neglect inflicted upon California Native Americans throughout the state’s
history. The Governor also announced the creation of a Truth and Healing
Council to provide an avenue for California Native Americans to clarify the
record – and provide their historical perspective – on the troubled relationship between tribes and the state. This is the first time a state has taken dual
action to correct the historical record and acknowledge wrong- doing through
executive order mandate and a tribally-led, consultation-informed council.
“It’s called a genocide. That’s what it was. A genocide. There’s no other
way to describe it and that’s the way it needs to be described in the history
books,” Newsom said. “And so I’m here to say the following: I’m sorry on
behalf of the state of California”.
Peter Burnett, as one of his first acts as the very first Governor of California
in 1851, openly called for “the extermination of the Indian tribes”, and in
reference to the relentless attacks and violence against California’s Native
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Mexican Californio brown skinned people. “That a war of extermination
will continue to be waged between the races until the Indian race becomes
extinct must be expected. While we cannot anticipate this result but with
painful regret, the inevitable destiny of the race is beyond the power or
wisdom of man to avert.”
Peter Hardeman Burnett, was a principal founder of Sacramento and
a former slaveholder from Tennessee with a burning passion to create a
whites-only American West. In 1843, Burnett led a wagon train to Oregon.
He was (s)elected to the legislature where he took the lead in passing law
that excluded all Native Brown Native Americans from the state! The law
allowed whites to keep the newly captured ‘slaves’ for three years, after
which they would be freed and required to leave the state. Any native
Mexican Californio person who refused to leave would be whipped, earning
the beatings the nickname of “Peter Hardeman Burnett’s Lash Law.” It was
rescinded, though other brown skinned exclusionary laws were later passed.
Here is his 1st State of the CA Union Speech as Governor Peter Burnett:
“Twenty months ago, California was inhabited by
a sparse population – a pastoral people – deriving
their main sustenance from their flocks and herds,
and a scanty cultivation of the soil; their trade
and business limited, and their principal exports
consisting of hides and tallow.
Within that short period has been made the
discovery of the rich, extensive, and exhaustless
gold mines of California; and how great have already
been its effects! The trade and business of the country
have been revolutionized and reversed – the population increased beyond all expectation – commerce
extended – our ports filled with shipping from every
nation and clime – our commercial cities have sprung up as if by enchantment – our beautiful bays and placid streams now navigated by the power
of the energetic, intrepid, and sensible people of California have formed a
Constitution for our new State”.
In 1848, Burnett followed tales of gold to California where he befriended
John Sutter Jr. and helped him found Sacramento. Burnett helped fuel the
continued enslavement and genocide of California’s indigenous people.
He signed the perversely-named “Act for the Government and Protection
of Indians in 1852”. This law enabled whites to force Native people from
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their lands into indentured servitude or be killed or be put on Euro-White
Americano’s designated reservations.
The Act for the Government and Protection of Indians on April 22, 1850
passed by the legisla- ture of California, it allowed settlers to continue to the
Californio practice of capturing and using Native people as forced workers.
It also provided the basis for the enslavement and trafficking in Native
American Native labor, particularly that of young women and children,
which was carried on as a legal business enterprise. Raids on villages were
made to supply the demand, the young women and children were carried
off to be sold, the men and remaining people often being killed. This practice
did much to destroy Native Copper head brown skinned Californio tribes
during the California Gold Rush.
Governor Burnett later became a California Supreme Court Justice. While
Burnett’s vision of an exclusively white West fit within broader white supremacist policies of the time. Freemason, William B. Almond, a close friend of
Burnett, was an organizer and was first Master of San Jose Lodge No 10.
Though I can find no evidence of Mr. Burnett being a member of the Freemasons, it is public knowledge that at least 19 governors have belonged to
the Secret Brotherhood of Freemasons, as were many of the robber barons of
the California gold rush of 1849, as you will read about further in this book.
The U.S. government sponsored and led over 162 massacres of California
natives in just over two decades to rid the natives so they could take the
wealth from the lands and occupy Alta California for their own. Just one
example was the “Bloody Island Massacre” in Lake County in Northern
California of the Pomo natives. The Pomo were known as one the most
peaceful tribes of over 76 tribes that existed before the Great Extermination
took place. The Pomo were forced to live in small rancherias set aside by
the federal government. For most of the 20th century, the Pomo, reduced
in number, survived on such tiny reservations in poverty. School textbooks
on California history do not mention anything about these massacres that
allowed the Euro White Americano’s to take over all of Alta California ‘by
any means’.
A number of Pomo, primarily members living in the Big Valley area of
Northern California, had been enslaved, interned, and severely abused by
settlers like Andrew Kelsey (namesake of Kelsey Creek and Kelseyville, California) and Charles Stone. They captured and forced local Pomo to work as
vaqueros (cowboys). They also forced them to build them residences for the
Euro-White invaders. Because they made a residence there, their treatment
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of the Pomo was more brutal. The people were eventually confined to a
village surrounded by a stockade and were not allowed weapons or fishing
implements. Families starved on the meager rations they provided, only
four cups of wheat a day for a family. When one young man asked for more
wheat for his sick mother, Stone killed him.
In the fall of 1849, Kelsey forced 50 Pomo men to work as laborers on a
second gold-seeking expedition to the Placer gold fields. Kelsey became ill
with malaria and sold the rations to other miners. The Pomo starved, and
only one or two men returned alive. Stone and Kelsey regularly forced the
Pomo parents to bring their daughters to them to be sexually abused. If they
refused, they were whipped mercilessly. A number of them died from that
abuse. Both men indentured and abused the Pomo women. The starving
Pomo became so desperate that they were forced to raid the invaders livestock for food to eat. His-story would say the ‘savages’ attacked the ‘new
settlers’ in their narratives.
His-story tells of the natives being ‘savages’ and ‘scalpers’, yet the opposite was true. The California government actually doled out bounties for
each native brown skinned killed and with proof of scalp would get several
hundred dollars in payment, PLUS get the lands of those native’s lands
for their own! This is one of the big reasons so many came and made the
treach- erous journey as the “new settlers” to California. Free land once it
was cleared of the natives who had lived in peace for thousands of years.
In a letter to President Zachary Taylor, Presbyterian preacher Sylvester
Woodbridge Jr. detailed the Native people’s plight:
‘The Indians in the Sierra Nevada are driven in large numbers from
their usual haunts, and are consequently deprived of their customary
food- acorns, and hence are exposed to starvation...they are often
killed, because when urged by hunger, they have attempted to seize
the horses or cattle of American emigrants’.
The his-story goes that Freemason, John Marshall, discovered gold in
January of 1848 at Sutter’s Mill in the Sierra Foothills of Northern California.
Sutters Mill was located also at Sutters Fort, a US government sponsored
effort, like the other forts put up and down the West Coast. The site of the
fort was established in 1839 and originally called New Helvetia (New Switzerland) by its builder John Sutter, though construction of the fort proper
wouldn’t begin until 1841. Many of the ‘new settlers’ were said to have
traveled from Switzerland, home of the Rothschilds.
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The fort was the first non-Mexican-Californio community in the California
Central Valley. The fort is famous for its association with the Donner Party,
the California Gold Rush, and the formation of the city of Sacramento,
surrounding the fort and all aided and abetted by Freemasons. Holy Roman
Empire born John Augustus Sutter had to go to the capital at Monterey to
obtain permission from the governor, Juan Bautista Alvarado, to ‘settle’ in
the territory. Alvarado saw Sutter’s plan of establishing a colony in Central
Valley as useful in “buttressing the frontier which he was trying to maintain
against the Russians, Americans and British colonizers”, so we are told/sold.
Sutter persuaded Governor Alvarado to grant him 48,400 acres of land for
the sake of curtailing American encroachment on the Mexican territory of
California. Sutter was given the right to “represent in the Establishment of
New Helvetia all the laws of the country, to function as political authority
and dispenser of justice, in order to prevent the robberies committed by
interlopers from the United States, to stop the hunting and trading by
companies from the Columbia River. The governor stipulated however that
for Sutter to qualify for land ownership, he had to reside in the territory for
a year and become a Mexican citizen, which he did to assuage the governor
on August 29, 1840.
However, shortly after his land tract was granted and his fort was erected,
Sutter quickly reneged on his agreement to discourage Euro-White trespass.
On the contrary, Sutter aided the migration of whites to California. “I gave
passports to those entering the country... and this (Bautista) did not like it...
I encouraged immigration, while they discouraged it. I sympathized with
the (white) Americans while they hated them”, Sutter declared.
When the settlement was completed in 1841, he received title to 48,827
acres on the Sacramento River. The site is now part of the California state
capital of Sacramento. In order to build his fort and develop a large ranching/
farming network in the area, Sutter needed Native brown skin laborers.
They were captured and then subjected to varying degrees of coercion and
slavery. Sutter believed that Native Americans had to be kept “strictly under
fear” in order to serve white landowners. Housing and working conditions
at the fort were very poor, and have been described as enslavement, with
uncooperative Indians being whipped, jailed, and executed.
Sutter’s Native American new slaves slept on bare floors in locked rooms
without sanitation and ate from troughs made from hollowed tree trunks.
Housing conditions for white man workers living in nearby villages and
rancherías was described as being more favorable. Freemason Pierson Barton
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Reading, Sutter’s fort manager, wrote in a letter to a relative that “the Indians
of California make as obedient and humble slaves as the Negro in the South”.
If natives refused to work for him, Sutter responded with violence.
Observers accused him of using “kidnapping, food privation, and slavery”
in order to force the natives to work for him. Theodor Cordua, a German
immigrant who leased land from Sutter, wrote:
“When Sutter established himself in 1839 in the Sacramento Valley,
new misfortune came upon these peaceful natives of the country.
Their services were demanded immediately. Those who did not want
to work were considered as enemies. With other tribes the field was
taken against the hostile Indian. Declaration of war was not made. The
villages were attacked usually before daybreak when everybody was
still asleep. Neither old nor young was spared by the enemy, and often
the Sacramento River was colored red by the blood of the innocent
Indians, for these villages usually were situated at the banks of the
rivers. During a campaign one section of the attackers fell upon the
village by way of land. All the Indians of the attacked village naturally
fled to find protection on the other bank of the river. But there they were
awaited by the other half of the enemy and thus the unhappy people
were shot and killed with rifles from both sides of the river. Seldom
an Indian escaped such an attack, and those who were not murdered
were captured. All children from six to fifteen years of age were usually
taken by the greedy white people. The village was burned down and
the few Indians who had escaped with their lives were left to their fate.”
Heinrich Lienhard, a Swiss immigrant that served as Sutter’s majordomo,
wrote of the treat- ment of the enslaved once captured:
“As the room had neither beds nor straw, the inmates were forced
to sleep on the bare floor. When I opened the door for them in the
morning, the odor that greeted me was overwhelming, for no sanitary
arrangements had been provided. What these rooms were like after
ten days or two weeks can be imagined, and the fact that nocturnal
confinement was not agreeable to the Indians was obvious. Large
numbers deserted during the daytime or remained outside the fort
when the gates were locked.”
Lienhard also claimed that Sutter was known to rape his Indian captives,
even girls as young as 12 years old. Numerous visitors to Sutter’s Fort noted
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the shock of this sight in their diaries, alongside their discontent for his
kidnapping of native tribal children who were sold into bondage to repay
Sutter’s debts or given as gifts. American explorer and mountain man James
Clyman reported in 1846 that:
“The Capt. [Sutter] keeps 600 to 800 Indians in a complete state of
Slavery and as I had the mortification of seeing them dine I may give
a short description. 10 or 15 Troughs 3 or 4 feet long were brought out
of the cook room and seated in the Broiling sun. All the Labourers
grate [sic] and small ran to the troughs like so many pigs and fed
themselves with their hands as long as the troughs contained even
a moisture.”
Dr. Waseurtz af Sandels, a Swedish explorer who visited California in
1842-1843, also wrote about Sutter’s brutal treatment of Indian slaves in 1842:
“I could not reconcile my feelings to see these
fellows being driven, as it were, around some
narrow troughs of hollow tree trunks, out of
which, crouched on their haunches, they fed
more like beasts than human beings, using
their hands in hurried manner to convey
to their mouths the thin porage [sic] which
was served to them. Soon they filed off to
the fields after having, I fancy, half satisfied
their physical wants.”
These concerns were even shared by Juan
Bautista Alvarado, then Governor of Alta California, who deplored Sutter’s ill-treatment of
indigenous Californians in 1845:
“The public can see how inhuman were the
operations of Sutter who had no scruples
about depriving Indian mothers of their children. Sutter has sent these little Indian children as gifts to people who live
far from the place of their birth, without demanding of them any promises that in their homes the Indians should be treated with kindness.”
Despite his promises to the Mexican government, Sutter was hospitable to
Euro-White American pillagers entering the region and provided an impetus
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for many of them to settle there. The hundreds of thousands of acres which
these men took from the Native Americans had been critical sources of food
and resources. As the Euro-White Americano settlers took over the lands,
over two million head of livestock were said to have been killed by shooting
wild game in enormous numbers. They also replaced the native grasses and
wilderness with wheat fields. Today, less than 2% of native grass fields are in
California. Available food for native people in the region greatly diminished
to starve out the indigenous brown skins.
In August 1846, an article in The Californian declared that in respect to
California Indians, “The only effectual means of stopping inroads upon the
property of the country, will be to attack them in their villages.” When the
natives tried to defend themselves, on February 28, 1847, Sutter ordered the
Kern and Sutter massacres in retaliation. Much of Sutter’s labor practices
were illegal under Mexican law. However, in April 22, 1850, following the
annexation of California by the United States, the California state legislature
passed the “Act for the Government and Protection of Indians,” legalizing
the kidnapping and forced servitude of Indians by White settlers. Oh, the
irony of the new laws name!
The California Act for the Government and Protection of Indians was
enacted in 1850 (amended 1860, repealed 1863). This law provided for
“apprenticing” or indenturing Native Mexican Californio children to the EuroWhites Americano’s, as well as punish “vagrant” brown skins by “hiring”
them out to the highest bidder at a public auction if the ‘Indian’ could not
provide sufficient bond or bail. The law allowed Native Americans to be
sold into indentured servitude for minor offenses and separated children
from their families. Euro White occupiers took 24,000 to 27,000 California
Native Americans as forced laborers, including 4,000 to 7,000 children. This
1851 legislative measure not only gave settlers the right to organize lynch
mobs to kill native people but allowed them to submit their expenses to
the government. By 1852 the state had authorized over a million dollars for
the bounty of such claims or $35 million in today’s dollars. In 1856, a San
Francisco Bulletin editorial stated:
“Extermination is the quickest and cheapest remedy, and effectually prevents
all other difficulties when an outbreak [of Indian violence] occurs.” In 1860
the legislature passed a law expanding the age and condition of Indians
available for forced slavery. A Sacramento Daily Union article of the time
accused high-pressure lobbyists interested in profiting off enslaved Indians
of pushing the law through, gave examples of how wealthy individuals had
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abused the law to acquire Indian slaves from the reservations, and stated,
The Act authorizes as complete a system of slavery, without any of the checks
and wholesome restraints of slavery, as ever was devised.”
A Native American activist and former Sonoma State University Professor,
Ed Castillo, was asked by The State of California’s Native American Heritage
Commission to write the state’s official history of the genocide; he wrote that:
“Well-armed death squads combined with the widespread random
killing of Indians by individual miners resulted in the death of 100,000
Indians in 1848 and 1849 alone”.
As you will read further, it appears more than likely that the California Gold
Rush (CGR) was promoted to hide the massacres and genocides to remove
the native Mexican Californio’s. Not only bounties were offered to rid the
natives and remove them from their lands they occupied all the way back to
the Ancient Ones, but the Euro-White’s also brought their favorite genocide
manmade plagues over from Europe to eliminate large populations using blankets infected with small pox and vaccinations. The whole idea of vaccinations,
and that one person could contami- nate another, was created and invented by
Jesuit, Dr. Edward Jenner in the 18 th century. Smallpox and other epidemics
“broke out” as soon as Euro-White Americano’s arrived—1800- 1801, 1824,
1836, 1853, and 1863. Small-pox laced blankets and vaccinations were given
to the natives along with bringing malaria and cholera virus’ to the Mexican
Californio’s, who had no resistance to the Euro-White American’s diseases and
shots, died off en masse immediately. The native brown skins were offered
whatever they had to the invading army of Euro-White Amer- icano’s as kind
gifts and offering. In return, the EWA gave them the deadly toxic blankets,
and cholera, and measles, and other white man diseases.
The spreading of smallpox throughout Mexico, up through San Diego,
into Los Angeles and all the way up the Pacific Northwest beginning in the
1830’s, decimated the Ancient One’s native tribes up through the 1910’s.
The induced plagues and death by inoculation were fully sponsored, and
funded in todo, by the USA Inc. government as well.
The story goes that the smallpox outbreak of 1828 was introduced by a
fur trading ship that docked in San Francisco. Seven years later, smallpox
appeared in Sitka, Alaska, the capital of Russian America. Yes, Russia and
Euro-White America were corporate partners back then. How they formed
such an alliance back in the mid 1800’s when communication was only by
horse overland or ship, is unknown.
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What followed fits a pattern that has been noted since Roman times epidemics begin in ports of entry and spread from there. Within a year, it
had reached hundreds of miles north over much of modern-day Alaska and
south into British territory around Puget Sound. Smallpox was said to soon
arrive by Russian ship at Fort Ross, we are told/sold.
By then, California missions had been disbanded by the Mexican government. General Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo, a native Mexi-Cali native turned
traitor to his people, had taken possession of the Sonoma mission property
(now the Sonoma Mission Inn) and established a military pres- ence there
representing US interests. In late 1837, before the virus was detected, he sent a
cavalry unit led by corporal Ignacio Miramontes and accompanied by Indian
auxiliaries, to Fort Ross to bring back supplies for the troops to Sonoma. It
is said that they then passed the disease on to the native people there.
The disease was already spreading rapidly and people perished by the
hundreds where popu- lations were not even a thousand in some tribes.
From there, smallpox cut a wide swath through across to the North Bay
and up north to Mendocino County to Clear Lake and beyond. It was 8 The
Incredible Story of the Founding of California by Genocide on Its Native
People a terrifying time - hoping for a cure, many natives entered their sweathouses and then plunged into cold water. But it was no use. Whole villages
were struck down without a single survivor. For years after, the bones of
thousands were left unburied and bleached the hills of Sonoma and Napa
counties. Chief Solano, Vallejo’s friend, estimated that his tribe, which had
numbered in many thousands, was reduced to just 200 survivors. The death
toll may have exceeded 90%, on par with other places in the Americas.
The plannedemic in the North Bay continued into 1839. The population of
Native Californio’s were reduced by 90% from the mid 1849 to 1852 alone.
From more than 300,000 down to 24,000 Californio’s in a series of some 162
recorded massacres in California along with induced disease and forced
slavery to the survivors. California and Mormon militias and militiamen
regiments were formed. Their death squads, formed and sponsored by the
US army, were loaded with Freemason sanctioned hit men, like Kit Carson
and Buffalo Bill, who joined the US California Militia.
The Mormon’s formed their own militia sponsored by Freemason Brigham
Young, representing the Church of Latter-Day Saints, and were in California
by 1845. Additionally, as you will read further, the Mormons were already
bringing back gold to Salt Lake City in 1847 and even had a mint in operation by 1849. This alone proves the false narrative of his-story that gold was
‘discovered’ in 1848 by John Marshal.

Chapter 11

Predictive Programming ~
The 1992 Summer Olympics

P

hotos of the ceremony, showing nurses dancing around hospital beds
and a death-like figure looming above, predicting the future #faux
COVID-19 crisis. The caption accompanying the photos questions
the very strange tribute that was paid to the NHS (National Health Service)
which saw Doctors, Nurses and Surgeons all gallivanting and dancing around
empty hospital beds and beds....it was all overseen by a grim reaper(DEATH)
looking character. “Empty Hospital Beds, Dancing Nurses, Doctors and
Surgeons, Death. It shows nurses in vintage costumes standing among
children in antique-style hospital beds that glow with light. There is a giant
sculpture of a sleeping baby in the background. They told us in 2012, what
their plannedemic was going to be. And of course, the Grim Reaper rises
from the ashes from the children killed by the deadly vaxxines.
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Songbird Covid 2023 ~ Quarantine Camps for All

By 2024, the COVID-19 has been mutated into
COVID-23 and the world is in its fourth Quarantine
year. In the United States, the nation’s government
is converted into a fascist police state and the people
are required to take temperature checks on their
cell phones while those infected with COVID-23 are
taken from their homes against their will and forced
into quarantine camps, also known as “Q-Zones”
or concentration camps, where some fight back
against the brutal restrictions. In these camps, the
infected are left to die or forcibly get better.
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The CDC published an 88-page set of proposed regulations on August 15,
2016, which would give them the power to apprehend, detain, and quarantine
anyone they think might have a communicable disease and to force them
to be vaccinated. The federal government derives its authority for isolation
and quarantine from the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution. Under
section 361 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S. Code § 264), the U.S.
Secretary of Health and Human Services is authorized to take measures to
prevent the entry and spread of communicable diseases from foreign countries into the United States and between states. The authority for carrying
out these functions on a daily basis has been delegated to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Under 42 Code of Federal Regulations parts 70 and 71, CDC is authorized to detain, medically examine, and
release persons arriving into the United States and traveling between states
who are suspected of carrying these communicable diseases.
These proposed rules would dramatically expand their authority, even
though they claim the proposed regulations are mostly about providing
updated language to describe their existing powers. These new regulations
would give the CDC, and those who must comply with these regulations,
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the right to invade our privacy whenever they wish. They would have the
right to involuntarily apprehend and confine anyone they believe might
have a communicable disease. They would have the right to force people
to accept vaccinations even when individuals object.
With the new powers granted by the proposed regulations, it won’t be
long until “public health” nurses armed with vaccine loaded syringes, and
“Homeland Security” officers armed with guns and tasers, go door to door
to force vaccinate the United States population for a list of preapproved
communicable diseases.
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Q is for Quarantine

Appendix I

The Great Reset Agenda

T

he World Economic Forum, with their Rothschild child, literally and
genetically, Darth Vader, Klaus Van Schwab, has laid out their agenda
extremely clearly that we will all in the world “Own Nothing and Be
Happy”. This scenario is on the agenda to be carried out in 2025 and they are
well on their way towards achieving this might world control of all humanity
through smart dust in aerosol spraying, the fake food with nanobots, the
hydra vulgaris. Darth Schwab is a Rothschild family member who control
all banking and commerce.
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The Great Reset Agenda   153

In a November 2019 interview with CNN, history professor and bestselling
author Yuval Noah Harari, a Klaus Schwab disciple, warned that “humans
are now hackable animals,” meaning, the technology now exists by which
a company or government can know you better than you know yourself,
and that can be very dangerous if misused.
He predicted that algorithms will increasingly be used to make decisions
that historically have been made by humans, either yourself or someone
else, including whether or not you’ll be hired for a particular job, whether
you’ll be granted a loan, what scholastic curriculum you will follow and
even who you will marry.
There are profound dangers head for us all. There’s also an ever-increasing
risk of being manipulated by these outside forces that you’re not even fully
aware of. Looking back over the last two years, it’s rather easy to confirm
that mass manipulation is taking place at a staggering scale, and that it’s
phenomenally effective. As noted by Harari in 2019, the available capabilities
already go far beyond Orwell’s “1984” authoritarian vision, and it’s only
going to become more powerful from here. He’s certain that in short order,
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there will be the ability to monitor your emotional state through something
as simple as a wearable wristband.
You may dutifully smile and clap when listening to a speech by a government official, but they’ll know you’re angry or don’t agree with what’s
being said, and could therefore take action against you based on your most
personal, internal emotions rather than what you outwardly express.
Importantly, Harari warned that if we allow the establishment of this kind
of digital dictatorship, where the system, be it a corporation or a government, knows the most intimate details about each and every person, it will
be impossible to dismantle it. Its control will be total and irreversible. And,
Harari believes we may have only a decade, at most two, to prevent this
digital dictatorship from taking over.
Their plans are for reengineering Life Itself. Harari also discussed the
coming transhumanism at the WEF’s 2020 annual meeting in Davos and in
this speech, he went even further. Not only does the global elite have the
technological capability to create a global digital dictatorship, but “elites
may gain the power to reengineer the future of life itself.”
“For four billion years, nothing fundamental changed in the basic
rules of the game of life,” he said. “All of life was subject to the laws
of natural selection and the laws of organic biochemistry. But this
is now about to change. Science is replacing evolution by natural
selection with evolution by intelligent design, not the intelligent
design of some god in the clouds, [but] OUR intelligent design, and
the design of our ‘clouds,’ the IBM cloud, the Microsoft cloud. These
are the new driving forces of evolution.”
It’s hard to determine whether Harari is for or against transhumanism. He
speaks of it as an inevitability, and something that can be used for tremendous good. But he also recognizes its profound dangers and seems to believe
we need to discuss how these technological capabilities can be used, and
whether they should. In the featured Davos speech, it sounds as though
he’s a proponent of this human intelligent design venture, but in his 2019
interview with CNN, he also stated that “we must never underestimate the
stupidity of humans.” The fact that we have the technology to design new
life forms, including new kinds of humans, does not necessarily mean that
we’re smart enough to design something better than what natural evolution
has come up with thus far.
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In his Davos speech, Harari also pointed out that science is now enabling
us to create life not only in the organic realm but in the inorganic realm as
well. We’re talking about “living” robots and the like. He also raises the
question as to who “owns” your DNA, if it can be charted and hacked. Does
it belong to you, a corporation, or the government?
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According to their manifesto, the Days of Free Will Are Over. Whatever
Harari’s true feelings about transhumanism, he emphatically states that the
idea that we have a soul and free will, those days “are over.” In other clips
that have been inserted into the featured video, Harari predicts that in the
future, people will be able to look back and see that the COVID pandemic
was the turning point where biological surveillance took over and became
norm.

The explanation for how that was able to occur is given by Schwab, who
has publicly admitted (see featured video) that participants in the WEF’s
Young Global Leaders program have “penetrated the cabinets” of many
world governments.
In Canada, for example, about half the politicians, including Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau, have taken Schwab’s training. Schwab is all about ushering
in transhumanism and changing what it means to be human, and his minions
of global leaders are sure doing everything they can to make those dreams
a reality. This is a dystopian future WEF and its global allies are actively
trying to implement, whether humanity at large agrees with it or not.

Head in the Cloud!Changing What It Means To Be Human

Darth Schwab dreams of a world in which humans are connected to the
cloud, able to access the internet through their own brains. This, of course,
also means that your brain would be accessible to people who might like
to tinker with your thoughts, emotions, beliefs and behavior, be they the
technocratic elite themselves or random hackers. If you believe that your
thoughts and behavior are and always will remain under your own control,
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think again. We already have the technology to directly alter thoughts,
emotions and behavior. Some of these capabilities are described in a 2021
project report by the U.K. Ministry of Defense, created in partnership with
the German Bundeswehr Office for Defense Planning.
“Human augmentation can ‘directly enhance behavior.’ And if you can
change a person’s behavior in a positive way, you can also control
it to the person’s own detriment.”
The report, “Human Augmentation — The Dawn of a New Paradigm, a
Strategic Implications Project”, reviews the scientific goals of the U.K. and
German defense ministries, and they are precisely what the title suggests.
Human augmentation is stressed as being a key area to focus on in order to
win future wars:
“Human augmentation will become increasingly relevant, partly
because it can directly enhance human capability and behavior and
partly because it is the binding agent between people and machines.”
If you can enhance behavior, that means you can change someone’s
behavior. And if you can change a person’s behavior in a positive way, you
can also control it to the person’s own detriment. Theoretically, absolutely
anyone, any random civilian with a brain-to-cloud connection and the
needed biological augmentation (such as strength or speed) could be given
wireless instructions to carry out an assassination, for example, and pull it
off flawlessly, even without prior training. Alternatively, their physical body
could temporarily be taken over by a remote operator with the prerequisite skills. Proof of concept already exists, and is reviewed by Dr. Charles
Morgan, professor in the department of national security at the University
of New Haven, in the lecture below. Using the internet and brain implants,
thoughts can be transferred from one person to another. The sender can also
directly influence the physical movements of the receiver.
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Project Immortality

Historically, the striving for immortality has been a faith-based venture,
based in the idea that the soul is immortal while the body perishes, which
is a concept I am in complete alignment with. Transhumanists more or less
reverse this idea. They discard the notion of soul altogether and aim for the
preservation of the perceived personality, first through radical life extension of the physical body, and later through the transfer of brain data into
a replacement form. According to Dmitry Itskov, the Russian founder of
the Immortality 2045 project, only2% of people are ready to accept death, a
statistic that he uses to justify the search for immortality through things like
artificial organs, artificial body constructs, the simulation of mental processes
and, ultimately, the transferring of one’s mind into an artificial carrier.
The goals of this project include not only the creation of the cybernetic
technologies needed to achieve an immortal body, but also the creation of
“a new philosophical paradigm for humanity.” Schwab has talked about
the same thing, using the term “social contract” rather than “philosophical
paradigm.”
The Immortality 2045’s vision, published in 2011, starts with the creation
of the first robotic copy of a human body that can be remotely controlled
by 2020. By 2025, they want an avatar into which the human brain can be
transplanted at the end of life. By2035, they want an avatar with a synthetic
brain, into which the human personality can be transferred and, by 2045,
they imagine a holographic-like avatar. Itskov says:
“The aim of the first project, known as ‘Avatar,’ is the creation of a
robot copy of a human being controllable through a ‘brain-computer’
interface. When I’m asked to give the gist of this project, I tell people
to recall the film ‘Surrogates,’ which depicts a world in which every
person has an artificial body that he controls remotely. The makers
of that blockbuster put an accent on the negative side of such a
scenario. Nonetheless, the film’s highly graphic demonstration of the
idea allows one to get an immediate sense of what it is.”
Does living through an avatar sound like a life devoid of spirituality to
you? Not so, Itskov says, because by ending our dependency on our physical bodies, “many things will open up spiritually.” I have my doubts about
that, as most spiritual adepts will tell you that being hooked on technology
tends to hinder rather than elevate spiritual pursuits, which are most easily
achieved by living simply, in close contact with the natural world. I just
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don’t foresee being able to elevate spiritually when any number of outside
parties can access your brain and dictate what you think, feel and believe.
Transhumanists like Itskov tend to focus only on the perceived benefits of
synthetic life. For example, he promises that his avatars will be affordable
for everyone who wants them, regardless of income bracket.
Yet the WEF has clearly announced that by 2030, nobody will own anything,
and while not clearly stated, that will likely even include your own body. So,
to think that your avatar would be “yours” is probably unrealistic. Looked
at through the lens of the WEF’s Fourth Industrial Revolution, it seems the
plan is for the elite to literally own all of humanity, refashioned to their
own liking. And, if people can be hacked and controlled remotely, then we
can be sure they will be. That’s particularly true for synthetic or mechanical
avatars that can’t “live” or “remain conscious” without a cloud connection.

Resource to Understand the Transhuman
Agenda — Blockchained

Corey Lynn is a top-notch investigative journalist who covers topics the
mainstream won’t touch, including the transhumanist agenda. On her website,
you can find select chapters from her book, “Global Landscape on Vaccine
ID Passports.” Chapter 4 in the book is titled “Block chained,” which explains
what digital identity is all about. Digital ID is not just a piece of identification, with which you can prove who you are. It will collect and monitor ALL
of your data, from your personal finances, education, work history, GPS
location 24/7, everything you’ve ever typed on your computer, your search
history, social media presence, emotional status and physical biometrics,
down to your DNA.

Big Data, Data Sharing and AI

Make no mistake, transhumanism is the ultimate goal of the technocratic
elite, and both “big data” and AI are integral components of that. Without
one or both of those, the transhumanist dream is dead in the water. The goal
of transhumanism is undoubtedly why there’s been so much focus on those
two areas in the first place. So, remember, data gathering, data sharing and
AI are not about making your life more convenient. They’re to make you
obsolete. The intention is to replace you with a synthetic copy of you that
can be remotely controlled.
In 2021, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), an intergovernmental organization that consists of 38 countries that
work with various working groups and policy makers, issued a report on the
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“State of Implementation of the OECD AI principles.” So far, 46 countries
have adopted these AI principles. The strategy is to develop centralized
repositories of public datasets in each country and then enable public-private data sharing to build a vast network where each dataset is connected
with all the others.

Biosecurity Will Be Used to Justify Surveillance Tyranny

Another report, by the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence (NSCAI), founded “to advance the development of artificial intelligence”
and “comprehensively address the national security and defense needs of
the United States,” highlights the need to combat digital disinformation
and prioritizing biosecurity. To help with that, a U.S. government-funded
supercomputer is being set up at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory under
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the direction of the Department of Energy. This AI supercomputer can do
more than 1 quintillion calculations per second.
Some of this data sharing is already taking place. As noted by Corey,
NATO launched an in-house biometrics system for data sharing between
nations in November 2020, and in May 2021, the U.S. military merged its
biometrics-enabled watch list with the Department of Defense’s automated
biometric identification system (ABIS).
“They are working on multi-modal fusion matching and improving biometric
face-matching capability through AI and machine learning, and have already
improved their long-range infrared cameras, Looking toward the near future,
they are also focused on palm print biometrics, faces in crowds, integration
to identify threats online, and non-traditional latent DNA collection.”
Biometric privacy laws won’t stop them from achieving their agenda since
they own the legal systems, the economic systems and the electronic systems.
While surveillance science is moving at lightning speed, regulations and
privacy laws are trailing at a snail’s pace. A federal biometric privacy bill,
the National Biometric Information Privacy Act, was introduced in 2020
but didn’t go anywhere. In the U.S., a handful of states do have biometric
privacy laws, Illinois’ being one of the strictest but the vast majority have
no such protections in place. As reported by Corey:
“The Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA) requires private
entities to inform people in writing that their information is being collected
and stored, what the purpose is, and term for collection and storage, and must
secure a written release from the person. Those same private entities are not
allowed to sell, lease, trade, or profit from a person’s biometric information.
A person may fi le suit at $1,000 for each negligent violation or $5,000 for
each intentional or reckless violation, plus attorneys’ fees and costs. Actual
harm is not required to establish standing.”
Clearly, we need these kinds of protections everywhere, in all states and
all countries, because as it stands, the global cabal of transhumanist technocrats are building a data-sharing system that is intended to become global.
The lack of legal protections against data collection, analysis and sharing
is what allows this reckless expansion of surveillance. As noted by Corey:
“If it’s not crystal clear by now, globalists and eugenicists (sometimes one in
the same) are running the show, and they are working very hard at achieving
their ultimate desires of a controlled human race, evolution of transhumanism
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with a strong artificial intelligence taking the place of many humans, while
they fly to Mars during their years of immortality, and observe humanity
through endless surveillance systems. But their dream only becomes a reality
if people allow it to.”
This “Future of Humans” book is targeted for children 7 & up! In this
book they describe how the transhuman children will be tied to the cloud
and controlled by electronic devices and “Happy Pills” will be given to all
who wish to experience virtual vacations, self-induced orgasms and beyond
pleasurable life experiences. All designed to remove the Souls and Spirit of
our children for all future.
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From the World Economic Forum website
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The Singularity

The technological singularity—or simply the singularity[1]—is a hypothetical point in time at which technological growth becomes uncontrollable
and irreversible, resulting in unforeseeable changes to human civilization.
[2][3]
According to the most popular version of the singularity hypothesis,
called intelligence explosion, an upgradable intelligent agent will eventually enter a “runaway reaction” of self-improvement cycles, each new and
more intelligent generation appearing more and more rapidly, causing an
“explosion” in intelligence and resulting in a powerful superintelligence
that qualitatively far surpasses all human intelligence.
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A superintelligence, hyperintelligence, or superhuman intelligence is a
quantum computer processing agent that possesses intelligence far surpassing
that of the brightest and most gifted human minds. “Superintelligence” may
also refer to the form or degree of intelligence possessed by such an agent.
John von Neumann, Vernor Vinge and Ray Kurzweil define the concept
in terms of the technological creation of super intelligence, arguing that it
is difficult or impossible for present-day humans to predict what human
beings’ lives would be like in a post-singularity world.
Most proposed methods for creating superhuman or transhuman minds
fall into one of two categories: intelligence amplification of human brains
and artificial intelligence. The many speculated ways to augment human
intelligence include bioengineering, genetic engineering, nootropic drugs,
AI assistants, direct brain–computer interfaces and mind uploading. These
multiple paths to an intelligence explosion makes a singularity more likely,
as they would all have to fail for a singularity not to occur.
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All and all, this is a designed takeover of what it means to be human with
no free will, no say, and no control over whether you want this for you and
your loved ones, or not. There is no ‘opt out’ choice here.
The Internet of Bodies, or IoB, is actually
an ecosystem. It’s a bunch of devices that are
connected to the Internet that contain software
and that either collect personal health data about
you or can alter the body’s function. We think
of the Internet of Bodies as this collection of all
these devices, as well as all the data that the
devices are gathering about you. The Internet
of Bodies, or IoB, is actually an ecosystem. It’s
a bunch of devices that are connected to the
Internet that contain software and that either
collect personal health data about you or can
alter the body’s function.
We think of the Internet of Bodies as this collection of all these devices, as well as all the data
that the devices are gathering about you. And in health care, Internet of
Bodies has been around for quite a while. With the advent of the Internet, it
makes a lot of sense to connect your pacemaker to the Internet so that your
doctor can be automatically notified if something weird happens, if there’s
an anomaly. It’s natural in a lot of ways to want to understand more about
your body, how it functions, how well it’s doing.
IoB devices are set to revolutionize health care. Unprecedented amounts
of personal health data will be downloaded from you through imbedded
AI and report to your telemedicine doctor. They will then prescribe your
nutritional insecticide foods based on your personal DNA, according to the
W.E.F.
There are pills now that have an electronic sensor that let a health care
provider know whether you have taken the medication. Other things, like
precision medicine, so precision medicine is the idea of creating pharmaceuticals or treatment specifically for your body, for your personalized treatment.

Post Gendersim

Advocates of postgenderism argue that the presence of gender roles,
social stratification, and gender differences are generally to the detriment
of individuals and society. Given the radical potential for advanced assistive reproductive options, postgenderists believe that sex for reproductive
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purposes will either become obsolete
or that all post-gendered humans will
have the ability, if they so choose, to
both carry a pregnancy to term and
‘father’ a child, which, postgenderists
believe, would have the effect of eliminating the need for definite genders in
such a society.
Since the Obama administration,
those wishing to eliminate male and
female restrooms have now succeeded. No longer can a women have privacy
and a male can walk in anytime where she is relieving herself. Schools and
universities (including Johns Hopkins and Michigan State), museums (like
the American Folk Art Museum in New York City and the Utah Museum of
Fine Arts in Salt Lake City), restaurants both
trendy and modest (such as the Pass & Provisions in Houston and the Midtown Cafe in
Santa Cruz, Calif.) and even the White House
(in the Eisenhower Executive Office Building)
are recasting the traditional men’s/women’s
room, resulting in a dizzying range of (often
creative) signage and vocabulary.
Part of the reason is legal. Seattle, Berkeley,
Santa Fe, Austin and Philadelphia are among
the cities that have passed laws requiring
single-user all-gender restrooms. Philadelphia
has an online ‘Gotta Go Guide’ showing the location of such facilities, and
there’s an app, ‘Refuge Restrooms’, that does the same nationwide. Oy vei’.
It has gotten so absurd that the newly Biden
appointed attorney
general said this
during her hearing
testimony in front
of Congress.
The new LBGT,
don’t say gay,
man, women and
‘other’ flag
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Mayor of Chicago or
Beetlejuice?

Appendix II

Secret Societies You’ve Never Heard
Of Who Run the World Today

I

t is simply incredible how the so few, and very, very powerful, have kept
secret their affiliations to so many secret societies from public knowledge
and discourse for not only decades, but centuries. This is only a partial list
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of the true powers behind the power we see on social media today. And all
of these secret societies answer in one way or another to the blacked robed
Jesuits and their Knights of Malta military henchmen.
• The Council of 13
• The Council of 33
• Secret Chiefs / Great White Lodge / Great White Brotherhood
• Order of the Quest
• Mothers of Darkness
• Moriah Conquering Wind
• Supreme World Council
• The Committee of 300 / The Olympians
• Old (Venetian) Black Nobility
• S∴S∴ / Third Order of the Silver Star / the Abyss
• The Bilderberg Group / Committee of 500
• A.A. / the Arcana Arcanorum
• The R∴C∴ / Order of the Rosy Cross
• Order of Palladium / New and Reformed Palladian Rite
• Skull & Bones Society / The Order / Brotherhood of Death / Chapter
322
• A∴A∴ / Arcanum Arcanorum / ‘Argenteum Astrum’ / Astron Argon
• A.P.R.M.M. / Ancient and Primitive Rite of Memphis-Misraïm
• The Round Table / Rhodes-Milner Round Table / The Group
• Palladian Order of Skull and Bones / Chapter 592
• The G∴D∴ / Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn
• Fraternitas Saturni / Brotherhood of Saturn
• Order of the Trapezoid
• Grand Orient de France
• The Red Brotherhood
• Hell Fire Club(s)
• Frankfurt School
• Order of the Garter
• The Temple of Set
• The Bohemian Club
• Order of The Hammer
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Order of Nine Angles
The Black Brotherhood
Scroll and Key Society
Illuminates of Thanateros
B’nai B’rith / B’nai Ha’Nephilim
Ancient Mystical Order Rosae Crucis
Ecclesia Gnostica Catholica / Gnostic Catholic Church
Royal Institute of International Affairs
Council on Foreign Relations
Trilateral Commission
U.S. Mafia Council
The 1001 Club
Club of Rome
JASON Group
Quill & Dagger
RAND Corporation
Lucis Trust / Lucifer Trust
The MITRE Corporation
British Royal Society
Knights of Columbus
Share International
Societas Rosicruciana
The Bridge to Freedom
Phi Beta Kappa Society
Tavistock Institute For Human Relations
Muslim Brotherhood
The Fraternity of The Rose Cross
The Vrill
Thule Society
The Babylonian Brotherhood
The Black Order
The Brotherhood of Life and Death
The Council of 10
Order of The Green Dragon
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Ordo Lapsit Exillis
Black Hand
Shriners
Opus Dei
Order of the Garter
Order of the Golden Dawn
The Most Ancient and Most Noble
Order of the Thistle Knight
The Most Honourable Order of the Bath Knight/Dame Grand Cross
The Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint Order St-Michael St-George
The Distinguished Service Order Companion
The Royal Victorian Order
The Order of Merit Member
The Imperial Service Order
The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire Knight/Dame Grand
Cross
The Order of the Companions of Honour
Order of Hospitallers
Order of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
Alfalfa Club
Highlands Forum
Prior of Scion
Teutonic Knights
Order of the Golden Fleece
Fabian Society
Theosophical Society
The Pilgrims Society
Le Cercle / The Circle
Supreme Council / Mother Council of the World
O.T.O. / Ordo Templi Orientis / Order of Oriental Templars
S.M.O.M. / Order of St. John / Sovereign Military Order of Malta
The Shrine / Ancient Arabic Order, Nobles of the Mystic Shrine
S.R.I.A. / Societas Rosicruciana in Anglia
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• Scottish Rite Freemasons
• York Rite Freemasons
*****
Here is a short partial compiled list of secret societies members listed,
many of whom have played key roles throughout this article, they include
33° Scottish Rite Freemasons, Freemasons, Knights of Malta and Skull and
Bones members.

US Presidents (since 1900)

Theodore Roosevelt – 33° Freemason
William Howard Taft – Freemason – Skull and Bones
Warren G. Harding – Freemason
Franklin D. Roosevelt – 33° Freemason
Harry S. Truman – 33° Freemason
Dwight D. Eisenhower – Knight of Malta
Lyndon B. Johnson -33° Freemason
Gerald Ford – 33° Freemason – member of JFK Warren Commission
Jimmy Carter – 33° Freemason
Ronald Reagan – 33° Freemason – Knight of Malta
George H. W. Bush – Freemason – Knight of Malta – Skull and Bones
Bill Clinton – 33° Freemason – Knight of Malta
George W. Bush – Skull and Bones – Knight of Malta

World Leaders (since 1900)

Tony Blair – 33° Freemason – Knight of Malta – Prime Minister of England
Sir Winston Churchill – 33° Freemason – Prime Minister of England
Josef Stalin – 33° Freemason – Leader of the Soviet Union
Juan Perón – 33° Freemason – President of Argentina
Giscard d’Estaing – Knight of Malta – President of France
Nelson Mandela – Knight of Malta – President South Africa
Juan Carlos – Knight of Malta – King of Spain
Augusto Pinochet – Knight of Malta – President of Chile
Saddam Hussein – 33° Freemason – President of Iraq
John G. Diefenbaker – Freemason – Prime Minister of Canada 1957-1963
Otto von Hapsburg – Knight of Malta – Crown Prince of Austria-Hungary
Bob Hawke – Freemason – Prime Minister of Australia
King Hussein- 33° Freemason – King of Jordan
Intelligence and Military (since 1900)
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Allen Dulles – 33° Freemason – Knight of Malta – OSS – CIA – head of
MJ-12 – Operation Mockingbird – MK Ultra – head of JFK Warren
Commission
James Jesus Angelton – Knight of Malta – CIA counter-intelligence chief
General Reinhard Gehlen – Knight of Malta – head of Nazi intelligence
Heinrich Himmler – Knight of Malta – head of Nazi SS
J. Edgar Hoover – 33° Freemason – Knight of Malta – MJ-12 – head of FBI
1932-1972
General William “Wild Bill” Donovan – Knight of Malta – OSS
Robert McNamara – 33° Freemason – Secretary of Defense – Gulf of Tonkin
False Flag
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William Casey – Knight of Malta – CIA Director
General Colin L. Powell – 33° Freemason – Secretary of State for George
W. Bush
Admiral Richard E. Byrd – 33° Freemason – Operation High Jump
General Douglas MacArthur – 33° Freemason – Interplanetary Phenomena
Unit
Frank C Carlucci – Knight of Malta – Secretary of Defense – Deputy Director
CIA and National Security Advisor
Oliver North – Knight of Malta – National Security Council staff during
the Iran–Contra affair
Francis L. Kellogg – Knight of Malta – CIA – Assistant to Henry Kissinger
George J. Tenet – Knight of Malta – Director CIA
Leon Panetta – Knight of Malta – Secretary of Defense – Director CIA

Historical and other Political Key Figures

David Rockefeller – Knight of Malta – CEO Chase Manhattan Corporation
– Trilateral Commission
Zibignew Brezezinski – Knight of Malta – National Security Advisor –
Trilateral Commission
McGeorge Bundy – Skull and Bones – National Security Advisor
Henry Kissinger – 33° Freemason – Knight of Malta – National Security
Advisor
John Wilkes Booth 33° Freemason – Assassin of President Abraham Lincoln
Paul Warburg – 33° Freemason – Federal Reserve act of 1913
John Dulles – 33° Freemason – Secretary of State – brother of 33° Allen
Dulles
John Kerry – Skull and Bones – Secretary of State
Prescott Bush – Skull and Bones – Charged with trading with the enemy
(Nazis)
Supreme Court Justice Earl Warren – 33° Freemason – lead JFK Warren
Commission
Werner von Braun – 33° Freemason – Project Paperclip Nazi Scientist with
NASA (found only one reference to this)
Pat Buchanan – Knight of Malta – Senior advisor to Nixon, Ford and Reagan
Licio Gelli – Knight of Malta – Freemason – Third Reich in Italy initiated
Juan Perón into Freemasonry
Ted Kennedy – Knight of Malta – US Senator
Joseph P. Kennedy, Sr.- Knight of Malta – US ambassador to the UK –
Chairman of SEC
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Thomas ‘Tip’ O’Neill – Knight of Malta – Speaker House of Representatives
Rick Santorum – Knight of Malta – US Senator
Henry Ford – 33° Freemason – Vehicle manufacturer that supplied for
the Nazis
Vladimir Lenin – 33° Freemason – Russian communist revolutionary 1922-24
Karl Marx – 33° Freemason – Russian socialist revolutionary
Leon Trotsky – 33° Freemason – Marxist revolutionary leader of the
Bolsheviks
Albert Pike – 33° Freemason – Captain Confederate Army – Wrote Morals
& Dogma
Prince Phillip – 33° Freemason – Husband of Queen Elizabeth II
Jeb Bush – Knight of Malta – Governer of Florida
H.G. Wells – 33° Freemason – Science fiction writer of The War of the
Worlds
Amschel Mayer von Rothschild – Knight of Malta – Architect of the
Bavarian Illuminati
Billy Graham – 33° Freemason – A major influence to Evangelical Christians
Reverend Jesse Jackson – 33° Freemason
Oral Roberts – 33° Freemason – Religious Leader
Joseph Smith – Freemason – Founder of Mormon Church
Jesse Helms – 33° Freemason
Jack Kemp – 33° Freemason
Al Gore – Freemason
Barry Goldwater – 33° Freemason
Newt Gingrich – 33° Freemason
Storm Thurmond – 33° Freemason
Michael Bloomberg – Knight of Malta – Mayor of New York
Michael Chertoff – Knight of Malta – Secretary of Homeland Security
Rudy Giuliani – Knight of Malta – Mayor of New York

Media and Entertainment

Walt Disney – 33° Freemason – Walt Disney Studios
Gene Roddenberry – 33° Freemason – Creator of Star Trek
Darryl Zanuck – Freemason – 20th Century Fox production chief (produced
the Day the Earth stood Still)
Jack Warner – Freemason – Warner Brothers Studios Hollywood
Carl Laemmle – Freemason – Universal Studios
Cecil B. deMille – Freemason – Hollywood movie director
Louis B. Mayer – Freemason – Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
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Walter Cronkite – Freemason – Newscaster
Director Ron Howard – 33° Freemason – Apollo 13
Rupert Murdoch – Knight of Malta – head of largest media corporations
William F. Buckley, Jr. – Knight of Malta – Skull and Bones – CIA – TV
personality and commentator
Henry Luce – Knight of Malta – Magazine Magnate of Time, Life, Fortune
etc.
William Randolph Hearst – Knight of Malta – Newspaper Magnate
Pat Buchanan – Knight of Malta – CNN political commentator
John Wayne – Freemason – Actor
Clark Gable – Freemason – Actor
Will Smith – Freemason – Actor (note this is a very partial actor list)
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Stories as well as appeared on the internationally syndicated evening news
show, Breaking the Set with Abby Martin in November of 2014. He was on
the show because he helped spearhead historical legislation that he helped
get passed in Mendocino County, California in November of 2014. The first
ever laws passed in the country declared local rights of self-governance and
community determination preempting state, federal and international law.
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Contact at: Biomaghealer@gmail.com

